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Chapter 1

General Introduction



On an evening in October 2009 a 55-year-old male from Raincy (France) got 
irritated because the upstairs neighbors and their visitors were too loud during a 
dinner party and—according to him—this was not the first time. He initially went 
upstairs to ask his neighbors to quiet down, but the discussion got out of hand. 
Upon that, the man returned to his apartment to collect his shotgun, got back 
upstairs and fired four shots at his neighbor, two at the neighbor’s pregnant wife, 
and ended shooting the two visitors as well (Le Post, 2009, October 11).

Neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts typically concern “small” irritations, such as 
loud music, pets or unmaintained gardens.  When asked, most residents state that 
they sometimes experience irritations caused by their neighbors (Paquin & 
Gambrill,  1994). However, as the above example illustrates, depending on how 
residents perceive and handle such conflicts the consequences can be quite severe. 
Over time, conflicts may seriously impact one’s quality of life causing stress and 
health problems (e.g., De Dreu, Van Dierendonck, & De Best-Waldhober, 2002; Ross 
& Mirosky, 2001), and, as was the case in the example above, they may even 
escalate into physical violence or death (Paquin & Gambrill, 1994).  In the present 
doctoral dissertation research is presented on the emergence, prevention, and 
solution of neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts in multicultural neighborhoods. 

As in many countries, in the Netherlands cultural diversity has increased to 
such a level that contact with members from other cultural groups has become a 
fact of life. People with a non-western background form the most salient ethnic 
minority group in the Netherlands, and in 2008 11% of the Dutch population was 
from a non-western cultural descent. Moreover, many people with a non-western 
background live together in the same neighborhoods—mostly in the bigger cities. 
As a result, in 2008 more than 10% of all Dutch residents lived in a culturally 
diverse neighborhood (i.e., neighborhoods with 25% or more, residents with a non-
western cultural background; Statistics Netherlands, 2008b).

Preventing escalation of neighbor conflicts may even be harder in culturally 
diverse than homogeneous neighborhoods because of the, often negative, 
consequences of social categorization processes. That is, intra-individual 
differences between people easily lead to the categorization of others into us versus 
them (Allport, 1954; Tajfel, 1969). As a consequence, social categorization processes 
provide the psychological basis for intergroup communication problems and 
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conflicts (e.g.,  Brown, 1995; Tajfel & Turner, 1979).  Therefore, residents may 
perceive more conflict and find it more difficult to handle conflicts, when in conflict 
with an outgroup member than a member of their own group. This is also reflected 
by the fact that the proportion of non-western immigrants in neighborhoods is 
related to a high level of perceived social irritations.  That is, in 2008, 4% of the 
Dutch population experienced on a regular basis irritations caused by others from 
their own neighborhood. In culturally diverse neighborhoods this number was 
almost three times higher (11%, compared to 2,5% in cultural homogenous 
neighborhoods; Statistics Netherlands, 2008a). 

In the current dissertation I will focus on (1) the impact of negative intergroup 
attitudes on people’s reactions in response to everyday irritations, (2) the 
prevention of such negative attitudes in multicultural neighborhoods, and (3) the 
solution of ongoing neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts. More specifically, in the first 
two empirical chapters of this dissertation I will present research on the negative 
impact of intergroup attitudes in the emergence of neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts 
in culturally diverse neighborhood. Then, in the third empirical chapter, I will 
focus on the prevention of such conflicts by presenting research addressing the 
question how negative intergroup attitudes in culturally diverse neighborhood can 
be diminished. In the fourth and final empirical chapter, I will go into the solution 
of such conflicts, by investigating the effectiveness of a widely used intervention in 
neighbor conflicts; neighborhood mediation projects.

!"#$%&'()*+,'+-(&"#.)&#)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

Generally, conflict can be defined as “a process that begins when an individual 
or group perceives differences and opposition between itself and another 
individual or group about interests and resources, beliefs, values, or practices that 
matter to them” (De Dreu & Gelfland, 2008, p. 8).  This definition implies that 
conflicts are subjective; a situation becomes a conflict situation, or not, depending 
on whether an individual perceives an incompatibility between one-self and 
another individual or group.  

The conflict issue refers to the subject matter that forms the reason for an 
individuals’ perception of being obstructed by someone else (Van de Vliert, 1997).  
Neighbor conflicts may concern scarce resource type of issues—for instance about 
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privacy, the use of shared spaces (e.g., hallways or parking lots), or responsibilities 
(e.g., maintenance)—as well as value type of issues, such as ideas about what it 
means to be a ‘good neighbor’, or how well a garden should be maintained 
(Paquin & Gambrill,  1994). Often neighbor conflicts concern a combination of these 
types of issues. For instance, a conflict over loud music coming from the neighbors 
may be primarily about privacy (scarce resource), but is also likely to concern value 
type of issues such as: what is an acceptable noise level, and until what time can 
one make noise?

Because conflicts are based on subjective experiences, conflict parties can differ 
in their interpretation of a conflict issue, and their perceptions of the amount of 
conflict present in a situation (e.g., Jehn & Chatman, 2000; Van de Vliert, 1997). In 
culturally diverse neighborhoods an important question would be how such 
interpretations and perceptions in conflicts with outgroup neighbors are affected 
by the intergroup relations in one’s neighborhood. In the first part of this 
dissertation I investigate how intergroup attitudes affect residents’ perceptions of, 
and subsequent reactions to irritations caused by a neighbor with a different 
cultural background.  

Secondly, in neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts it is often the case that there is one 
neighbor, the complainant,  wanting the other neighbor, the respondent, to change 
in some way—for instance to make less noise, or to clean up the garden. Such 
conflicts, wherein one party wants to change the status quo but the other party is 
motivated to maintain it, are likely to lead to asymmetrical conflict perceptions (De 
Dreu, Kluwer,  & Nauta, 2008; Kluwer & Mikula, 2002; Pruitt, 1995). Asymmetrical 
conflict perceptions, in turn,  can have important consequences for the course and 
outcomes of social conflicts (e.g., Jehn, & Rispens, 2008). In the final empirical 
chapter I will investigate the consequences of asymmetrical conflict perceptions for 
the course and effectiveness of third-party help in solving these conflicts.

!"#$%&'()4+5'(&"#.)&#)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

The word conflict stems from the Latin word conflictus, which means “act of 
striking together” (Meriam-Webster dictionary,  2010). Also in everyday language 
conflict is often used to refer to a fight, struggle, or some form of aggressive 
behavior. However, in conflict situations parties can react in numerous ways, for 
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instance by starting a discussion, trying to avoid a conflict situation, or indeed 
fighting the other party. The fact that conflict parties can react in various ways, or 
even experience social conflict without showing any behavioral reactions, is thus 
often ignored in everyday language.

Past research has come up with many different taxonomies of conflict behavior 
(dichotomies,  e.g., Deutsch, 1973; three-part taxonomies, e.g., Horney, 1945; four-
part taxonomies, e.g., Rubin, Pruitt, & Kim, 1994; and five-part taxonomies, e.g., 
Blake & Mouton, 1964, see van de Vliert 1997 for an overview). In chapter two I 
will depart from a commonly used classification in which three types of reactions 
are distinguished: forcing, avoiding, and problem-solving (Horney, 1945; De 
Reuver, 2006; Taylor, 2002).  Forcing is defined as acting destructively in a direct or 
indirect coercive way. For instance, during interviews with residents one man told 
me about a conflict with his neighbor: “I stood there in the doorway while holding 
my baseball bat—just acting normal without making any threats or so”. Avoiding 
is defined as moving away, or ignoring a conflict issue, as exemplified by the 
words of a resident: “I bought earplugs so I can just sleep while the neighbors put 
on their loud music again”. And third,  problem solving is defined as acting 
constructively by reconciling both parties’ best interest. Or, in the words of a 
resident who told me that: “We [the neighborhood] made an agreement that one 
can organize a party once a year.  When doing so we have notify our neighbors, and 
it needs to be quiet after midnight“.

61+)78-5'()"9)7#(+,0,":-);((&(:<+.)"#)!"#$%&'()*+,'+-(&"#.)5#<)4+5'(&"#.

In the first part of this dissertation I will investigate whether residents’ conflict 
reactions in conflicts with an outgroup member may be affected by stereotypes. 
Appraisal theories of emotions state that peoples’ motivation for behavioral 
reactions are based on their emotions and appraisals (interpretation) in a specific 
situation (e.g., Frijda, Kuipers, & Ter Schure, 1989; Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 
2001). For instance, when harmed by another person, one may feel more or less 
anger depending on how intentional the harm is appraised to be. Anger, in turn, is 
related to one’s tendencies to react in a forcing type of way (Frijda et al., 1989; 
Scherer, et al.,  2001). People’s appraisals of a conflict issue, and their subsequent 
emotional reactions, thus may form an important predictor for their behavioral 
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intentions. In this dissertation I will test the hypothesis that, when in conflict with 
an outgroup member, stereotypes can affect one’s appraisals and emotions, and 
subsequent behavioral intentions.

In their now classic work, Allport (1954) and Tajfel (1969) already identified 
how easily differences between individuals lead to the categorizations of others 
into “us” versus “them”, or “ingroups” versus “outgroups”. Such social 
categorization processes lay the psychological basis for many intergroup conflicts 
(e.g., Brown, 1995; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). This especially may be the case in 
culturally diverse neighborhoods, where residents from different ethnical 
backgrounds live in close proximity to each other, yet remain relatively anonymous 
(e.g., Putnam, 2000; Blokland, 2003). Such “us-them” distinctions, and the 
associated differences, not only form the basis for tensions between groups (e.g., 
Tajfel & Turner, 1979), they also can impact people’s perceptions in day-to-day 
conflicts. Imagine that your neighbor turns up the sound of the television late at 
night, would your interpretation and reaction to this be the same if your neighbor 
was a student, or an elderly lady instead?

Based on appraisal theories of emotions, intergroup emotion theory predicts 
that peoples’ emotions, and subsequent behaviors, can be affected by appraisals 
that are specific to the intergroup situation (e.g.,  Smith, 1993). For instance, when 
confronted with an outgroup that is weaker than one’s ingroup, people are likely to 
experience anger and related forcing intentions (Cotrell & Neuberg, 2005; Mackie, 
Devos, & Smith, 2000). As such, intergroup emotion theory explains how situation-
specific socio-structural relations, such as power, status, or group size, can affect 
group-level appraisals and subsequent emotions and behavioral intentions.  

Additionally, the stereotype content model (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002) 
and behaviors from intergroup affect and stereotypes map (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 
2007) state that the specific content of the stereotypes that are associated with an 
outgroup may affect one’s emotions and behavioral intentions towards outgroup 
members. For instance, independent of a context, people are more likely to 
experience anger towards group members that stereotypically are perceived to be 
less friendly, and contempt towards group members that stereotypically are seen as 
less competent (Fiske et al.,  2002). Theories on stereotype content thus explain why 
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people may associate different emotions,  and behavioral tendencies, with specific 
outgroups, independent of a context.

In the first part of this dissertation I will combine the insights of these theories, 
investigating whether and how stereotypes can affect peoples’ appraisals, 
emotions and action tendencies in a specific situation—when in conflict with an 
outgroup member. That is, I will test the prediction that stereotypes affect 
residents’ perceptions of, and subsequent reactions to an unfavorable status quo 
caused by a neighbor with a different cultural background. 

Specifically, in chapter 2, I present a study empirically testing this proposition 
among residents of culturally diverse neighborhoods.  In a field study in which we 
confronted residents with a scenario describing an outgroup neighbor that is 
causing irritations, we predicted that residents would experience more negative 
emotions and subsequently would be more inclined to exhibit forcing, and less 
avoiding and problem solving behaviors when having more negative stereotypes.  
Next,  in chapter 3 I present a study in which we experimentally investigated the 
impact of the specific content of stereotypes on appraisals, emotions, and 
behavioral intentions in conflict situations. In this research we tested the prediction 
that people would be more inclined to rely on avoiding when stereotyping an 
outgroup member causing irritations as low in competence. When stereotyping an 
outgroup member as low in warmth, on the other hand, people would be more 
likely to use forcing behavior.

*,+=+#(&#0)/+05(&=+)7#(+,0,":-);((&(:<+.)&#)!:%(:,5%%>)?&=+,.+)/+&012",1""<.

 Based on the results of the first two empirical chapters I continued from the 
idea that preventing negative intergroup attitudes in culturally diverse 
neighborhoods may be a valuable approach for reducing conflicts, and diminishing 
the chance of conflict escalation between residents with different cultural 
backgrounds.  As categorization of others in ingroup versus outgroup members is a 
fundamental process forming the basis for discrimination and intergroup conflict, 
social scientists have come up with a variety of approaches to reduce social 
categorization, or buffer the negative consequences of outgroup attitudes. A very 
influential approach to reduce negative intergroup attitudes is called 
recategorization (Gaertner, Dovidio, Anastasio, Bachman, & Rust, 1993). This 
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approach is based on the idea that social categories can be included in another 
overarching category. For instance, the category Europe is overarching for the 
categories the Netherlands and Germany, and Dutch as well as German people can 
relate to Europe. Based on this notion, Gaertner and colleagues predicted that 
when members of different groups can relate to a shared, or a common, ingroup 
identity including both groups, intergroup attitudes should improve. In their 
common ingroup identity model Gaertner and Dovidio (2000) propose that by 
focusing on a shared identity, intergroup perceptions can be changed in such a way 
that former outgroup members can be conceived as ingroup members. The 
intergroup attitudes between the former subgroup members then should improve 
through the very same processes that originally formed the basis for the ingroup 
favoritism towards one’s former subgroup. Indeed, many studies, in the laboratory 
as well as in the field, demonstrated that the perception of a common ingroup 
identity leads to improved intergroup attitudes (see Dovidio, Gaertner,  & Saguy, 
2007, for a review).

However,  research also revealed that overarching categories can form a 
platform for new intergroup comparisons, potentially resulting in even more 
negative intergroup attitudes (Mummendey & Wenzel, 1999). That is, group 
members often differ in their perceptions of how the prototypical member of a 
group is defined. Mummendey and colleagues argue in their ingroup projection 
model that in a situation in which two subgroups are sharing one more inclusive 
group identity,  subgroup members have the tendency to perceive the prototypical 
member of the shared identity as more alike their own group than the other group 
(see Wenzel, Mummendey, & Waldzus, 2007 for an overview). For instance, 
chopper-bikers may perceive the typical biker as easygoing, whereas sports-bikers 
perceive the typical biker as adventurous. Or, teachers at primary schools may 
perceive the typical teacher as patient, while high-school teachers perceive the 
typical teacher as demanding (Waldzus,  Mummendey, Wenzel, & Boettcher, 2004). 
As a result, members of the other subgroup may objectively be included in a 
common ingroup identity, but be compared to ingroup standards, resulting in 
more negative outgroup attitudes again. In a similar way, residents of culturally 
diverse city districts may have different perceptions of the prototypical resident of 
their district, and, in line with ingroup projection model, perceive their own 
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cultural group as relatively prototypical for their district. Therefore, in our research  
we also take the subjective representations of the common ingroup identity in 
terms of one’s perceived group prototypicality into account. More specifically, we 
predict that the consequences of perceived ingroup prototypicality may actually 
differ for majority and minority group members.

In chapter 4 the idea is tested that urban districts can function as a common 
ingroup identity for residents with different cultural backgrounds, and as such 
may improve intergroup attitudes in culturally diverse neighborhoods. I present 
two field studies in which we investigated how residents with a cultural majority 
and minority background perceive their urban district, and what implications this 
has for outgroup attitudes. Specifically, we predicted that the positive relation 
between identification with a common ingroup identity and outgroup attitudes is 
moderated by perceived ingroup prototypicality, and group status.  That is, in line 
with the ingroup projection model, one can assume that residents with different 
cultural backgrounds may have different perceptions of the ‘prototypical resident’ 
of a particular district. This may especially be different for residents with a cultural 
majority than residents with a culturally minority background. In the Netherlands 
the cultural majority forms the majority in many respects;  size, power, status, 
etcetera. Minority group members therefore may be less likely to claim the group 
prototype of the common ingroup identity. Consequently, majority members, but 
also minority group members may perceive the majority group as most 
representative for their urban district (cf. Waldzus et al., 2004). These differences 
between majority and minority members’ perception of the common ingroup in 
terms of ingroup prototypicality, may also affect how identification with a common 
ingroup affects outgroup attitudes on the subgroup level. Specifically we predict 
that for majority members there will be a positive relation between identification 
and outgroup attitudes,  when they perceive their ingroup as less prototypical. 
Conversely, for minority members we predict a positive relation between 
identification and outgroup attitudes, when they perceive their ingroup as more 
prototypical.
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In chapter 5 I then will focus on the resolution of ongoing conflicts between 
neighbors. During the last decades, neighborhood mediation programs have 
become an increasingly popular method to deal with conflicts between neighbors. 
Police,  housing companies, and other social institutions can refer residents who 
have an ongoing conflict with their neighbor to such neighborhood mediation 
programs. In 2008 there were over 90 mediation programs in the Netherlands 
alone, involving more than 1600 mediators (Dutch Centre for Crime Prevention & 
Safety, 2008), and there have been similar developments in the rest of Europe and 
the United States of America (e.g., National Association for Conflict Management, 
2010; the United Kingdom, ADRNOW, 2010). 

The research described in chapter 5 returns to the basis of neighbor-to-neighbor 
conflicts, and focuses on an intervention aimed at the directly involved conflict 
parties. Although intergroup processes arguably play an important role in the 
emergence of neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts, neighborhood mediation is primarily 
aimed at the directly involved parties.  Therefore, in the final empirical chapter I 
will present a study on the effectiveness of a neighborhood mediation program, in 
which a more interpersonal perspective is taken. More specifically, in this research 
we investigated how asymmetry in conflict perceptions affects the course and 
outcomes of such a program. As I described before, people can have different 
conflict perceptions depending on the position they have in a conflict. For instance, 
a study by Mummendey and Otten (1989) showed that whereas from an actors’ 
point of view aggressive behavior was evaluated as appropriate, from a victims’ 
point of view the same act was evaluated as more negative and inappropriate. This 
perspective-specific divergence demonstrates that individuals can evaluate the 
same aggressive act differently depending on whether they take the perspective of 
the actor versus the victim.

In a similar vein, past research showed that in asymmetric conflicts the party 
that is challenging the status quo often perceives more conflict than the party that 
is defending it (e.g., De Dreu et al.,  2008; Kluwer & Mikula 2002; Jehn & Chatman, 
2000). In line with this, previous research on neighbor conflicts found that 
complainants typically were more annoyed than respondents (McGillicuddy, 
Pruitt, Welton, Zubek, & Peirce, 1991).  Asymmetry in conflict perceptions, in turn, 
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can have important consequences for the experiences and reactions of conflict 
parties. For instance, conflict asymmetry in teams within organizations was found 
to be negatively related to performance and creativity (e.g.,  De Dreu et al.,  2008; 
Jehn, Rispens, & Thatcher, 2010; Jehn & Chatman, 2000). Moreover, team members 
that perceived less conflict felt more satisfied with the team, whereas members that 
perceived more conflict felt disrespected and insecure (Jehn & Rispens, 2008; Jehn 
et al., 2010). In line with this, past research in family settings showed that the party 
that is challenging the status quo often feels worse, and more depressed than the 
one defending the status quo (Kluwer & Mikula, 2002). 

In situations in which an actual conflict between residents is present, it thus 
may be important to make a distinction between the party that is challenging the 
status quo, and the party that is defending it. For instance, it may especially be 
important to provide the party that is challenging the status quo with emotional 
support, whereas for the party defending the status quo it is more important to 
increase awareness of the issue. In chapter 5, I therefore present a study in which 
we investigated whether and how third parties, in the form of neighborhood 
mediation, can support residents in resolving conflicts themselves. In this study we 
especially focused on the role of conflict perceptions, and we predict that conflict 
asymmetry, that is the divergence of conflict perception, would be an important 
predictor for the course and outcomes of neighborhood mediation. 

B=+,=&+C)"9)(1+)!:,,+#()?&..+,(5(&"#

To recapitulate, in the current dissertation research is presented on the 
emergence, prevention and solution of neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts in 
multicultural neighborhoods. In the first two empirical chapters I will present 
research on the effect of stereotypes on appraisals, emotions, and conflict reactions 
when in conflict with an outgroup member. Specifically, in chapter 2 I will focus on 
the impact of stereotype valence on residents’ emotional reactions and behavioral 
intentions when confronted with an outgroup neighbor causing irritations. In 
chapter 3 I will focus more specifically on the divergence effects of stereotype 
warmth versus competence on conflict parties their appraisals and reactions. Then 
in chapter 4 I will present research focusing on how negative stereotypes in 
culturally diverse neighborhoods can be buffered, and as such can prevent 
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neighbor conflicts. This research specifically focuses on the question whether and 
how an urban district can function as a common ingroup identity for majority and 
minority members. In chapter 5 research is presented focusing on whether and 
how neighborhood mediation is an effective intervention in ongoing neighbor-to-
neighbor conflicts. This dissertation will end with a general overview and a 
discussion of the main findings. See Figure 1.1 for a schematic overview of the 
chapters.

On a final note, the chapters presented in this dissertation are written with the 
purpose that they can be read independently. Consequently, there is some overlap 
between parts of the chapters. Furthermore, the empirical work presented in this 
dissertation is a result of collaborative research by others and me. Therefore, when 
referring to the authors of the papers describing this research I used “we” instead 
of “I”.
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Chapter 2

The role of Ingroup versus Outgroup 

Categorization and Stereotypes in Neighbor-to-

Neighbor Conflicts

This chapter is based on Ufkes, Giebels, Otten, & Van der Zee (2010). The Role of 
Ingroup versus Outgroup Categorization and Stereotypes in Neighbor-to-Neighbor 
Conflicts. Manuscript submitted for publication.



Wherever people live together, social conflicts arise.  Although the word 
‘conflict’ often comes with a negative connotation, it may not only form a source 
for social disorder; depending on peoples’ reactions conflict may also be a source 
for social change. Usually residents work out their day-to-day issues—such as loud 
music or unattained gardens in the neighborhood—in a constructive way without 
major negative consequences for either themselves or the neighborhood in general. 
However,  in some neighborhoods, especially in deteriorated ones, residents 
generally find it more difficult to solve conflicts in a constructive way.

One factor that may play a role in many deteriorated neighborhoods is that in 
the past decades, due to migration and globalization processes, western societies 
have become noticeably more ethnically diverse. Consequently, residents often find 
themselves in situations in which members of visibly different groups interact. 
Ethnicity has been identified as one of the features that individuals spontaneously 
use to categorize people (see Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007; Stangor, Lynch, Duan, & 
Glass, 1992). Moreover, ample research demonstrated that when interacting in an 
intergroup situation, social categorization of others affects peoples’ emotions (e.g., 
Mackie, Devos, & Smith, 2000; Maitner, Mackie,  & Smith, 2006; Miller, Smith, & 
Mackie, 2004), and behavior (e.g., Smith, Terry, & Hogg, 2006; Tajfel & Turner, 
1986). In this chapter we investigate whether and how community residents react 
differently in conflict situations depending on the ethnic background of the person 
causing nuisance—the antagonist.

6>-+.)"9)!"#$%&'()D+15=&",)

An oft-used definition of conflict is any situation in which an individual feels 
obstructed or irritated by another individual is a conflict situation (Van de Vliert, 
1997). As implied by this definition, conflicts are highly subjective experiences. 
Consequently, reactions to perceived conflict situations may vary across 
individuals and locations, and are not necessarily coupled with a particular type of 
conflict issue. 

When in conflict one has numerous avenues of conflict behavior. In past 
research these types of behavior often have been categorized into three distinct 
types of reactions: forcing, avoiding, and problem-solving behavior (De Reuver, 
2006; Horney, 1945; for an overview see Taylor,  2002; Van de Vliert, 1997). 
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Specifically, forcing is acting destructively in a directly or indirectly coercive way. 
For example, neighbors can react by making threats to call the police. The second 
type of response is to avoid a conflict issues. Meaning a person can feel hindered 
and irritated by another, but tries to accept or tolerate the situation (e.g.,  De Dreu & 
Vianen, 2001; Kluwer, Heesink, & Van de Vliert,  2000). It has been found that 
community residents often try to avoid a situation when they perceive conflict 
issues like noisy parties or littering (Baumgartner, 1988; Chaurand, & Brauer,  2008). 
The third response available is to approach the other party in a constructive way, 
and find a solution for the situation that is acceptable to both parties. This type of 
conflict behavior is called problem-solving.

7#(+,0,":-)E8"(&"#.)&#)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.F

How conflict parties react may depend on the emotions that they experience 
when confronted with a conflict issue. Emotions can be functional and serve to 
regulate behavior. Theories on aggression, for instance, state that the degree to 
which people get angry or annoyed in a conflict determines whether they will act 
aggressively (e.g., general affective aggression model; Anderson, Anderson, & 
Deuser, 1996). More specifically, appraisal theories of emotions state that specific 
emotions are correlated with specific behavioral intentions. Anger for instance, is 
typically associated with tendencies to react in a forcing way (e.g., Frijda, Kuijpers, 
& ter Schure, 1989; see Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 2001 for an overview). 
Moreover,  according to this theory, whether or not individuals get angry in a 
specific situation depends on how they appraise a particular situation. For 
instance, someone may get more or less angry in a conflict depending on whether 
or not they hold the other responsible for a negative event (Frijda et al., 1989). 
Negative emotions, and the preceding appraisals, thus may play an important role 
in determining how likely residents are to react destructively when in conflict.

Based on appraisal theories of emotions, intergroup emotion theory (IET; Smith, 
1993) predicts that specific group appraisals may lead to specific emotions, which 
in turn may lead to specific intergroup behavior.  Typically, research on IET focuses 
upon group size, status and power as relevant group appraisals predicting 
intergroup emotions (Cotrell & Neuberg, 2005; Mackie, Devos, & Smith, 2000; 
Smith, 1993). For instance, when another group is appraised as blocking one’s 
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goals people get angry more easily and have higher forcing intentions (Cotrell & 
Neuberg, 2005). As such, theories on intergroup emotions provide a valuable 
framework to explain conflict behaviors towards outgroup members. However, 
past research on intergroup emotion theory especially focused on situation in 
which members of one group (believe) that they are interacting with another group 
instead of one member of another group. Consequently,  this research especially 
focused on the socio-structural relations between one’s ingroup and the outgroup, 
in terms of power, size, and status differences, as the predictor of intergroup 
emotions. When interacting with an individual member of another group however, 
such social-structural group based appraisals may be less relevant. Instead, 
appraisals that more generally are associated with the group membership of an 
antagonist may influence residents’ emotions and subsequent behavioral 
intentions.  

In the current research it is investigated how ingroup versus outgroup 
categorization and stereotypes may affect peoples’ emotions and behavioral 
intentions in a specific context: that of neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts. Specifically, 
we propose that residents’ emotional and subsequent behavioral reactions in 
conflict with an outgroup member may depend on (1) whether the other conflict 
party is an ingroup or an outgroup member, and (2) in case of an outgroup 
member, the stereotypes that are associated with that outgroup.

7#0,":-)=+,.:.)B:(0,":-);#(50"#&.(.)&#)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

In an intergroup situation, an individual’s perceptions and behavior can be 
affected by group identities and categorical information about other groups (e.g., 
self-categorization theory; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell,  1987 and 
social identity theory; Tajfel, 1982; Tajfel & Turner,  1986). In addition, ethnicity has 
been identified as one of the features that individuals spontaneously use to 
categorize people (see Horwitz & Horwitz,  2007; Stangor, Lynch, Duan, & Glass, 
1992). In the current study we are therefore interested in investigating how social 
categorization and stereotypes affect the behavioral intentions of community 
residents in a conflict situation. 

There is ample research demonstrating that categorizing others as either 
ingroup or outgroup members may affect evaluations and subsequent emotional 
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and behavioral reactions. In general, ingroup members are evaluated more 
favorably than outgroup members (e.g., Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002; Otten & 
Moskowitz, 2000; Otten & Wentura, 1999; Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, & Flament, 1971). 
For instance, people automatically associated newly created ingroups with more 
positive emotions than outgroups (Otten & Wentura, 1999). However, this 
tendency to evaluate ingroup members more positively does not hold in all 
circumstances. That is, previous research revealed that norm deviant ingroup 
members can actually be evaluated more negatively than comparably norm 
deviant outgroup members (Marques & Yzerbyt, 1988; Marques, Yzerbyt, & Leyens, 
1988; see also Van Prooijen, 2006). This “black sheep effect” has been demonstrated 
to be especially relevant when the behavior of others is violating important norms. 
Ingroup members ought to know and respect these norms, and violation of them 
leads to a potential source of threat to the positive image of the group. That is, 
people want to think positively about the groups they belong to, because people 
derive an important part of their self-worth from their group memberships (Tajfel 
& Turner, 1986). An ingroup member acting defiantly may lead to more negative 
evaluations of ones ingroup, and therefore potentially harm ones feeling of self-
worth.  For outgroup members, on the other hand, there may be less expectation 
against norm violation. Moreover,  if they do,  they do not pose a threat to ones’ 
ingroup image, as they do not belong to the ingroup. Therefore, ingroup 
antagonists may be evaluated more negatively than outgroup antagonists violating 
the same relevant norm (Braun, Otten, & Gordijn, 2009; Marques, Abrams, Paez, & 
Martinez-Taboada, 1998).

When causing a nuisance in the neighborhood, for instance, by playing loud 
music late at night, one is seriously violating a relevant norm. There are clear 
norms of what is acceptable behavior for neighbors and what is not, some of which 
are established in local laws and rules of the housing companies. Thus,  the black 
sheep effect may particularly be applicable in neighborhood conflict situations. In 
the context of our research concerns, we predict that residents will be more likely 
to react more negatively towards ingroup than towards outgroup antagonists 
causing nuisance in their neighborhood. That is, we expect residents to experience 
more negative emotions and less constructive behavioral intentions (higher forcing 
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tendencies, and lower problem solving and avoiding tendencies) when confronted 
with an ingroup member rather than an outgroup member (Hypothesis 1).

G(+,+"(>-+.)5#<)7#(+,0,":-)E8"(&"#.)&#)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

In addition, this study investigates how stereotypes can affect residents’ 
emotions and behavior when confronted with an outgroup antagonist. Stereotypes 
are beliefs about characteristics of groups of individuals (Fiske, 1998; Kunda, 1999). 
Stereotypes can—unconsciously and automatically—be used as a heuristic to 
perceive and interpret the behavior of others (see Hilton & von Hippel, 1996 for an 
overview). As a result, stereotype negativity may lead to more negative emotional 
and behavioral reactions towards outgroup members. This is especially the case 
when a situation is ambiguous in the sense that one’s reaction cannot clearly be 
attributed to negative stereotypes (Dovidio, & Gaertner, 1986), as is the case in 
conflict situations in which one might have a valid reason to react negatively.

Specifically, people can experience emotions and behavioral intentions towards 
member of particular groups depending on the stereotypes that are associated with 
this group (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick & Xu, 2002;  Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007). For 
example, when stereotyping an outgroup as less friendly and warm, people are 
more likely to experience anger and therefore have higher forcing to its members 
(Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007). As such, theories on affect and intergroup behavior 
provide a valuable explanation for why people may experience different emotions 
and action tendencies towards specific groups, depending on the stereotypes that 
they associate with this group. However, these studies all investigated the effect of 
stereotypes on the emotions and action tendencies that people have towards 
specific groups independent of a context. In the current study we add on to this by 
demonstrating that emotions and action tendencies in a specific context—residents 
in conflict with an outgroup antagonist—also may be affected by the stereotypes 
associated with the cultural group of that antagonist. More specifically, we predict 
for the current study that higher levels of stereotype negativity will go together 
with increased annoyance and therefore will lead to less intentions for avoiding 
and problem solving type of reactions, and more forcing tendencies (Hypothesis 2).
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To recapitulate, in the current study it is investigated whether and how social 
categorization processes and stereotypes influence the level of negative emotions 
and behavioral intentions that residents experience in neighborhood conflicts. 
Residents with either a native-Dutch or a non-Western minority background 
responded to a conflict scenario describing either a native-Dutch, Turkish, or 
Moroccan neighbor causing irritations late at night.  First,  the hypothesis was tested 
that residents experience a higher level of annoyance, and therefore have more 
destructive behavioral intentions, when confronted with an ingroup rather than an 
outgroup antagonist (Hypothesis 1). We added the Moroccan condition because in 
this way we could see whether Turkish participants made a distinction between 
antagonists belonging to a majority outgroup (i.e., Dutch) or a minority outgroup 
(i.e., Moroccan). We did not expect Dutch participants to make a distinction 
between these two conditions, since for Dutch participants both versions described 
an outgroup antagonist. Second, the hypothesis was tested that when confronted 
with an outgroup antagonist, stereotype negativity is positively related with 
negative emotions,  and therefore with increased intentions for forcing and 
decreased intentions for avoiding and problem solving behavior (Hypothesis 2).

A+(1"<
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In the Netherlands, the Dutch Ministry of Housing (2007) classified forty 
districts of various cities as “official deteriorated areas”. Residents within these 
districts, on average, experience more social conflicts compared to districts that 
have not been labeled as deteriorated areas. Of particular interest is that, most of 
these districts know a relatively high level of cultural diversity. To test our 
hypotheses, we conducted a survey study among 529 residents of 5 of such 
deteriorated areas in a large city in the Netherlands. Of these, 40% were male and 
58% were female (2% unknown). The mean age of the participants was 45 years 
(ranging from 19 to 88; SD = 15.08). Participants were classified as member of a 
minority group, when either themselves or at least one of their parents was born 
outside of the Netherlands. In this study we only included participants with a 
native-Dutch (468, 70%, of the total sample) and participants with a Turkish 
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background (61, 9.2%, of the total sample). Importantly, these samples resemble the 
percentage of native-Dutch (57%) and Turkish (12%) residents living in these 
districts (Statistics Netherlands, 2009). Therefore, our sample contains roughly the 
same proportion native-Dutch and Turkish residents, which is an indication that 
response rates were equal in both groups. 

The data for the present study were collected as part of a larger dataset 
entailing a random distribution of 3800 questionnaires through the mail and at 
various locations in 5 of these districts (circa 750 per district). The survey and the 
accompanying cover letter were provided in three languages: Dutch, Turkish and 
Arabic.  In the cover letter we invited residents over the age of 18 to complete the 
survey and send it back using a pre-paid return envelope. In return, participants 
had a chance in winning one of three vouchers, each worth 100 Euros. In total, 736 
residents (19.36%) completed and returned the survey. However, some of the 
respondents failed to respond appropriately to the survey as shown by zero 
variance on their ratings of the stereotype questions (n = 61) or their ratings 
regarding the conflict scenario (n = 9). Thus, n = 70 were dropped from the sample. 
In addition, 137 participants indicated cultural backgrounds not native-Dutch or 
Turkish (e.g., Moroccan, Surinam etc.) and were omitted1.  This left N = 529 for the 
subsequent analysis.

?+.&0#)5#<)A+5.:,+.

The study was based on a one-factorial between-subject design with three 
conditions. The number of native-Dutch and Turkish participants per experimental 
condition are depicted in Table 2.1. Participants first completed a stereotype scale, 
assessing their stereotypes regarding Dutch, Turkish and Moroccan people in their 
district. In a second seemingly unrelated part of the questionnaire—which also 
contained questions about subjects as social action and participation—participants 
read a short scenario describing a conflict situation involving a neighbor causing 
nuisance. The ethnicity of the neighbor described in the scenario was randomly 
varied, and could be Dutch, Turkish, or Moroccan. Following the scenario we 
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asked participants to answer questions about their emotions and behavioral 
intentions when thinking of the situation as described in the scenario.

*+,-&'.)('
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We carefully investigated the social categories and conflict issues that were 
particularly salient in the neighborhoods by conducting interviews with 
professionals (e.g.,  police officers or community organizers) working in these areas 
(N = 18). Results revealed, ethnicity, ‘old-timers’ versus ‘newcomers’ in the 
neighborhood, and young people versus the elderly, were the most frequently 
named “contrast” categorizations. In addition, we asked which issues were typical 
for conflicts in these neighborhoods. Here, interviews revealed day-to-day issues 
such as, loud music, unmaintained gardens, and nuisance caused by children, as 
the most frequently experienced conflict issues. Based on these results we chose to 
use ethnicity as most frequently named categorization feature, and loud music as a 
conflict issue for our conflict scenario.

As a measure of outgroup stereotypes we asked the participants to estimate 
how many residents in their city-district would think that members of a particular 
group possess certain traits. By asking the number of others that would hold a 
specific stereotype we intended to reduce social desirability concerns (cf.  Fiske et 
al., 2002). We measured stereotypes about native-Dutch,  Moroccan and Turkish 
residents for four traits: clever, reliable,  friendly and aggressive. Our choice for 
these traits was based on stereotype traits that were typically associated with 
outgroups in previous studies (e.g., Cuddy et al., 2007; Fiske et al., 2002; Phalet & 
Poppe, 1997). An example question is “How many residents without a Turkish 
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background in this district think that Turks are aggressive?” Participants gave their 
answer on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (almost nobody) through 3 (about half) to 
5 (almost everybody). We constructed a stereotype negativity scale by aggregating 
scores on the negative and positive traits (reverse coded).  In this way we 
constructed for the native-Dutch participants a stereotype negativity scale 
regarding Turks (! = .71) and regarding Moroccans (! = .67). In the same way we 
constructed for the Turkish participants a stereotype negativity scale regarding 
Moroccans (! = .66) and regarding Dutch people (! = .57). The means and standard 
deviations are depicted in Table 2.2.
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In the scenario we asked participants to imagine that they were just about to go 
to bed. But suddenly their neighbor put on very loud music so that getting to sleep 
would be virtually impossible. Participants either read about a Dutch neighbor 
named Karel, a Turkish neighbor named Ömer or a Moroccan neighbor named 
Hafid, depending on which version of the questionnaire they had randomly 
received. 

After participants read the scenario, we asked them to indicate the level of 
anger and irritation they would experience. The items were statements, “I would 
be very angry (irritated) with my neighbor”. Participants indicated how much they 
agreed using a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree). 
These two items formed a composite scale labeled “annoyance”,  r(516) = .66, p < .
001.
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Further, we assessed the extent to which participants would prefer certain 
behavioral intentions regarding the conflict scenario. We measured forcing 
intentions with the questions: “I would stop the music, no matter what” and “I 
would give my neighbor a piece of my mind”, r(516) = .48, p < .001. We measured 
problem-solving intentions with the questions:  “Together with my neighbor I 
would try to agree on an acceptable time until which one could listen to loud 
music” and “together with my neighbor I would try to find a solution for the 
situation”, r(517) = .54, p < .001. And we measured avoiding intentions with the 
questions: “I would go to bed, and try to sleep despite the music” and “I would try 
to ignore the music”, r(515) = .63, p < .001. For each option participants stated how 
likely it was that they would react in the described manner using a 5-point scale 
with 1 (very unlikely) to 5 (very likely).

4+.:%(.
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Our first expectation was that group membership of a neighbor causing a 
nuisance would affect residents’ emotions and behavioral intentions. More 
specifically, we predicted that residents would report more annoyance and 
destructive behavioral intentions in case of an ingroup neighbor, compared to an 
outgroup neighbor (Hypothesis 1). From the point of view of native-Dutch 
participants the two outgroup targets were the Turkish and the Moroccan neighbor. 
For Turkish participants the two outgroup targets were the Dutch and the 
Moroccan neighbor. Therefore, we performed 2-way analyses of variance 
(ANOVAs) with ethnicity of the participant (Dutch or Turkish) and experimental 
condition (Dutch neighbor, Turkish neighbor, or Moroccan neighbor) as factors, 
and annoyance and behavioral intentions as the dependent variables. 

Results confirmed our first hypothesis regarding emotions. For annoyance there 

was a main effect of ethnicity, F(1, 515) = 12.51, p < .001, partial "2 = .02. Thus, 
Dutch participants reported more annoyance (M = 3.46,  SD = 1.17) than Turkish 
participants (M = 2.88, SD = 1.06). As expected, this main effect was qualified by a 
significant interaction between ethnicity of the participant and experimental 

condition, F(2, 515) = 5.38, p = .005, partial "2 = .02.  Simple effect analyses 
confirmed our predictions that native-Dutch participants reported more annoyance 
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in the Dutch neighbor condition (M = 3.80, SD = 0.99) compared to the Turkish 
neighbor condition (M = 3.36, SD = 1.21), F(1, 510) = 10.70, p < .001, partial "2 = .02, 
and compared to the Moroccan neighbor condition (M = 3.20, SD = 1.24), F(1,  510) 

= 21.92, p < .001,  partial "2 = .04. The difference between the Turkish and Moroccan 
neighbor condition was not significant, F(1, 510) = 1.50, p = .220. For Turkish 
participants, we found as predicted, significantly more annoyance in the Turkish 
neighbor condition (M = 3.22, SD = 0.99) compared to the Dutch neighbor 

condition (M = 2.52,  SD = 1.01), F(1, 510) = 3.67, p = .050, partial "2 = .01. There was 
no significant difference in annoyance for Turkish participants between the 
Moroccan neighbor (M = 2.95, SD = 1.09) and Dutch neighbor, F(1, 510) = 1.45, p = .
230, or Turkish neighbor condition, F(1, 510) = .56, p = .460. Therefore, we have 
support for the black sheep effect which states norm violations by ingroup 
members lead to more negative evaluation than norm violations among outgroup 
members.

Unfortunately, analyses regarding behavioral intentions did not support the 
first hypothesis. That is, we expected that participants would have higher forcing 
intentions, and lower problem-solving and avoiding intentions, when confronted 
with an ingroup rather than an outgroup antagonist. We did find a significant main 
effect of ethnicity for forcing, F(1, 506) = 33.59, p < .001, partial "2 = .06. Across 
conditions Turkish participants were more likely to choose forcing intentions (M = 
3.65,  SD = 1.17) than Dutch participants (M = 2.75, SD = 1.17). In addition,  we 
found a marginally significant main effect of ethnicity on avoiding intentions, F(1, 
506) = 3.40, p = .06, partial "2 = .01.  Turkish participants were across conditions less 
likely to choose for avoiding intentions (M = 2.59, SD = 1.08) than Dutch 
participants (M = 2.92, SD = 1.25). However, we found no significant main effects 
of condition, all Fs < 1, ps > .410, nor significant interaction effects of ethnicity and 
condition, all Fs < 1.16, ps  > .323, on behavioral intentions.

Next,  we tested whether the predicted indirect effect of ingroup versus 
outgroup neighbor through negative emotions on behavioral intentions was 
significant using a bootstrapping procedure for simple mediation, as 
recommended by Preacher and Hayes (2008). In order to do this we tested three 
models in which we included version (coded as -1 for outgroup neighbor and 1 for 
ingroup neighbor) as independent, annoyance as mediator, and respectively 
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avoiding, forcing, and problem solving as dependent variables. The results showed 
in line with the hypotheses a significant negative indirect effect of ingroup versus 
outgroup neighbor, through annoyance on avoiding, b = -.03, Bias Corrected and 
Accelerated (BCA) 95% Confidence Interval (CI) [-.068, -.007, and problem solving, 
b = -.03, BCA 95% CI [-.059, -.004]. Moreover,  we found a significant positive 
indirect effect of ingroup versus outgroup neighbor through annoyance on forcing, 
b = .05, BCA 95% CI [.025, .094]. Specifically, as shown before, residents experienced 
more annoyance when confronted with an ingroup than an outgroup antagonist, b 
= .27, p < .001, and subsequently had less intentions for avoiding, b = -.13, p = .007, 
and problem solving behavior, b = -.11, p = .018, and higher intentions for forcing, b 
= .21, p < .001.

To summarize, the results showed, as predicted, that native-Dutch as well as 
Turkish residents’ emotional reactions were more negative towards an ingroup 
compared to an outgroup antagonist. Furthermore, although no support for a 
direct relation between ingroup versus outgroup categorization and conflict 
behavior was found, the results did support the hypothesis that if residents 
experience more negative emotions towards an ingroup member than an outgroup 
member they also intent to react more destructively. 
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In addition, we investigated how stereotype negativity affects participants’ 
level of negative emotions and behavioral intentions in a conflict caused by an 
outgroup neighbor (Hypothesis 2). Regression analyses were performed for native-
Dutch and Turkish participants who were confronted with a scenario describing an 
outgroup neighbor. At Step 1, stereotype negativity and ethnicity were entered, 
with the interaction term entered at Step 2. A separate regression was conducted 
for each dependent variable: level of annoyance,  intentions for avoiding, forcing or 
problem solving behavior (see Table 2.3 for an overview of the regression betas). 
Besides the main effects of ethnicity that we discussed before, we found in 
accordance with our predictions, a significant positive relation between stereotype 
negativity for both annoyance and forcing. Indicating, that as stereotype negativity 
increases, a participant is more likely to experience annoyance and intend forcing 
behaviors.  Furthermore, we found a significant negative relation between 
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stereotype negativity for problem-solving and avoidance intentions.  This reveals 
that as stereotype negativity increases, a participant is less likely to prefer problem-
solving and avoidance intentions in an outgroup conflict situation. Step 2 revealed 
no significant interaction effects of stereotype negativity and ethnicity of the 
participants on any of the dependent variables (all #R2’s < .01). This revealed that 
there were no significant differences between native-Dutch and Turkish 
participants for the effects of stereotypes on emotions and behavioral intentions.
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Furthermore, we predicted that level of annoyance would mediate the effect of 
stereotypes on behavioral intentions. As demonstrated before, stereotype 
negativity was significantly related with annoyance (b = .33, p < .01).  Annoyance in 
turn, was significantly related with forcing (b = .25, p < .01), however only 
marginally with problem-solving (b = -.10, p = .09) and avoiding (b  = -.12, p = .05). 
As a result, we found that annoyance mediated the effect of stereotype negativity 
on forcing, but not on problem solving and avoidance. That is, we found a 
significant indirect effect of stereotype negativity on forcing through annoyance (b 
= .08, Bias Corrected and Accelerated (BCA) 95 % Confidence Interval (CI) [.028, .
158]).  However,  for the effect of stereotype negativity on problem solving and 
avoiding, we only found a marginally significant indirect effect of annoyance (b = -.
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03, BCA 95% CI [-.093,  .004], BCA 90% CI [-.083, -.001] and b  = -.04, BCA 95% CI [-.
104, .003], BCA 90% CI [-.097, -.004], respectively).

In conclusion, our prediction that the effect of stereotype negativity on 
behavioral intentions is mediated by negative emotions was partially supported by 
our data. That is,  for the effect of stereotype negativity on forcing we found 
statistical support for our claim that this was mediated by annoyance. However, 
the results are less conclusive for the effects on problem solving and avoidance. 
This is mainly because of the relation between annoyance and our dependent 
variables—which was significant for forcing but not for problem solving and 
avoidance. We will return to this point in the discussion.

?&.':..&"#

In the current study, we investigated how ingroup versus outgroup 
categorization and negative outgroup stereotypes, affect community residents’ 
reactions in a conflict situation. As predicted, we demonstrated that residents 
evaluated an ingroup antagonist more negatively than an outgroup antagonist 
causing the same nuisance, and subsequently had higher intentions for destructive 
conflict behavior. As such, this is one of the first studies demonstrating the black 
sheep effect in a real-world setting,  and importantly, for both majority members 
(native-Dutch residents) and minority members (Turkish-Dutch residents). In 
addition we found that, when confronted with an outgroup antagonist, residents 
did react more negatively when having more negative stereotypes about this 
group. That is, participants reported more negative emotions and had more 
negative behavioral intentions towards an outgroup antagonist, when stereotyping 
the outgroup as more negative. Although, community residents not necessarily 
react more negatively in a conflict with an outgroup conflict party, negative 
stereotypes between cultural groups do lead to more negative emotional and 
behavioral reactions. 
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More specifically, this study showed that native-Dutch residents experienced 
more negative emotions when confronted with a Dutch neighbor causing a 
nuisance than when confronted with a Turkish or Moroccan antagonist. Turkish 
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participants reacted more negatively towards a Turkish than towards a Dutch 
antagonist. Moreover,  the current study showed that annoyance indeed was 
negatively related to intentions for constructive behavior, such as problem solving 
or avoidance, and positively to intentions for forcing behavior. Residents who 
experienced a high level of annoyance when confronted with an ingroup 
antagonist, thus also had lower intentions to react in a constructive way.

These results can be explained in terms of the black sheep effect (Marques et al., 
1998; Marques & Yzerbyt, 1988). Although there is ample evidence that overall 
people have the tendency to favor their ingroup over other groups (e.g., Otten, & 
Wentura, 1999), on some occasions people actually may react more negatively 
towards an ingroup member i.e., when confronted with an ingroup member 
causing a conflict. Individuals have stricter expectations for members of an 
ingroup to stick to relevant norms than for members of an outgroup (Marques et 
al., 1998;  Marques & Yzerbyt, 1988). In addition, ingroup antagonists may pose a 
threat to the group’s image (e.g., Marques et al., 1998; Braun et al., 2009).  The 
current research is one of the first studies replicating the findings from earlier 
research on the black sheep effect outside the laboratory in a field setting, thereby 
providing a test of the ecological validity of the effect. 

Additionally, the results revealed that both majority and minority group 
members may react more negatively towards the ingroup rather than outgroup 
antagonists.  If we look at our results in more detail, we see that the emotional 
reactions towards the ingroup antagonist of Dutch residents were more negative 
than the reactions towards both outgroup antagonists. Moreover, we found for 
Turkish residents more negative reactions towards a Turkish antagonist compared 
to a Dutch antagonist. Their reactions towards the Moroccan antagonist, however, 
did not differ significantly from either the Turkish or the Dutch antagonist.  A 
possible explanation for this finding, although speculative, is that some Turkish 
residents perceive Moroccans as an ingroup, non-Western minorities,  whereas 
others may perceive them as an outgroup. The Dutch majority, generally, does not 
make a big distinction between specific minority groups, but sees them as one 
broad category (e.g., Pettigrew, 1998). Hence, when residents with a Turkish 
background are confronted with an antagonist from another minority group, some 
of them may react especially negatively because they feel that the image of the 
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inclusive category of “minority groups” is threatened—thereby creating the typical 
black sheep effect. However, other Turkish residents, for whom the inclusive 
category of “minority groups” is not salient, may see Moroccans purely as 
outgroup members. Consequently, they should have comparably negative 
emotions when confronted with a Moroccan antagonist as when confronted with a 
Dutch antagonist. Although more research is needed to unravel this, it may explain 
why Turkish participants in the Moroccan neighbor condition reacted more 
moderately.

Interestingly, for behavioral intentions, there were no direct effects of the 
distinction between ingroup and outgroup antagonists. Apparently, the effect of 
ingroup versus outgroup categorization on behavioral intentions does not just run 
parallel to its influence on emotions. A possible explanation, although speculative, 
could be found in the fact that people are highly motivated in preserving the 
positive image of their ingroup. When an ingroup member is violating a relevant 
norm it may be functional to disapprove of ingroup members showing norm 
deviant behavior.  For instance, by stating that you are very annoyed by the 
negative event, in order to correct the ingroup antagonist. However, forcing 
reactions towards an ingroup member could, for example due to their visibility, 
potentially harm the ingroup image even more, and therefore be less functional. In 
this vein, Wenzel and Thielmann (2006) demonstrated that individuals showed 
different negative behaviors in response to norm deviant ingroup versus outgroup 
members—driven by different motives. In case of an ingroup antagonist 
individuals engaged in behaviors aiming at reestablishing the norms that had been 
violated. In contrast,  when confronted with an outgroup antagonist, individuals 
preferred behavioral reactions restoring the moral balance by reducing the 
antagonist’s status and power position. It would be interesting to see if this 
distinction in motivations can also be made in further research within communities 
on conflict behavior.
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Furthermore, the results reveal that when confronted with an outgroup 
antagonist, residents’ emotional reactions and behavioral intentions are influenced 
by the valence of stereotypes one holds about this outgroup. Residents experienced 
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a higher level of negative emotions when they had more negative stereotypes 
regarding the group a target outgroup neighbor causing a nuisance belonged to. In 
addition, stereotype negativity was related to behavioral intentions. The more 
negative the stereotypes, the less likely it was that residents engaged in avoidance 
or problem-solving strategies,  and the more likely it was that residents engaged in 
forcing strategies. Avoidance, in this type of conflict situation, means preserving 
the status quo although one is experiencing discord from another person (e.g., De 
Dreu & Vianen, 2001; Kluwer, Heesink, & Van de Vliert,  2000). Our results support 
the idea that people are more willing to do this when having a positive view of the 
other.  It is worth noting that we found these effects for both native residents as 
well as minority residents.

Moreover,  our data revealed that emotions may play a role in this stereotype 
behavior link. That is, stereotype negativity was positively related to residents’ 
negative emotions in a conflict situation. The degree of annoyance, in turn, was 
positively related to forcing intentions. Therefore,  our results support the idea that 
the route from group appraisals to intergroup emotions and behavior (Smith, 
1993), can be applied in a real-life contexts such as neighborhood conflicts.  Level of 
annoyance, however, could not explain the effect of stereotype negativity on 
avoiding and problem solving intentions. This is in accordance with appraisal 
theory of emotions (Frijda et al., 1989), explains how specific emotions are typically 
related to specific behavioral intentions. Contempt and fear, for instance, are 
typically found to relate to avoidance, and guilt and happiness are examples of 
emotions typically associated with cooperative behavior such as problem-solving 
(Frijda et al., 1989). In future studies, it would be interesting to find out if and how 
other emotions, such as contempt, fear, guilt or (lack of) happiness are related to 
intergroup expectations and play a role in intergroup conflict situations.
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One of the merits of the current study is that the data used for testing the 
hypotheses were collected in a context in which we were interested: culturally 
diverse neighborhoods. Therefore, we can assume that the ecological validity of 
our results is high. Moreover, the results support the generalizability of the black 
sheep effect. In addition, the results provide additional support for the idea that 
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emotions may be important to explain the link between stereotypes and behavior 
towards outgroup members. 

 This being said, there are several limitations that may stem exactly from 
administering a study in this context that should be mentioned. Conflict situations 
usually are intense and strong interests are at stake. As a consequence, it is hard to 
get access to these situations and to study them systematically. In line with 
previous research in this field we, therefore, chose to use scenario studies.  This 
approach makes it possible to test our hypotheses in a systematically way, but in 
the context in which we were interested. We are aware, however, that this approach 
may come with shortcomings in external validity inherent to most scenario studies.  

Another limitation is the limited numbers of constructs and number of items 
that we used to measure our constructs. As often the case with field research, we 
were restricted in the number of questions that we could put in our questionnaire 
due to practical reasons. Residents of deteriorated areas, on average, have received 
less education and are not used to filling in lengthy questionnaires with 
psychological questions.  In addition, as often is the case in field studies,  the 
contextual conditions of the data collection for our study were not standardized. 
Nonetheless, we found meaningful and theoretically consistent results irrespective 
of these limitations. This may signal that the links between social categorization 
and reactions in neighborhood conflicts, reported in this chapter, are quite robust.

Finally,  a note on the representativeness of the sample of this study for the 
population of interest: residents in deteriorated districts.  The response rate 
approached 20%, which typically is not considered as a very high response 
percentage. However, for questionnaire studies in deteriorated areas this limited 
response may not be that uncommon. In addition, our subsamples of native-Dutch 
and Turkish residents were representative for the proportions of these subgroups 
in the population of the city districts as a whole. Furthermore, we like to point out 
that our conclusions mainly concern psychological processes within persons living 
in these contexts, and not so much descriptions of characteristics of our sample that 
we want to generalize to the population. Therefore,  we do not think that this 
limitation is a major problem regarding our conclusions. 
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In conclusion, our results support the idea that ethnic diversity in 
neighborhoods may not necessarily pose a problem for the social efficacy and 
resilience of residents living in these areas. That is, in some conditions, residents 
may actually have more negative evaluations in response to ingroup than towards 
outgroup neighbors causing irritations in their neighborhood. Negative stereotypes 
between ethnic groups, however, do form a threat to the quality of life in ethnically 
diverse neighborhoods. Next to intervening in escalated neighborhood conflicts, by 
for instance the community police, one should consider more preventive 
interventions aimed at the intergroup relations in these areas. Neighborhood 
projects aimed at improving intergroup attitudes may thus not only reduce 
prejudice or discrimination, but also stimulate residents to solve their day-to-day 
annoyances constructively and in an early stage of a conflict. Consequently,  these 
projects may prevent conflict escalation and therefore have a positive long-term 
effect on the quality of life in these neighborhoods. 
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Chapter 3

The E!ect of Stereotype Content on Intergroup 

Emotions in Conflicts

This chapter is based on Ufkes, Giebels, Otten, & Van der Zee (2010). The Effect of 
Stereotype Content on Intergroup Emotions in Conflicts. Manuscript being revised after 
invitation to resubmit.



Social categorizations, and the stereotypes that come with them, play an 
important role in many day-to-day conflicts. Imagine for instance a male versus a 
female driver cutting off your car, or a student versus an elderly lady next door 
listening to loud music late in the evening.  Within the same situation, people can 
react very differently depending on how they categorize the person causing a 
conflict. For example, in traffic one either can react angrily and aggressively by 
loudly honking the horn, or avoid the confrontation by giving the other some extra 
space. Similarly, residents can threaten their neighbors with calling the police, or 
try to sleep despite of the music,  avoiding contact with their neighbors. In the 
current chapter we investigate how reactions in such intergroup conflict situations 
can be affected by the content of stereotypes about an outgroup perpetrator. 

More generally, we propose that general group conceptions may affect 
appraisals, and therefore emotions and action tendencies towards outgroups in a 
given specific context. On the one hand, existing theories on intergroup emotions 
(Cottrel & Neuberg, 2005;  Mackie, Devos, & Smith, 2000; Smith, 1993) focus on how 
context-specific group characteristics (such as relative group power or size) trigger 
intergroup emotions and behavior in that specific context. Theories on the 
stereotype content model (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002; Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 
2007) on the other hand, focus on how general group conceptions (i.e.,  stereotype 
content) affect intergroup emotions and behavioral intentions, independently of a 
specific context. Our approach, therefore, differs from, and goes beyond these 
existing theories by combining the insights of these theories–demonstrating how 
stereotype content may affect appraisals, emotions and behavioral intentions in a 
specific intergroup conflict situation.

;#0+,)5#<)!"#(+8-()&#)!"#$%&'()G&(:5(&"#.

There is a conflict between two parties (persons or groups), when at least one of 
these parties feels hindered by the other (Van de Vliert, 1997). A conflict is a 
subjective event, in which reactions can be different for different individuals in a 
similar situation, or the same individual in different situations. According to 
appraisal theory of emotions, appraisals of situations elicit specific emotions, 
which in turn elicit specific behavior (e.g., Frijda,  1986; Roseman, Antonio,  & Jose, 
1996; for reviews see Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 2001).  In this way appraisal 
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theory provides a good explanation for individual and temporal differences in 
emotional and behavioral reactions in the same event. Indeed, it is ultimately how 
individuals appraise a specific situation that will determine their emotional and 
behavioral reactions to a perpetrator.

In this chapter we focus on two emotions that both are particularly relevant in 
conflict situations: anger and contempt (e.g., Fischer & Roseman, 2007; Frijda, 
Kuipers, & ter Schure, 1989; Mackie et al., 2000). Although both of these emotions 
commonly occur in negative social interactions, they are associated with different 
antecedents and consequences (see Fischer & Roseman, 2007).  People are more 
likely to feel anger when a negative event caused by another person is attributed as 
intentional, and therefore blame the other for it (Smith & Lazarus, 1993; Roseman 
et al., 1996). Additionally, anger has been found to be especially related to coercive 
behavior. For example, anger is typically related to conflict behavior aimed at 
coercing change in the other person’s behavior (i.e., coercion; Fischer & Roseman, 
2007; Frijda,  Kuipers, & ter Schure, 1989; Mackie et al., 2000). Verbal aggression to 
one’s neighbor, but also aggressively honking one’s horn in traffic, are examples of 
coercive behavior. Contempt, on the other hand, is more relevant when one 
perceives it as difficult, or not worth the effort, to exert control over the other’s 
behavior. People are more likely to experience contempt when the person causing a 
negative event appears to be less competent, and less controllable (Cottrell & 
Neuberg, 2005; Fischer & Roseman, 2007; Roseman et al. 1996; also see Scherer et 
al., 2001). Contempt,  in turn, signals that the other is unequal and unworthy to 
remain in contact with. In line with this, research has shown that contempt is 
mainly related to behavior aimed at moving away from, or avoiding, the other 
person (e.g., Cuddy et al., 2007; Fischer & Roseman, 2007). Examples of avoidance 
are trying to ignore the nuisance and limiting contact with the other.
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Based on appraisal theory of emotions (which examines the individual-level 
emotions; e.g., Frijda, 1986), intergroup emotion theory (IET; Smith 1993) predicts 
that in intergroup encounters emotions and behavioral intentions are affected by 
appraisals specific to the inter-group context and situation.  For instance,  people in 
a intergroup conflict situation tend to experienced more anger, and are more 
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inclined to confront outgroup members, when they perceive their ingroup as 
stronger compared to when they perceive their ingroup as weaker than the 
outgroup (Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005; Mackie, et al., 2000). In this way,  IET explains 
how emotions and action tendencies towards outgroups can depend on appraisals 
of the intergroup situation —such as relative status, group size, or power. 

Importantly, the socio-structural characteristics of intergroup relations, as 
typically investigated in research on IET, are specific to the given intergroup 
situation. For example, the same group may be in the numerical majority in one 
situation, but in a minority position in another, which is associated with 
corresponding shifts in group-based appraisals and emotions. Additionally, when 
appraising a specific intergroup situation, more general conceptions about an 
outgroup such as stereotypes, may also affect one’s appraisals. For instance, 
determining which group is the strongest in a particular situation may depend on 
stereotypes about aggression that are associated with the other group. 

Indeed, recent research has shown that stereotypes can shape emotions and 
behavioral intentions towards outgroups (Fiske et al., 2002; Cuddy et al., 2007). 
According to the Stereotype content model (SCM) and the behaviors from 
intergroup affect and stereotypes (BIAS)-map, people experience different 
emotions and action tendencies towards outgroup members, depending on the 
content of the stereotypes they associate with an outgroup.  Admiration, for 
instance, is typically associated with groups that stereotypically are seen as 
competent and friendly,  and envy with groups that stereotypically are seen as 
competent but unfriendly. Theories on stereotype content thus, provide a valuable 
framework for explaining why people may have different emotions and behavioral 
intentions towards different groups, independent of a context.

These models, however, are focusing on the general emotions and action 
tendencies that people associate with particular outgroups, independent of a 
specific context.  However, the likelihood that specific emotions are activated,  and 
also the functionality of specific emotions,  depend largely on the context (e.g., 
Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005; see Van Zomeren, Fischer, & Spears,  2007 for a similar 
argument with respect to intergroup anxiety).   For instance, although the BIAS-
map predicts that people would experience admiration or envy towards successful 
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groups in society, it is less likely that one admires or envies another when in 
conflict with that person. 

In the present research we use and combine insights from both theories on 
intergroup emotions, and theories on stereotype content to investigate the question 
how general group conceptions may affect appraisals, emotions and actions 
tendencies in specific intergroup situations. That is, we investigate how stereotype 
content is affecting anger and contempt and subsequent intentions for confronting 
or avoiding outgroups in an intergroup conflict situation.

G(+,+"(>-+)!"#(+#()5#<)E8"(&"#.)&#)!"#$%&'(.

According to the stereotype content model (Fiske et al., 2002), the content of 
stereotypes is captured on two dimensions; warmth and competence. Stereotype 
warmth refers to how friendly, sincere, and sociable members of another group are 
typically viewed. Non-competitive groups in society (such as housewives), are 
stereotypically seen as warm and as having positive intentions, whereas 
competitive groups, who are stereotypically seen as cold (e.g., successful 
immigrant groups, such as Asians in the US), are perceived as having more 
negative intentions. Stereotype competence, in turn, refers to how intelligent, 
capable, and successful members of another group typically are viewed. For 
instance, subordinate groups in society, such as elderly or most immigrants groups, 
are often stereotypically seen as less competent than successful groups, such as 
young professionals or business women. 

Stereotype content thus, gives information about the positivity of the intentions 
of members of a particular group (i.e., warmth) and their capabilities to act as they 
intend (i.e., competence; Cuddy et al., 2007; Fiske et al., 2002). When stereotyped as 
low in warmth, members of groups are perceived to have more negative intentions. 
When stereotyped as low in competence, members of groups are perceived to be 
less capable. For the current study we therefore expect that,  when in conflict with 
an outgroup member, stereotyping an outgroup as low in warmth leads to 
increased attributions of intentionality. This may result in increased feelings of 
anger, and intentions to confront the outgroup. Stereotyping an outgroup as 
incompetent on the other hand, should temper appraisals of controllability. When a 
person causing a negative event, is perceived to be doing this out of incompetence, 
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it will be hard to stop this person—that is,  to control that person.  As a result 
people should have increased feelings of contempt, and intentions to avoid the 
outgroup, when confronted with a stereotypically incompetent rather than a 
stereotypically competent group.

G:885,>)5#<)M>-"(1+.+.

To sum up, we predict that in an intergroup conflict, people’s emotional and 
behavioral reactions will differ depending on the content of the stereotypes they 
generally associate with an outgroup. Two relevant emotions for conflict situations 
are anger and contempt. Anger should be especially relevant when the conflict is 
seen as intentionally provoked, and should result in intentions to move against the 
opponent. Stereotype warmth is relevant for the appraisal of intentionality. We 
therefore expect that in a conflict stereotyping an outgroup as low in warmth will 
result in more anger and therefore higher coercion intentions towards an outgroup 
perpetrator than is the case when the outgroup is seen as high in warmth 
(Hypothesis 1). 

Additionally, contempt should be relevant when people perceive the outgroup 
as incompetent and therefore as less controllable.  Contempt typically results in 
intentions to move away from the other. Therefore we expect that when 
stereotyping an outgroup as low in competence this will lead to more contempt 
and therefore higher intentions to avoid an outgroup perpetrator than is the case 
when the outgroup is seen as highly competent (Hypothesis 2). 

EK-+,&8+#()N

In Experiment 1 we manipulated stereotype warmth and competence in a 
paradigm which was based on the distant planet paradigm (Hoffman & Hurst, 
1990). We presented participants with information about traits of various 
individual members of a fictitious group, called the Morfs. Using a fictitious group 
to manipulate stereotype content has the advantage that we actually can attribute 
all of the effects to the content of the stereotype dimensions warmth and 
competence. Also, this approach rules out any confounds of preexisting beliefs 
about real groups. 
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Participants were 79 Dutch undergraduate students (43 women and 36 men; 
mean age 22 years; SD = 4.05), participating for partial course credits. Participants 
participated in groups of approximately 10 participants per session.  Each session 
was randomly assigned to one of the conditions of our 2 (Stereotype Warmth: Low 
vs. High) by 2 (Stereotype Competence: Low vs. High) design.

As a cover story,  we told participants that since more and more students spend 
time abroad, we were doing a study on remembering personal information and 
handling stressful situations in new environments.  Next, we introduced 
participants with 12 individual members of a fictitious group—the Morfs—living 
on a distant planet. We showed a passport of each member with a picture, 
information about the individuals’ Intelligence Quotient (IQ), Emotional Quotient 
(EQ) and two personality traits typical for this individual. Each picture was an 
adaptation of one template picture; therefore, it was clear that all pictures were 
showing different individuals belonging to the same group. 

We independently manipulated stereotype warmth and competence by 
systematically varying the information about Morfs. In the warmth low conditions, 
we described the Morfs as having a low EQ (mean for the 12 individuals was 70, 
varying from 60-80), and with traits typically associated with groups that are seen 
as cold (e.g., egoistic, aggressive). In the warmth high conditions we described the 
Morfs as having a high EQ (mean 130, varying from 120-140), and with traits that 
are typically associated with groups that are seen as warm (e.g.,  friendly and 
sociable).  We manipulated stereotype competence in a similar way. In the 
competence low conditions, we described the Morfs as having a low IQ (mean 70, 
varying from 60-80) and traits associated with stereotypically incompetent groups 
(e.g., inefficient, unintelligent). In the competence high conditions we described the 
Morfs as having a high IQ (mean 130, varying from 120-140) and traits associated 
with stereotypically competent groups (e.g., intelligent, capable).

As an unobtrusive manipulation check, allegedly as a memory task, we then 
presented participants two more passports with a picture of a Morf, but no 
additional information.  We told participants that these were passports of two 
randomly selected individuals they were just introduced to, and asked them to 
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recall the IQ and EQ score, and personality description of these individuals. 
Actually, the pictures on the passports were two new pictures which participants 
did not see before. We encouraged participants to guess if they did not remember 
this information anymore. 

Next,  we asked participants to imagine that after walking around on the distant 
planet for some time, they return to their spaceship to find a Morf carrying their 
luggage out of the spaceship, making it difficult for them to leave the planet.  We 
asked participants to take a moment to think about this situation and then to 
answer some questions about their emotions and their behavioral intentions. As a 
second manipulation check, participants filled out a questionnaire on what they 
considered stereotypical traits of the Morfs. Finally, participants were thanked and 
debriefed.

?+-+#<+#()=5,&52%+.

All dependent variables were measured with 7-point scales ranging from 1 
(totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree).

Manipulation checks. The questions about the two additional targets functioned 
as a first manipulation check. We aggregated participants’ answers on the IQ 
questions, r(79) = .95,  p < .01, and the EQ questions, r(79) = .96,  p < .01, for the first 
and second target. As a second manipulation check, we assessed participants’ 
stereotypes regarding the Morfs at the end of the study using a stereotype content 
questionnaire. This questionnaire contained two scales, each with six items: 
stereotype warmth (honest, peaceful, helpful,  tolerant, polite, humble; ! = .94) and 
stereotype competence (capable, quick-witted, clever, self-confident, efficient, 
driven; ! = .93). An example item is “In general, I think the Morfs are honest”.

Emotions and Behavioral intentions. We measured emotional reactions towards the 
outgroup by asking participants to indicate how much they would feel a specific 
emotion when imagining themselves in the described conflict situation (7 items; 
e.g., “when thinking about this situation I would feel angry”).  In the current study 
we were mainly interested in the two items anger and contempt. The other 
emotion items functioned as filler items. We measured behavioral intentions by 
asking participants how likely it would be that in this situation they would react in 
a specific way (4 items). We constructed two scales for behavioral intentions. We 
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measured coercion with the items: “I would start a fight with the Morfs” and “I 
would argue with the Morfs”, r(79) = .47, p < .01, and avoiding with: “I would 
leave the planet as soon as possible” and  “I would never want to see the Morfs 
again”, r(79) = .42, p < .01.

4+.:%(.
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As a manipulation check we performed analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with 
stereotype warmth and competence as factors,  and IQ-rating, EQ-rating, the 
stereotype warmth scale, and the stereotype competence scale as dependent 
variables. For the warmth manipulation we found a large and significant effects on 

EQ-ratings, F(1, 79) = 1255.10, p < .01, partial "2 = .94, and on stereotype warmth as 
measured with the stereotype questionnaire, F(1, 79) = 84.59, p < .01,  partial "2 = .
53. As intended, in the low warmth condition participants gave lower EQ-ratings 
(M = 70.43, SD = 8.80) and also saw the group as a whole as less warm (M = 2.91, 
SD = .96) than in the high warmth conditions (M = 127.54, SD = 4.46 and M = 4.98, 
SD = 1.00, respectively). In contrast, there was no significant effect of the warmth 
manipulation on the IQ-ratings, F(1, 79) = 1.00, p = .32, and the stereotype 
competence scale, F(1, 79) = .09, p = .78, and there were no significant interactions, 
F(1, 79) = .34, p = .53 and F(1, 79) <  .01, p = .96, respectively. Therefore, our warmth 
manipulation was successful in manipulating in stereotype warmth without 
affecting stereotype competence.

For the competence manipulation our analyses revealed large and significant 
main effects of competence on IQ-ratings, F(1, 79) = 973.64,  p < .01, partial "2 = .93, 
and on the stereotype competence scale of the stereotype questionnaire, F(1, 79) = 
111.56, p < .01, partial "2 = .60. As intended, in the low competence conditions 
participants gave lower IQ-ratings (M = 68.89, SD = 3.31), and also saw the group 
as a whole as less competent (M = 2.99, SD = 1.10),  than in the high competence 
conditions (M = 127.15, SD = 11.37 and M = 5.34, SD = .78,  respectively).  In 
contrast, there were neither significant effects of the competence manipulation on 
the EQ-ratings, F(1, 79) = 1.26, p = .27, or the stereotype warmth scale, F(1, 79) = .07, 
p = .80, nor significant interaction effects,  F(1, 79) = .08, p = .77 and F(1, 79) = .03, p 
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= .86, respectively.  Therefore, our competence manipulation was successful in 
manipulating stereotype competence, without affecting stereotype warmth. 
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Our first prediction was that participants would experience more anger in an 
intergroup conflict when stereotyping an outgroup as cold, and more contempt 
when stereotyping an outgroup as incompetent. Results confirm these predictions. 
An ANOVA, with stereotype warmth and competence as factors, revealed that the 
predicted effect of stereotype warmth on anger was significant,  F(1, 79) = 9.49, p < .
01, partial "2 = .11. When stereotype warmth was low, participants indeed 
experienced more anger toward the Morfs (M = 4.20, SD = 1.60) than when 
stereotype warmth was high (M = 3.16, SD = 1.37). The effect of stereotype 
competence on anger was not significant, F(1, 79) = 1.32, p = .25,  and there was no 
significant interaction effect, F(1, 79) = .13, p = .72.

In addition, an ANOVA with stereotype competence and warmth as factors, 
revealed that the predicted main effect of stereotype competence on contempt was 

significant, F(1, 79) = 19.72, p < .01, partial "2 = .21. When stereotype competence 
was low participants experienced more contempt toward the Morfs (M= 3.45, SD = 
1.55), than when stereotype competence was high (M = 2.11, SD = 1.15). 
Unexpectedly, contempt was also affected by stereotype warmth, F(1, 79) = 7.23, p 

< .01, partial "2 = .09. When stereotype warmth was low, participants experienced 
more contempt (M = 3.22, SD = 1.59) than when stereotype warmth was high (M = 
2.39,  SD= 1.35). The interaction effect of stereotype competence and warmth on 
contempt was not significant, F(1, 79) = .04, p = .85.

Next,  we examined whether the unexpected effect of warmth on contempt 
could be explained by the fact that anger and contempt were highly correlated, r
(79) = .45, p < .01,  and therefore partially shared the same variance. We performed 
an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA), with stereotype competence and warmth as 
factors, anger as covariate, and contempt as dependent variable. In line with our 
hypothesis we found that, when adding anger as a covariate, F(1, 79) = 12.53, p < .
01, partial "2 = .15, the effect of competence on contempt remained significant, F(1, 
79) = 18.17, p < .01, partial "2 = .20, whereas the effect of warmth decreased to non-
significant, F(1, 79) = 2.35, p = .13. Therefore, it appeared that the unpredicted effect 
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of warmth on competence was a byproduct of the relationship between warmth 
and anger.

D+15=&",5%)&#(+#(&"#.

Our second prediction was that participants would have higher coercion 
intentions when in conflict with a member of a stereotypically cold group, and 
have higher avoiding intentions when in conflict with a member of a 
stereotypically incompetent group. ANOVAs with stereotype warmth and 
competence as independent variables, and behavioral intentions as the dependent 
variable, confirmed these predictions. For stereotype warmth we found, as 
expected, a significant effect on coercion, F(1,79) = 6.67, p = .01, partial "2 = .08.  In 
the low warmth conditions participants indeed showed higher coercion intentions 
(M = 2.79, SD = 1.25) than in the high warmth conditions (M = 2.12, SD = 1.02). In 
addition, our analyses revealed significant effects of stereotype competence on 
coercion, F(1,79) = 4.47, p = .04, partial "2 = .06. Participants also had higher 
coercion intentions in the low competence condition (M = 2.72, SD= 1.26) than in 
the high competence condition (M = 2.18, SD = 1.05). There was no significant 
interaction effect of stereotype competence and warmth on coercion, F(1, 79) = 1.00, 
p = .31.

Additionally, our analyses revealed the predicted significant effect of stereotype 

competence on avoiding, F(1,79) = 7.98, p < .01, partial "2 = .10. In the low 
competence conditions participants showed higher avoiding intentions (M = 3.20, 
SD= 1.24) than in the high competence conditions (M = 2.47, SD = 1.17). In 
addition, we found an effect of warmth on avoidance, F(1,79) = 13.62, p < .01, 

partial "2 = .15. Inspection of the means suggested that in the low warmth 
conditions participants showed higher avoiding intentions (M= 3.31, SD = 1.35) 
than in the high warmth condition (M = 2.37, SD = .93).   There was no significant 
interaction effect of stereotype competence and warmth on coercion, F(1,  79) = .07, 
p = .78.2
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Next,  we tested our main prediction, namely the hypotheses that the effect 
stereotype warmth on coercion is mediated by anger,  and that the effect of 
stereotype competence on avoiding is mediated by contempt. Our previous 
analyses showed, in line with these hypotheses, that stereotype competence was 
related to contempt and avoiding, and stereotype warmth to anger and coercion. In 
order to test whether these effects on behavioral intentions were mediated by anger 
and contempt we used a bootstrapping procedure, as recommended by Preacher 
and Hayes (2008). 

Firstly, we tested whether anger significantly mediated the effect of warmth on 
coercion. Results showed that anger was significantly related to coercion, b = .42, p 
< .01. In addition, the indirect of warmth on coercion intentions through anger was 
significant, b = -.43; Bias Corrected and Accelerated (BCA) 95 % Confidence 
Interval (CI) [-.82, -.15]. Also, the total effect of warmth on coercion, b = -.67, p = .01, 
was reduced to non-significant when adding the mediators, direct effect:  b = -.24, p 
= .30 (see Figure 3.1, upper diagram). 
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Secondly, we tested whether contempt indeed significantly mediated the effect 
of competence on avoiding. In line with this prediction we found that contempt 
was positively associated with avoiding, b = .35, p < .01.  In addition, the indirect of 
competence on avoiding through contempt was significant, b = -.48; BCA 95% CI, 
[-.17, -.02]. Also,  the total effect of competence on avoiding, b = -.73, p < .01, was 
reduced to non-significant when adding the mediators, direct effect: b = -25, p = .37 
(see Figure 3.1, lower diagram). 
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In Experiment 1 we found support for our predictions that people are more 
likely to experience anger when in conflict with a member of a group that is seen as 
stereotypically low in warmth. Subsequently, participants were more likely to 
choose coercing behavioral reactions to handle the situation. Additionally, when 
confronted with a member of a group that is seen as stereotypically incompetent, 
participants were more likely to feel contempt and subsequently showed a higher 
preference for avoidance behavior. This fits with the idea that anger is mainly 
relevant when the conflict is attributed to bad intentions of an outgroup member—
and one is motivated and able to coerce the other to change. Contempt, on the 
other hand appears to be more relevant when an outgroup member causing a 
conflict is perceived to be incontrollable—and avoiding the other appears to be the 
most feasible reaction to prevent more negative events.

We have to note that although our hypotheses were supported by these effects, 
our experiment actually delivered more results than we predicted.  That is, we 
found unpredicted effects of stereotype competence on coercing intentions and of 
stereotype warmth on avoidance intentions. We hypothesized, in line with 
appraisal theories of emotions,  that contempt would mainly be related to avoiding 
and anger to coercion. However, in our study, as in more studies focusing on 
multiple ratings of behavioral intentions (e.g.,  Cuddy et al., 2007; Smith, Seger, & 
Mackie, 2007) rather than a single type of actual behavior (e.g., Frijda, 1986;  Fischer 
& Roseman, 2007), the emotion-behavioral intention link is not that clear-cut. We 
will return to this point in the general discussion.

The results from Experiment 1 generally support for our main hypotheses. 
Namely, in a specific intergroup conflict situation, stereotype warmth is affecting 
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anger and therefore coercion intentions, and stereotype competence, contempt and 
avoidance intentions. Experiment 2 was designed to replicate these effects using a 
different paradigm and a more realistic situation. Whereas Experiment 1 looked at 
aliens as an outgroup, we conducted Experiment 2 using a human “minimal 
group” and referring to a more common conflict issue (i.e.,  being bothered by a 
neighbor’s inappropriately loud music). In addition, we wanted to specify the role 
of context-specific appraisals in these effects (i.e., perceived intentionality and 
controllability). That is,  we wanted to explicitly test the assumed underlying 
appraisals for the data pattern we found in Experiment 1. We tested whether 
stereotype warmth is mainly related to appraisals of intentionality of an antagonist, 
and therefore with anger.  Stereotype competence, in turn, should mainly be related 
to appraisals of control, and therefore with contempt (Hypothesis 3). Thus, 
Experiment 2 both seeks to replicate Experiment 1 and move beyond Experiment 1 
by focusing on context-specific appraisals and their link with emotions.

EK-+,&8+#()O
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Participants were 121 Dutch undergraduate students (85, women and 36 men), 
participating for partial course credits. Their average age was 22 (SD = 2.46). 

We presented participants a description of a fictitious group (the Vidians) 
expected to immigrate to the Netherlands in the near future (cf., Cuddy et al., 
2007). Using a 2 (Stereotype Warmth: Low vs. High) by 2 (Stereotype Competence: 
Low vs. High) between-subjects design, we manipulated stereotype warmth and 
competence of this immigrant group. Participants were randomly assigned to one 
of the four conditions. Depending on the condition, participants read a description 
of the Vidians describing the members of this group either as warm and friendly or 
as cold and unfriendly, and either as competent and intelligent or incompetent and 
unintelligent. 

Subsequently, we presented participants with a scenario describing a conflict 
situation with one of the members of this group. We asked participants to imagine 
the situation in which a member of this group would move to their neighborhood. 
Participants had to imagine that one night they are planning to go to bed early 
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because they had to get up early next morning to make an important exam. 
However,  this plan is disturbed because the newly arrived neighbor suddenly 
starts playing very loud music,  making it virtually impossible to sleep. We asked 
participants to take a moment to think about this situation and then to answer 
questions about how they would appraise the situation, their emotions, and their 
behavioral intentions.  After completing the questionnaire, participants were 
thanked and debriefed. 

?+-+#<+#()=5,&52%+.

All variables were measured on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) 
to 7 (totally agree). 

Appraisals of Intentionality and Controllability.  We measured participants´ 
appraisals of intentionality with the questions: “I think the Vidians mean it well, 
although they are causing nuisance” (reversed) and “I think the Vidians are 
hindering me on purpose”, r(121) = .28, p < .01. We assessed appraisal of control 
with the questions: I think I would be able to stop the Vidians” and “I think that I 
could change this situation”, r(121) = .48, p < .01 (cf. van Zomeren, Spears,  Fischer, 
& Leach, 2004).

Emotions and Behavioral Intentions. We measured emotional reactions towards 
the outgroup by asking participants to indicate how much they would feel a 
specific emotion when imaging themselves the situation described in the scenario 
(e.g., when thinking about this situation I would be angry with the Vidians). Anger 
was measured with two Dutch synonyms of anger:  anger and mad, r(121) = .82, p 
< .01.  Contempt was also measured with two synonyms: contempt and 
disapproval, r(121) = .45,  p < .01.  We measured behavioral intentions by asking 
participants how likely it would be that they would react in a specific way (4 
items): Coercion was measured by two items: “I would pound my fists on the wall 
of the Vidians” and “I would turn on my stereo as loud as possible until they 
would turn their stereo volume down”, r(121) = .38, p < .01. Avoiding was 
measured with two items: “I would go out of the Vidians’ way” and “I would be 
fed up with the Vidians and would not want to see them again” ,  r(121) = .36, p < .
01.
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Manipulation check. We measured participants’ general view about the Vidians at 
the end of the study with two items, asking the participants how friendly and how 
clever they thought the Vidians as a group were.

4+.:%(.
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Analyses of variance (ANOVA), with stereotype warmth and competence as 
factors, revealed a significant effect of warmth on perceived friendliness, F(1,  121) = 
26.64,  p < .01, partial "2 = .19. In the low warmth condition participants saw the 
Vidians as less friendly (M = 2.93,  SD = 1.05) than in the high warmth condition (M 
= 4.03, SD = 1.27). There was no significant effect of competence on perceived 
friendliness, F(1, 121) = 1.20,  p = .28, nor a significant interaction effect, F(1, 121) = .
02, p = .88.

For perceived cleverness we found a significant effect of competence, F(1, 121) = 

21.81,  p < .01, partial "2 = .16. In the low competent condition participants saw the 
group as less clever (M = 2.86, SD = 1.17) than in the high competent condition (M 
= 3.89, SD = 1.23).  In contrast, the effect of warmth on perceived cleverness was not 
significant, F(1, 121) = .97, p = .33, and there was not a significant interaction effect, 
F(1, 121) = .35, p = .56. 
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ANOVAs with stereotype warmth and competence as factors, and appraisal as 
dependent variables confirmed our predictions about the effects of stereotype 
warmth and competence on appraisal of intentionality and appraisal of 
controllability. The analyses revealed that the predicted effect of warmth on 
appraisal of intentionality was significant, F(1, 121) = 21.57, p < .01, partial "2 = .16. 
In the low warmth condition participants appraised the negative event caused by 
the Vidians as more intentional (M = 3.25, SD = .98) than in the high warmth 
condition (M = 2.50, SD = .75). The effect of competence on perceived intentions 
was not significant, F(1,  121) = .71, p = .40, and also the interaction effect was non-
significant, F(1, 121) = .22, p = .64. 

Furthermore, an ANOVA analysis revealed in line with our predictions, that the 
effect of competence on appraisal of control was significant, F(1, 121) = 4.41, p = .04, 
partial "2 = .04. In the low competence condition participants perceived less control 
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(M = 5.03, SD = .99) than in the high competence condition (M = 5.42, SD = 1.03). In 
addition to these predicted effects, there was a trend that stereotype warmth 
affected perceived control F(1, 121) = 3.07, p = .06, partial "2 = .03. In the low 
warmth condition participants perceived less control (M = 5.05, SD = 1.15) than in 
the high warmth condition (M = 5.41, SD = .88).  The interaction effect of stereotype 
competence and warmth on perceived control was not significant, F(1, 121) = .05, p 
= .82.

The unexpected effect of warmth on perceived control might be explained by 
the fact that the appraisal of intentionality and controllability were highly 
correlated, r(121) = -.34, p < .01, and therefore partially shared the same variance. 
Therefore, we performed an ANCOVA, with stereotype competence and warmth 
as factors, perceived intentionality as covariate, and perceived control as 
dependent variable. In line with our hypothesis we found that, when controlling 

for perceived intentionality, F(1, 121) = 13.06, p < .01, partial "2 = .10, the effect of 
competence on controllability remained significant, F(1, 121) = 6.14, p = .02, partial 
"2 = .05, whereas the effect of warmth decreased to non-significant,  F(1,  121) = .18, p 
= .67. Hence, the unpredicted effect of stereotype warmth on perceived control can 
be interpreted as a byproduct of the effect of warmth on intentionality, rather than 
a direct effect. Together, our findings support our hypotheses that stereotyping an 
outgroup as warm in a conflict situation, may decrease the perceived intentionality 
of an outgroup antagonist. Stereotyping an outgroup as less competent may 
decrease appraisals of controllability of the situation.
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Next,  we investigated the effect of stereotype warmth and competence on 
emotions, aiming to replicate the results from our first experiment. An ANOVA, 
with stereotype warmth and competence as factors, revealed that the predicted 
effect of stereotype warmth on anger was significant, F(1,  121) = 17.31, p < .01, 
partial "2 = .13.  When stereotype warmth was low, participants experienced more 
anger (M = 4.89, SD = 1.17) than when stereotype warmth was high (M = 3.90,  SD = 
1.42). Additionally, we found a marginally significant effect of competence on 
anger, F(1,  121) = 3.02, p = .09, partial "2 = .03. In the low competence condition 
participants reported more anger (M = 4.61, SD = 1.33) than in the high competence 
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condition (M = 4.19, SD = 1.43). The interaction effect was not significant, F(1, 121) 
= .08, p = .77.

Given that there is a substantial correlation between contempt and anger, r(128) 
= .62, p < .01, we did an additional ANCOVA analysis to test our hypothesis on the 
effect of stereotype warmth on anger.  We performed an ANCOVA with stereotype 
competence and warmth as factors, anger as dependent variable, and controlling 
for contempt,  F(1, 121) = 53.74, p < .01, partial "2 = .32. In line with our predictions 
this analysis revealed that the effect of stereotype warmth on anger remained 
significant, F(1, 121) = 6.37, p = .01,  partial "2 = .05, whereas the effect of stereotype 
competence on anger decreased to non-significant, F(1, 128) = .83, p = .36. Therefore 
we can conclude that the unpredicted effect of stereotype competence on warmth is 
due to the relation between competence and contempt.

In addition, an ANOVA with stereotype warmth and competence as factors 
revealed that the predicted main effect of stereotype competence on contempt was 
marginally significant, F(1, 121) = 3.00, p = .09, partial "2 = .03. When stereotype 
competence was low participants experienced more contempt (M= 3.36, SD = 1.43) 
than when stereotype competence was high (M = 2.96, SD = 1.18).  Unexpectedly, 
contempt was also affected by stereotype warmth, F(1, 121) = 12.12, p < .01, partial 
"2 = .09. When stereotype warmth was low participants experienced more 
contempt (M = 3.35, SD = 1.43) than when stereotype warmth was high (M = 2.96, 
SD= 1.18). The interaction effect of stereotype competence and warmth on 
contempt was not significant, F(1, 121) = 1.45, p = .23. 

Also here we tested whether the unpredicted effect can be explained by the 
high correlation between anger and contempt. In an additional ANCOVA analysis, 
controlling for anger,  the unpredicted effect of warmth on contempt decreased to 
non-significant. Namely, an ANCOVA with warmth and competence as factors, 
anger as covariate, F(1, 121) = 53.74, p < .01, partial "2 = .32, revealed a non-
significant effect of warmth on contempt, F(1, 121) = 1.65, p = .20. However, also the 
predicted effect of stereotype competence on contempt turned out to be non-
significant in this analysis, F(1, 121) = .79, p = .38. Therefore, it appears that in this 
case we can not explain the unpredicted effect of warmth on contempt by 
including anger in our model.
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In addition, we tested whether stereotyping the outgroup as low in warmth 
leads to higher intentions for coercive behavior and stereotyping the outgroup as 
incompetent to higher intentions for avoiding behavior. In line with these 
predictions, an ANOVA with coercion intentions as dependent variable revealed, a 
marginally significant effect for stereotype warmth on coercion,  F(1, 121) = 2.89, p 

= .09, partial "2 = .03. Participants had higher coercion intentions in the low 
warmth condition (M = 3.04, SD = 1.56) than in the high warmth condition (M = 
2.48,  SD = 1.27). However, the effect of competence on coercion was also 

significant, F(1, 121) = 6.41, p = .01, partial "2 = .05. Participants in the low 
competent conditions had higher coercion intentions (M = 3.03,  SD = 1.6) than in 
the high competent conditions (M = 2.38, SD = 1.27). We did not find significant an 
interaction effect, F(1, 121) = .01, p = .93, of warmth and competence on coercion 
intentions.

Additionally, an ANOVA with avoiding intentions as dependent variable 
revealed that the predicted effect of competence on avoidance was marginally 
significant, F(1,  121) = 3.5, p = .06, partial "2 = .03.  In the low competent condition 
participants had higher intentions to avoid the Vidians (M = 2.45, SD = 1.18) than 
in the high competent condition (M = 2.09, SD = .95). However also here we found 
that the second dimension with regard to stereotype content, i.e., warmth, had a 
significant effect on avoidance, F(1, 121) = 4.06, p = .03, partial "2 = .04. In the low 
warmth condition participants had higher avoidance intentions (M = 2.4, SD = 
1.13) than in the high warmth conditions (M = 2.0, SD = .96). We did not find a 
significant interaction effect, F(1, 121) = .02, p = .88, of warmth and competence on 
avoidance intentions.3

A+<&5(&"#)5#5%>.+.

We predicted that a member of a group that is seen as stereotypically unfriendly 
elicits more anger in a conflict situation, because of perceived negative intentions. 
Moreover,  we hypothesized that stereotype competence is related to perceived 
control and therefore to contempt.  In support of these predictions we found in the 
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previous analyses that stereotype warmth is related to anger and perceived 
intentionality,  and that competence was related to contempt and perceived control. 
As a next step, we tested whether the effects on emotions were mediated by 
appraisals, using a bootstrapping procedure to estimate the indirect effects. 

First, we tested whether appraisals of intentionality mediated the effect of 
warmth on anger. Results showed indeed a positive relation between appraisals of 
intentionality and anger, b = .37, p < .01. In addition, the total effect of warmth on 
anger was mediated by appraisal of intentionality, indirect effect:  b  = -.28, Bias 
Corrected and Accelerated (BCA) 95% Confidence Interval (CI) [-.55, -.06]. Also,  the 
total effect of warmth on anger, b = -.99, p < .01, was reduced when adding the 
mediator, direct effect: b = -.71, p = .01 (see Figure 3.2, upper diagram). 
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Second we tested whether appraisals of controllability mediated the effect of 
competence on contempt. For appraisal of control and contempt we found a 
significant negative relation, b = -.37, p < .01. In addition, we found for the effect of 
competence on contempt, a significant indirect effect of appraisal of control,  b = -.
14; BCA 95% CI [-.33, -.02].  Also, the total effect of competence on contempt, b = -.
39, p = .10, was reduced when perceived controllability was added as a mediator, 
direct effect: b = -.25, p = .29 (see Figure 3.2, lower diagram).

Third, we considered the indirect effects for stereotype content on behavioral 
intentions through emotions. In accordance with our predictions and the results 
from Experiment 1, anger was positively related to coercion, b = .27, p < .01. In 
addition we found a significant indirect effect through anger for the effect of 
warmth on coercion, b  = -.26; BCA 95% CI [-.55, -.08]. In addition, the total effect of 
warmth on coercion, b = -.44, p = .09, was reduced to non-significant when adding 
anger as a mediator, direct effect: b = -.18, p = .52 (see Figure 3.3, upper diagram). 
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Finally,  we found as predicted, a positive relation between contempt and 
avoidance, b = .50, p < .01. The indirect effect of competence on avoiding through 
contempt turned out to be marginally significant; b = -.20; BCA 95% CI [-.45, .03]; 
BCA 90% CI [-.41, -.01]. Also, the total effect of competence on avoiding, b  = -.36, p 
= .06, was reduced when adding contempt, direct effect: b = -.16, p = .29 (see Figure 
3.3, lower diagram).

?&.':..&"#

In our second experiment we found support for our prediction that stereotype 
content can affect emotions in conflict situations, through context specific 
appraisals. When stereotyping an outgroup as low in warmth, people were angrier 
when in conflict with this outgroup, because they perceived the other to have more 
negative intentions. When the antagonist was a member of a stereotypical 
incompetent group, people experienced more contempt because they appraised the 
other as less controllable. Furthermore we found, in line with our first experiment, 
support for our idea that in conflict situations stereotype warmth is negatively 
related to anger and coercion intentions,  and stereotype competence with contempt 
and avoiding intentions. 

Unfortunately, the effects of competence on contempt and avoiding were only 
marginal in Experiment 2; yet it was in the predicted direction and replicates 
Experiment 1. Moreover, we again found support for the indirect effect of 
competence on avoiding through contempt, which is central for our predictions. 
Experiment 2 also revealed, as in Experiment 1, some unpredicted effects of 
stereotype content on behavioral intentions. Again, we found that warmth and 
competence were both related to coercion and avoiding intentions.  We will return 
to this point in the general discussion.

In sum, the results of Experiment 2 support our third hypothesis. Namely we 
found support for the prediction that the effect of stereotype warmth on anger is 
mediated by the appraisal of intentionality, and that the effect of stereotype 
competence on contempt is mediated by the appraisal of controllability. In addition 
the results generally replicate the results of Experiment 1 using a human “minimal 
group” and referring to a day-to-day conflict issue.
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In two experiments we investigated the effect of the stereotype content 
dimensions warmth and competence on context-specific appraisals, intergroup 
emotions and behavioral intentions in a conflict situation. When stereotyping the 
outgroup as cold and unfriendly, people appraised a negative event as more 
intentional, and subsequently experienced more anger and were more inclined to 
handle the situation by coercion. When stereotyping the outgroup as incompetent 
people appraised the situation as less controllable,  experienced more contempt, 
and were more inclined to avoid the outgroup.

The current studies give us more insight in the question how appraisals, 
emotions and action tendencies in a specific intergroup context may depend the 
content of stereotypes that are generally associated with outgroups. In the last 
decade several studies investigated how emotions and behavioral intentions can be 
affected by socio-structural characteristics of intergroup situations, such as group 
size, power, or status (e.g., Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005; Mackie et al, 2000). For 
instance, in a particular context a group can be the biggest or most powerful, but in 
another context it can be the smallest or the weakest. Therefore, these 
characteristics are specific to a particular context. Other studies investigated how 
stereotypes affect emotions that people generally associate with certain outgroups
—independent of a specific context (Fiske et al., 2002; Cuddy et al, 2007). For 
instance, people can generally admire the members of stereotypically successful 
groups, or pity the members of stereotypically unsuccessful groups in society. 
Furthermore, a third line of research on intergroup emotions, investigated how 
salience of membership of a particular ingroup leads to generalized intergroup 
emotions and action tendencies towards outgroups, independent from a specific 
context (Smith, Seger, & Mackie, 2007). That is, people may experience specific 
emotions depending on the salience of a particular social category (e.g., pride 
when one’s team is winning, or shame when thinking of the colonial past of one’s 
country). These chronic intergroup emotions, in turn, can affect general behavioral 
intentions towards outgroup members, such as tendencies to avoid or confront an 
outgroup, independent of a context. However, none of these studies make the link 
between general group conceptions on the one side, and context-specific 
appraisals, emotions and action tendencies towards outgroups on the other side.
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In the current study we add to this existing literature by addressing the 
question how the content of stereotypes, which are generally associated with a 
particular outgroup, influence the appraisals of, and emotions and behavior in a 
specific context—namely a conflict situation. When in conflict with a representative 
of another group, stereotypes may be an important source of information to base 
one’s appraisals and subsequent reactions on. In addition,  in a conflict situation 
particular emotions and behavioral intentions may be more relevant than the ones 
that are chronically associated with certain outgroups. For this reason we 
investigated how anger and contempt, as relevant emotions for day-to-day conflict 
situations, may be affected by the stereotype content dimensions: warmth and 
competence. 

When we compare our results and those from previous studies on the 
stereotype content model, one noticeable difference is that we find that stereotype 
warmth and competence are affecting appraisals and emotions independently of 
each other. That is, we do not find any interaction effects of stereotype warmth and 
competence. Previous studies on the SCM and BIAS-map, however, typically find 
interaction effects of stereotype warmth and competence on chronic group 
emotions. For instance, people can either admire or envy stereotypically competent 
groups—depending on stereotype warmth. People feel admiration towards groups 
that are seen as stereotypically competent and warm, but envy towards groups that 
are seen as stereotypically competent and cold (Fiske et al., 2002). Conversely, in 
the current study we find only main effects. That is, people seem to use the two 
stereotype content dimensions independently when appraising conflict situations.

A+,&(.)5#<)J&8&(5(&"#.)"9)(1+)!:,,+#()G(:<&+.

Besides the hypothesized effects, there were also some unpredicted effects. That 
is, we hypothesized, in line with appraisal theories of emotions,  that contempt 
would mainly be related to avoiding and anger to coercion (Frijda, 1986; Frijda et 
al., 1989;  Fischer & Roseman, 2007).  However, in our studies, as in more of these 
types of studies (e.g., Cuddy et al., 2007; Smith, Seger, & Mackie, 2007),  the 
emotion-behavioral intention link is not that clear-cut. Next to these predicted 
relations, contempt showed a positive relation with coercion intentions, and anger 
with avoidance intentions. Also avoiding and coercion intentions were positively 
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related. We therefore consider these unexpected effects as an artifact of the setup of 
these types of studies.  Namely, because we did not ask participants to choose 
between different types of behavior (i.e., coercion or avoiding), participants in 
these types of studies actually can indicate that they have high intentions for both 
coercion and avoiding reactions—making it harder to find distinctive effects. In 
field studies studying actual behaviors, or recall studies studying past behaviors, 
emotions might be more distinctive in predicting types of behaviors as participants 
actually make, or made, a choice between behaviors (e.g.,  Frijda, 1986; Fischer & 
Roseman, 2007). On the one hand forcing participants to actually make a choice 
between behavioral options might lead to more distinctive effects of specific 
emotions. On the other hand,  if in our study we would have forced participants to 
make a decision between coercion and avoidance, changes would have been high 
that participants mainly would choose avoiding rather than coercion, out of social-
desirability motivations. Yet,  it would certainly be interesting for future research to 
use a paradigm in which participants are forced to make a decision between types 
of behavior. For instance, by presenting participants with several reactions towards 
outgroups in a specific context, and have them rate which appraisals and emotions 
they would associate with a particular reaction.

In addition, we have to note that, compared with Experiment 1, Experiment 2 
generally showed weaker effects of the manipulations on several of our dependent 
variables. This may be explained by the fact that the stereotype content 
manipulation was less involving in Experiment 2 than it was in Experiment 1. 
Namely, instead of being confronted with multiple pictures of members a new 
group as in our first experiment, in our second experiment participants merely 
read about a new group. Moreover, by using pictures, the outgroup in our first 
experiment was clearly presented as different–while in the second experiment, 
people were free to picture the outgroup based on their own ideas about existing 
groups. As a result, the manipulated stereotypes in Experiment 2 may have been 
more easily blended with stereotypes of existing groups, making the 
manipulations of the specific stereotype content dimensions less strong.

In line with previous research in this field we chose to use scenario studies. This 
approach has the advantage that it rules out confounds of preexisting beliefs about 
real groups, and makes it possible to test our hypotheses for causality (see Cuddy 
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et al., 2007 for a similar argument). We are aware, however,  that this approach may 
come with shortcomings in external validity inherent to most scenario studies. 
Conflicts and intergroup situations are intense situations that can be very 
uncomfortable for people.  In these situations people may feel very differently, and 
make different decisions about how to behave,  compared to a situation in which 
they merely have to imagine being in a conflict.  Because of these limitations, it is 
important that future studies address this issue by studying the role of stereotypes 
and emotions in real-life contexts.  However, just because conflict situations usually 
are intense and strong interests are at stake, it is hard to get access to these 
situations or to create them in a laboratory. Moreover, people’s reactions actually 
may be stronger affected by attitudes when under pressure than in situations in 
which they have the motivation and time to deliberately think about the 
appropriate reactions (e.g., Fazio & Towles-Swen, 1999). Therefore, effects of 
attitudes on people’s appraisals and reactions may actually be more strongly 
affected in real-life situations than in response to a vignette describing a conflict 
situation.  

An additional starting point for future studies is to investigate how stereotypes 
may affect additional appraisals, emotions and behavioral intentions that are 
specific for other contexts. For instance, another specific emotion that may be 
relevant in the context of intergroup conflicts is fear.  Fear typically is related to 
behavioral intentions aimed at escaping the other and results from appraisals of 
threat to one’s physical safety (e.g., Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005). In the current study 
we chose to focus on anger and contempt,  rather than fear, because we were 
interested in day-to-day conflicts. We defined this situation as an instance in which 
one feels hindered by another (Van de Vliert, 1997). This type of situation 
represents an obstruction to one’s goals which can lead to anger and/or contempt 
(e.g., Cottrell & Neuberg 2005; Mackie et al., 2000). Fear appears to be less relevant 
in these types of conflicts. However, in other situations such as in more escalated 
conflicts, fear certainly would be relevant. Therefore,  for future research, it might 
be worthwhile to consider fear and other relevant appraisals and emotions, as 
relevant concepts for explaining the link between stereotype content and 
behavioral intentions in specific intergroup contexts as well.
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Chapter 4

Urban District Identity as a Common Ingroup 

Identity: The Di!erent Role of Ingroup 

Prototypicality for Minority and Majority Groups

This chapter is based on Ufkes, Otten, Van der Zee, & Giebels (2010). Urban District 
Identity as a Common Ingroup Identity: The Different Role of Ingroup Prototypicality for 
Minority and Majority Groups. Manuscript submitted for publication.



In the past decades, contact between individuals from different cultural 
backgrounds has increased in all domains of life, whether it is in organizations, 
schools or neighborhoods. Although cultural diversity potentially may lead to a 
more dynamic and interesting world, it also comes with the risk that people 
categorize others in terms of their cultural background.  The now classic work of 
Allport (1954) and Tajfel (1969) already identified how easily differences between 
groups may lead to the categorizations of others into “us” versus “them”, or 
“ingroups” versus “outgroups”. As a consequence, social categorization processes 
may provide the psychological basis for many intergroup conflicts (e.g.,  Brown, 
1995; Tajfel & Turner, 1973). These processes are especially relevant for culturally 
diverse neighborhoods, were many individuals from different cultural 
backgrounds live in close proximity to each other,  yet remain relatively 
anonymous. In the current chapter we investigate whether and under what 
conditions urban district identities can function as a common ingroup identity, and 
as such, buffer the negative intergroup relations between residents with different 
cultural backgrounds.

Surprisingly, most research on common ingroup identities and on the subjective 
representations of these identities in terms of perceived group prototypicality 
(Mummendey & Wenzel, 1999; Waldzus, Mummendey, Wenzel, & Weber, 2003), 
only focused on majority group members, or on situations in which two equal 
sized groups potentially share a common identity. However,  in many real-life 
contexts groups differ in size, status and power. For instance, residents of 
culturally diverse neighborhoods can either belong to the national cultural 
majority or to a cultural minority group. The idea that members of majority and 
minority groups differ in their perceptions of a shared common ingroup identity, 
and especially the idea that this may result in different consequences for majority 
versus minority members’ outgroup attitudes, has only recently been 
acknowledged (Dovidio et al.,  2007; Wenzel et al., 2007).  As a consequence, studies 
on how members of majority and minority groups differ in their representations of 
common ingroup identities are scarce. In the current study we aim to address this 
void by investigating the consequences of urban city districts as a common 
ingroup identity for attitudes between majority and minority members. By doing 
so we demonstrate that the perceived prototypicality of one’s subgroup for the 
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overarching identity (ingroup prototypicality; Mummendey & Wenzel, 1999), may 
have different consequences for outgroup attitudes for cultural majorities than for 
minorities.
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Social categorization processes are flexible, and people can relate to many 
different social categories. This notion forms the basis for the common ingroup 
identity model (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2000), which proposes recategorization as a 
solution for improving intergroup relations. By stimulating subgroups members’ 
identification with a higher order common ingroup identity, which includes the 
own and other subgroups,  intergroup attitudes can be improved (Gaertner, 
Dovidio, Anastasio, Bachman, & Rust,  1993).  Once members of a former outgroup 
are recategorized as ingroup members within a broader, common ingroup, 
attitudes towards former outgroup members should be improved trough the same 
processes that underlie ingroup favoritism. Indeed,  in the past two decades many 
studies,  in the laboratory as well as in various field contexts such as organizations, 
schools and mixed families, have demonstrated that the perception of a common 
ingroup identity may lead to improved intergroup attitudes (see Dovidio et al., 
2007, for a review).

However,  superordinate social categories may also provide group members 
with a new platform for making intergroup comparisons. That is, in situations in 
which two or more subgroups are included within a common ingroup, members of 
the different subgroups may vary in their perceptions of what an ideal-type 
member of this common ingroup may look like. More specifically, according to the 
ingroup projection model, group members tend to perceive their ingroup as more 
prototypical for a relevant superordinate category than other subgroups 
(Mummendey & Wenzel, 1999; Wenzel, Mummendey, Weber,  & Waldzus, 2003). 
This potentially leads to a situation in which outgroups can be objectively included 
in an overarching social identity, but are compared to—and negatively 
differentiated from—ingroup standards (e.g., Waldzus & Mummendey, 2004; 
Waldzus, Mummendey, & Wenzel 2005). A high degree of perceived ingroup 
prototypicality therefore usually is negatively related to outgroup attitudes. 
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Conversely, the more prototypical members of other groups are perceived to be 
for the common ingroup (i.e., outgroup prototypicality), the more they are 
perceived to be alike, and the more positive outgroup attitudes will be. Perceived 
ingroup and outgroup prototypicality thus appear to be two sides of the same 
medal, at least in their consequences for outgroup attitudes.  As a result, most 
studies on the effect of ingroup prototypicality on outgroup attitudes used a 
relative ingroup prototypicality measure,  referring to the extent to which the 
ingroup is perceived to be more positive for a common ingroup identity than the 
outgroup (Wenzel et al., 2007). However, as recently argued by Ulrich (2009), this 
relative measure may not be ideal for capturing the prototypicality of the ingroup 
and outgroup. That is, focusing on relative ingroup prototypicality as a predictor of 
outgroup attitudes disregards the possibility that perceived ingroup and perceived 
outgroup prototypicality are not different poles on the same dimension, but that 
each may uniquely predict outgroup attitudes.  In the present study we therefore 
differentiate between ingroup and outgroup prototypicality, and investigate their 
distinct effects on outgroup attitudes. More importantly, we propose that ingroup 
and outgroup prototypicality perceptions, and the consequences of these 
perceptions for outgroup attitudes, differ for majority members and minority 
members. 
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Although the ingroup projection model predicts that subgroup members have 
the tendency to perceive their own subgroup as most prototypical for a common 
ingroup (Mummendey, & Wenzel, 1999), it is likely that these perceptions also are 
affected by reality constraints (cf. Waldzus, Mummendey, Wenzel, Boettcher, 2004). 
That is, in situations wherein subgroups within a superordinate group clearly 
differ in size, status, or power, members of different subgroups may actually agree 
that the differences between these groups are a given of the social reality (cf. Devos 
& Banaji,  2005; Mummendey & Otten, 2001; Waldzus, et al., 2004).  Consequently, 
majority group members are likely to perceive their own group as most 
prototypical not only because of ingroup projection, but also because it is 
consistent with the reality of the situation. Minority group members, however, may 
be less prone to claim that they are more prototypical for common ingroup than 
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majority members, due to these reality constrains (Waldzus et al.,  2004). Yet, this 
does not necessarily imply that minority members will not claim a certain level of 
ingroup prototypicality at all; after all, a sufficient degree of prototypicality ensures 
that they actually belong to the common ingroup. Claiming that the own group is 
also prototypical can well be combined with acknowledging that the majority 
group is a characteristic element of the common ingroup. Hence, we expect that 
whereas majority group members perceive their ingroup as most prototypical for 
their urban district, minority groups members perceive their ingroup not as more 
prototypical than the majority outgroup (Hypothesis 1). 

Moreover,  we expect that these differences between majority and minority 
members’ perception of the common ingroup in terms of ingroup prototypicality, 
also affect how identification with a common ingroup affects outgroup attitudes on 
the subgroup level. In line with previous research, we expect for both majority and 
minorities that identification with a common ingroup identity is most beneficial 
when the common ingroup is perceived to be representative for both the ingroup 
and the outgroup(s) (Wenzel et al.,  2007). However, in a shared reality, in which the 
majority group is relatively prototypical for the common ingroup, perceived 
ingroup prototypicality may have different consequences majority or minority 
members in terms of how representative they see the common ingroup for both 
subgroups. That is, for majority members a relatively high level of ingroup 
prototypicality implies that the common ingroup is perceived as merely 
representative for the majority group. We therefore predict in line with intergroup 
projection model, that for majority members identification with a common ingroup 
identity is positively related to outgroup attitudes, but only when perceived 
outgroup prototypicality is low (Hypothesis 2a). 

Conversely, for minority members perceiving their ingroup as low in 
prototypicality may actually result in an image of the superordinate group that is 
merely representative for the majority group—thereby questioning that it is in fact 
a common ingroup. For minority members, a high level of perceived 
prototypicality may thus be a necessary condition for seeing the common ingroup 
identity also as representative for their own subgroup. We therefore predict that, 
for minority members, identification with a common ingroup identity is positively 
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related to outgroup attitudes, but only when perceived ingroup prototypicality is 
high (Hypothesis 2b).

Furthermore, for the relation between outgroup prototypicality and outgroup 
attitudes we do not expect to find differences between majority and minority 
members. That is, a higher perceived outgroup prototypicality would mean, for 
majority as well as minority group members, that they see the common ingroup as 
more inclusive for the outgroup. For both groups we thus predict that the relation 
between a common ingroup and outgroup attitudes is stronger when perceived 
outgroup prototypicality is high (Hypothesis 3). 

61+)!:,,+#()G(:<&+.

We tested these hypotheses in two studies conducted in various multicultural 
city districts in the Netherlands.  City districts are geographically and objectively 
determined areas within a city. The borders of a city district are indicated on the 
city map, city districts have an official name, and, most importantly, residents are 
aware in which district they live, and have an image of who else is living in these 
districts (unlike neighborhoods which are subjectively defined). For these reasons 
we investigated whether urban districts can function as a common ingroup 
identity for residents of culturally diverse neighborhoods.

In the Netherlands, a urban district is considered to be culturally diverse when 
25% or more of the residents have a non-western background (Statistics 
Netherlands, 2010). Importantly, in most culturally diverse district there is still a 
majority group of residents with a native-Dutch background, versus a minority 
group of residents with a non-western cultural background. The term culturally 
diverse neighborhood thus does not refer to segregated neighborhoods with a 
majority of residents that belong to a cultural minority group on national level 
(e.g., black neighborhoods in the United States of America). The biggest cultural 
minority groups in the Netherlands respectively are: Turks, Moroccans, 
Surinamese, and Antilleans (Statistics Netherlands, 2010).  In the current studies we 
therefore made a distinction between residents with a native-Dutch background 
(the cultural majority) and residents with a non-western background (the cultural 
minority). 
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In the first study we used data from a door-to-door survey conducted in a 
culturally diverse city district in one of the larger cities in the Netherlands. The 
second study was designed to replicate the results from Study 1 in a different area 
and to have a more balanced sample in terms of cultural backgrounds. That is, 
because in Study 1 there were relatively few participants with a cultural minority 
background, in Study 2 we actively approached both majority and minority group 
members in order to get a reliable sample of residents with a minority background 
as well.

G(:<>)N

A survey assessed residents’ cultural background (ingroup on subgroup level), 
identification with their urban district (common ingroup) and perceived 
prototypicality of the subgroups for the common ingroup. Perceived ingroup 
prototypicality thus refers to the extent to which residents perceive their own 
cultural group as prototypical for their district.  Perceived outgroup prototypicality 
refers to the extent to which residents perceive other cultural groups as 
prototypical for their city district. We tested whether the predicted patterns of 
perceived ingroup versus outgroup prototypicality would differ for majority and 
minority members as we predicted in Hypothesis 1. In addition, we tested whether 
the relation between district identification and outgroup attitudes indeed was 
moderated by ingroup or outgroup prototypicality and group status, as predicted 
in Hypotheses 2 and 3. 

A+(1"<
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Participants were 260 residents of a multicultural city district in a medium sized 
city in the Netherlands. Of these, 46% were male, 53% were female (1% unknown). 
The mean age of the participants was 45 years (ranging from 19 to 100; SD = 16.46). 
Participants indicated their ethnic background, which included Antillean, Dutch, 
Moroccan, Turkish and other non-western cultural backgrounds. For the purpose 
of this study we classified participants with a native-Dutch background (n = 215, 
83%) as majority members,  and participants with a non-western background (n = 
33, 13%), as minority members.  We omitted 12 participants (4%) who did not 
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indicate a cultural background, or indicated a western non-Dutch background 
from further analyses. 

To collect the data for this study we approached residents of a multicultural city 
district house-to-house with a questionnaire. According to Statistics Netherlands 
(2009), 29% of the residents in this district had a non-western cultural background. 
We invited residents with the age of 18 or older to complete the survey and send it 
back using a pre-paid return envelope. In return, participants had a chance of 
winning one of five mp3-players.

A+5.:,+.

Participants’ identification with their urban district was measured with three 
items (e.g., “I am happy to be a resident of [name district]”). Participants answered 
these questions on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 (totally 
agree). We created a district identification scale by aggregating the scores on these 

three items, ! = .89.
Participants’ perceived prototypicality of three cultural groups (Moroccan, 

Turkish, and Dutch) for their urban district was assessed with two questions per 
group: “the [ethnic group] culture is representative for [name district]” and “the 
typical resident of [name district] has a [ethnic group] background”. Participants 
with a cultural background other than Moroccan, Turkish, or Dutch in addition 
answered the same two questions referring to their own cultural background (e.g., 
“my own cultural group is representative for [name district]). Participants 
answered these questions on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 
(totally agree). We combined participants’ answers on the two items referring to 
their own group into an ingroup prototypicality scale.  We created an outgroup 
prototypicality scale by aggregating all of these items, except those referring to the 
participants’ ingroup, all , rs > .50, ps < .001.

We measured outgroup attitudes towards Moroccan, Turkish, and Dutch people 
with three items for each group (e.g., “how positive is your image of [ethnic group] 
in [name city district]?” and “in general, how competent/friendly do you think 
[members of ethnic group] in [name city district] are?”). These three items together 
formed a reliable scale for each outgroup (all !s > .72).  Participants answered the 
questions on a 6-point scale. The anchors differed per question: for the positivity 
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question the scale ranged from 1 (negative) to 6 (positive), for the friendliness 
question the scale ranged from 1 (unfriendly) to 6 (friendly), and for the 
competence question the scale from 1 (incompetent) to 6 (competent). We 
constructed an outgroup attitude scale by aggregating participants’ answers for all 
groups except one’s own group.

4+.:%(.
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First, we tested our prediction that native-Dutch participants would perceive 
their cultural group as more prototypical than minority groups, whereas minority 
group members would not perceive their ingroup as more prototypical than the 
majority outgroup (Hypothesis 1). To this end we conducted two repeated-measure 
Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) for native-Dutch and non-western minority 
participants separately. For native-Dutch participants we found, as predicted, a 
highly significant difference between perceived ingroup and outgroup 
prototypicality, F(1, 213) = 66.41, p < .001, partial "2 = .24. Native-Dutch 
participants perceived their subgroup to be more prototypical for their urban 
district than minority groups (see Table 4.1). For participants with a non-western 
cultural background we performed a repeated-measure ANOVA with three 
dependent variables: ingroup prototypicality, prototypicality of the majority, and 
prototypicality of outgroup minorities. Here we also found a significant difference, 
F(2, 33) = 5.08, p = .009, partial "2 = .14.  For participants with a non-western 
cultural background, perceived ingroup prototypicality was lower than perceived 
prototypicality of the majority. This signals that the high prototypicality of the 
majority group is a shared reality within the inclusive group. Moreover, outgroup 
minority groups were perceived as equally prototypical to the ingroup (see Table 
4.1). We thus found support for our first prediction. Native-Dutch participants 
indeed perceived their group as most prototypical for their district whereas 
minorities did not perceive their ingroup as more prototypical than the majority 
group.
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Following Ulrich (2009), we investigated the raw correlations between ingroup 
and outgroup prototypicality, and outgroup attitudes. As shown by the 
correlations in Table 4.2, both constructs showed no significant direct relations with 
outgroup attitudes. Both ingroup and outgroup prototypicality were thus not 
directly related to outgroup attitudes.

Next,  we expected to find a positive relation between district identification and 
outgroup attitudes, and that this was moderated by perceived ingroup or outgroup 
prototypicality, and group status (Hypotheses 2 & 3). We ran a regression model 
with the standardized scores of district identification, ingroup prototypicality, 
majority versus minority background of the participant (coded as -1 versus 1), all 
two-way interaction terms, and the three-way interaction term as predictors. As 
dependent variable we used the outgroup attitude scale. There was a significant 
direct relation between identification with urban district and outgroup attitudes, $ 
= .36,  t(233) = 4.08, p < .001. More importantly, this effect was qualified by a 
significant three-way interaction, $  = .16, t(233) = 2.21,  p = .028. Additional analyses 
demonstrated that this three-way interaction, in turn, was due to a different 
relation between ingroup prototypicality and identification for majority and 
minority participants.
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We broke this tree-way interaction down by looking at the pattern for majority 
and minority group members separately. For majority members there was a direct 
relation between identification with the superordinate group and outgroup 
attitudes, $  = .29, t(233) = 4.44, p < .001. However, this was qualified by the 
predicted two-interaction between identification and ingroup prototypicality, $  = - .
29, t(233) = - 4.63, p < .001. Simple slopes analyses (Aiken & West, 1991) revealed, in 
line with Hypothesis 2a, that when majority members perceived their ingroup as 
relatively low in prototypicality, there was a significant positive relation between 
identification and outgroup attitudes, $  = .58, t(233) = 6.55, p < .001. When 
perceived ingroup prototypicality was high, however, the relation between 
identification with the superordinate group and outgroup attitudes was not 
significant, $ = -.01, t(233) = - 0.10, p = .918, (see Figure 4.1). 

For minority members we also found a significant direct relation between 
identification and outgroup attitudes, $  = .43, t(233) = 2.63, p = .009. The two-way 
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interaction between identification and prototypicality on outgroup attitudes was 
not significant, $  = .02, t(233) = 0.16, p = .876. For minorities, perceived ingroup 
prototypicality, thus, did not moderate the positive relation between identification 
and outgroup attitudes.

In addition, we built the same regression model but now with outgroup 
prototypicality instead of ingroup prototypicality as predictor. The results showed, 
in addition to the significant relation between identification and outgroup 
attitudes, $  = .30, t(239) = 2.14, p = .033, that all two-way interactions, and the 
three-way interaction were not significant, all ts < 0.65, ps > .500. Outgroup 
prototypicality thus did not moderate the relation between district identification 
and outgroup attitudes. The third hypothesis was therefore not supported.
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In this study, we investigated how majority members and minority members 
differ in the extent to which they perceive their own group to be prototypical for a 
common ingroup, and what consequences this has for outgroup attitudes. The 
results showed, in line with Hypothesis 1, that majority group members perceived 
their own group as most prototypical, whereas minority group members perceived 
their own group as equally prototypical as the majority subgroup. The prominence 
of the majority group within the common ingroup, thus, forms a shared reality for 
both majority and minority members. In addition, the results revealed that 
minorities perceived their ingroup as equally prototypical as other minority 
groups.

The prediction that identification with an overarching district identity is 
positively related to residents’ outgroup attitudes was supported. Both majority 
and minority members were more positive towards outgroups when identifying 
more strongly with their urban district.  Moreover,  the results showed that ingroup 
prototypicality, but not outgroup prototypicality, moderated the relation between 
district identification and outgroup attitudes, and that this moderation effect was 
different for majority members versus minority members.  

Specifically, for majority members we found, in line with Hypothesis 2a, that 
the positive relation between district identification and outgroup attitudes was 
restricted to those who perceive their ingroup as low in prototypicality for their 
urban district. For majority members who perceived their ingroup as highly 
prototypical, we found no significant relation between identification and outgroup 
attitudes. For residents with a cultural minority background there was a direct, and 
positive, relation between identification with their urban district and outgroup 
attitudes. However, unlike predicted in Hypothesis 2b there were no interaction 
effects of ingroup prototypicality. Moreover, the third hypothesis that perceived 
outgroup prototypicality would positively moderate the relation between district 
identification and outgroup attitudes was not supported. This implies that the 
representation of an overarching identity in terms of the relevance for one’s own 
group, but not for outgroups, is the most relevant for outgroup attitudes.

In our first study with thus found that minority and majority members differ in 
the extent to which they perceive their ingroup as prototypical for such a common 
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ingroup. Perceived ingroup prototypicality, in turn, may moderate the relation 
between identification and outgroup attitudes. In Study 1 we could find support 
for this last claim only for majorities, but not for minorities.  One reason for not 
confirming our second hypothesis for minority members is that because of the 
nature of this study, a door-to-door questionnaire, only a limited number (13%) of 
the participants that responded had a cultural minority background. This group 
therefore may have been less representative for the population of residents with a 
culturally minority background. Secondly, in Study 1 we measured perceived 
prototypicality of, and attitudes about minority outgroups by assessing the 
prototypicality and attitudes of Moroccan and Turkish residents. As a consequence, 
the minority outgroups prototypicality scale and the minority outgroup attitude 
scale for Moroccan and Turkish participants was based on the perceptions of only 
one outgroup, which may have resulted in a less reliable measure for outgroup 
attitudes and prototypicality.

G(:<>)O

The aim of the second study was to replicate the findings of Study 1. In 
addition, in Study 2 we made sure that our sample would be more balanced in 
terms of proportion of residents with a majority and a minority background. Third, 
in Study 2 we included items referring to more minority outgroups, in order to get 
a more representative minority outgroup prototypicality and attitude measure for 
minority participants.
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Participants were 121 residents of two multicultural city districts in the 
Netherlands. Of these, 48% were male, and 46% female (6% unknown). The mean 
age of the participants was 40 years, ranging from 18 to 92 (SD = 14.36). A 
distinction between native-Dutch and non-western participants was made in the 
same way as in Study 1. In Study 2 there were 58 participants with a native-Dutch 
background (48%) and 45 with a non-western minority background (37%). We 
omitted 18 (15%) participants, who did not indicate an ethnic background or 
indicated a non-Dutch western background, from further analyses.
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To collect the data, we went to various public places located in two city districts. 
These districts were different districts than the one in Study 1, situated in the same 
city. Both districts were comparable in terms of cultural diversity (respectively, 31% 
and 27% of the residents had a non-western background; Statistics Netherlands, 
2009). To ensure our subsamples of participants with a native-Dutch and non-
western minority background would be comparable in terms of size, we actively 
approached residents from both groups, and asked them to complete the 
questionnaire on the spot. We solely included resident of the respective district 
which were of the age of 18 or older. It took participants circa 10 minutes to 
complete the survey. 

A+5.:,+.

Unless noted otherwise, participants answered the questions on a 7-centimeter 
thermometer line. We processed the answers on these scales by measuring the 
distance from the left anchor to the place were participants checked the line in 
tenths of centimeters. Scale scores therefore ranged from 0 to 7.

We measured identification with residents’ urban district using the satisfaction 
(e.g., “It is pleasant to be a resident of [name district”) and centrality (e.g., “I often 
think about the fact that I am a resident of [name district]”) components of ingroup 
identification as suggested by Leach and colleagues (2008). The scale ran from 0 
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). We created an urban district identification 
scale by aggregating the answers to all 7 items, ! = 84.

In addition, we measured participants’ perceived prototypicality of five cultural 
groups (Moroccans, Turks, Antilleans, Surinamese,  and Dutch) for their urban 
district. To this end we used an adapted version of the overlap of self, ingroup and 
outgroup scale (OSIO; Schubert & Otten, 2002; cf. Waldzus & Mummendey, 2004). 
Per subgroup we had an one-item measure, consisting of seven diagrams of two 
increasingly overlapping circles. One circle was labeled with the name of the 
subgroup and the other with the name of the urban district.  From top to bottom, 
the circles got closer,  starting with a gap between them, touching each other in the 
third diagram, and nearly completely overlapping in the seventh diagram. 
Participants were instructed to indicate what picture best represented the closeness 
of the subgroup and their urban district. A score of 1, thus, represented the lowest 
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perceived prototypicality and a score of 7 the highest perceived prototypicality. We 
constructed an ingroup prototypicality scale out of the item that referred to the 
ingroup of the participant. In addition, we constructed an outgroup prototypicality 
scale by aggregating all scores, except the one referring to the ingroup of the 
participant. 

Attitudes towards Antilleans,  Moroccans, Dutch, Turks, and Surinamese were 
measured with two items: “to what extent do you have a positive/negative image 
of [cultural group]”. The scale ran from 0 (not at all positive/negative) to 7 
(extremely positive/negative). We reversed the answers of the negativity scale and 
combined the two items referring to the same group into one score per group, rs > .
42, ps < .001. We constructed an outgroup attitude scale by aggregating all scores, 
except the one referring to one’s own group. 
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As in Study 1, we started with testing the first hypothesis that native-Dutch 
participants would perceive their ingroup as more prototypical than other groups, 
and that participants with a non-western cultural background would perceive their 
ingroup as equally or less prototypical as the majority group. We performed two 
repeated-measure ANOVAs for majority and minority participants separately.  For 
majority participants we found that perceived ingroup prototypicality was 
significantly higher than perceived outgroup prototypicality, F(1,  55) = 16.61, p < .
001, partial "2 = .23. For minority participants we found a significant difference 
between ingroup, majority outgroup, and minority outgroup prototypicality, F(2, 

45) = 4.20, p = .022, partial "2 = .16. For participants with a non-native background 
perceived ingroup prototypicality did not differ significantly from perceived 
prototypicality of the majority outgroup. Outgroup minorities, however, were 
perceived as lower in prototypicality (see Table 4.3). 
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Subsequently, we investigated whether and how both ingroup and outgroup 
prototypicality were related to outgroup attitudes. As shown by the correlations in 
Table 4.4, and replicating Study 1, the correlation between ingroup prototypicality 
and outgroup attitudes was not significant. For majority members outgroup 
prototypicality was positively correlated with outgroup attitudes. Although we did 
not find this relation in Study 1, it is consistent with previous research (e.g., 
Wenzel, 2007; Ulrich, 2009). We will return to this point in the general discussion.

Next,  we ran a regression model with the standardized scores of district 
identification, ingroup prototypicality, majority versus minority background of the 
participant (coded as -1 versus 1), and all two-way interaction terms and the three-
way interaction term as predictors. We used outgroup attitudes as dependent 
variable. There was a significant relation between district identification and 
outgroup attitudes, $  = .42, t(91) = 2.82, p = .006.  As in Study 1,  and in support of 
Hypothesis 2, this effect was qualified by a significant three-way interaction of 
identification by ingroup prototypicality by majority versus minority members, $ 
= .41, t(91) = 2.83, p = .006.  Additional analyses demonstrated that this three-way 
interaction was due to a reverse two-way interaction pattern of identification and 
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ingroup prototypicality on outgroup attitudes for majority versus minority 
members.
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For majority members we found a marginal significant direct relation between 
district identification and outgroup attitudes, $  = .44, t(91) = 1.84,  p = .069. 
Importantly, this was qualified by a significant ingroup prototypicality by 
identification interaction effect on outgroup attitudes, $  = -.43, t(91) = -2.54, p = .
013. Simple slopes analyses revealed that when perceived ingroup prototypicality 
was low, there was a positive effect of identification on outgroup attitudes, $  = .78, 
t(91) = 2.56, p = .012. However, when ingroup prototypicality was high there was 

no significant relation between identification and outgroup attitudes, $  = -.08, t(91) 
= -0.64, p = 680 (see Figure 4.2.). These results therefore are in support of 
Hypothesis 2a.
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For minority participants we found the reverse pattern predicted in Hypothesis 
2b.  The interaction effect of identification and ingroup prototypicality was 
marginally significant, $  = .39, t(91) = 1.66, p = .100. Simple slope analyses revealed 
that when minorities perceived their group as low in prototypicality, there was a 
non-significant relation between identification and outgroup attitudes, $  = .10, t(91) 
= 0.32, p = .750. When ingroup prototypicality was high, however,  there was a 

positive relation between identification and outgroup attitudes for minorities, $  = .
88, t(91) = 2.85, p = .011 (see Figure 4.3).

Third, we built the same regression model with outgroup prototypicality 
instead of outgroup prototypicality as predictor. The results from this model 
showed, in addition to a direct relation of outgroup prototypicality, $  = .27, t(90) = 

2.15,  p = .035, and identification, $  = .24, t(90) =  1.70, p = .090, that the two-way 
interactions and three-way interaction were not significant, ts < 1.16, ps > .13. 
Hence, we only found a significant direct relation between outgroup 
prototypicality and outgroup attitudes, but as in Study 1 no interactions with 
district identification or outgroup prototypicality.
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In Study 2 we found that whereas majority group members clearly perceived 
their ingroup as the most prototypical group, minority members perceived their 
ingroup as equally prototypical as the majority group. In addition, minority 
members perceived their own subgroup as more prototypical than other minority 
groups. These results are in line with our first hypothesis,  and generally replicate 
the results from Study 1: both majority and minority group members acknowledge 
that the majority group is a prototypical subgroup for the common ingroup. 
However,  there are also some differences between Study 1 and 2. Whereas in Study 
1 minority group members perceived their ingroup as less prototypical, in Study 2 
they perceived their group equally prototypical. We will return to this difference in 
the general discussion.

In addition, the results supported the second hypothesis that the positive 
relation between district identification and outgroup attitudes is moderated by 
ingroup prototypicality and group status:  For majorities there was a positive 
relation between district identification and outgroup attitudes when perceived 
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ingroup prototypicality was low, and for minorities when perceived ingroup 
prototypicality was high. Finally, as in Study 1, there was no support for the third 
hypothesis that perceived outgroup prototypicality moderated the relation 
between identification and outgroup attitudes.
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Preventing intergroup conflicts between residents is a major challenge in many 
multicultural neighborhoods around the world. The results of the current research 
showed that district identities have the potential to function as common ingroup 
identities for residents with different cultural backgrounds, and as such can lead to 
more intergroup tolerance. These outcomes are in line with the common ingroup 
identity model (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2000), which states that attitudes between 
members of different subgroups improve in situations in which subgroup 
members have a salient shared identity. In two field studies we found that 
residents from the cultural majority as well as residents with a cultural minority 
background had more positive attitudes about the respective other cultural groups 
in their city district the more strongly they identified with their district. 

In addition, both studies demonstrated that the extent to which subgroup 
members perceived their cultural group to be prototypical for the shared district 
identity moderates the relation between district identification and outgroup 
attitudes. Most importantly, our findings revealed that these consequences of 
perceived ingroup prototypicality may be different for members of the majority 
group versus minority groups. Whereas for majority group members a high level 
of perceived ingroup prototypicality may hamper the beneficial effects of a 
common ingroup identity for outgroup attitudes, for minority members it actually 
may reinforce the positive effects.
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We first investigated to what extent members of majority and minority groups 
perceived their own cultural group in relation to other groups, as being 
prototypical for their city district. We expected, and found in both studies, that 
majority group members perceived their ingroup as more prototypical than 
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minority groups for the shared, superordinate identity (i.e., urban city district). 
This is in line with the ingroup projection model (e.g.,  Wenzel et al., 2007), which 
states that subgroup members are biased when judging the prototypicality of their 
own subgroup for an overarching category. However, claiming the prototype of an 
overarching group is more complicated for minority group members because of 
social reality constraints (Devos & Banaji,  2005; Mummendey & Otten, 2001; 
Waldzus et al., 2004). In a reality in which it is clear that one group has the majority 
status (in terms of power, and/or size), minority members may agree that this 
other group is prototypical for the shared identity. The results of both studies 
support this reasoning; minority members did not perceive their ingroup as more 
prototypical than the majority group. 

Importantly, in the current research being a members of the majority group 
applied to both city district (the overarching group),  as well as the broader society. 
Hence, the reality constraints with regards to the majority versus minority status 
are clear-cut and offer little room for interpretation. However, we can conceive of 
city districts in which the majority-minority relation may actually reverse, creating 
the interesting situation that group status in the broader society differs from group 
status in the city district. For instance, unlike in the Netherlands, in the United 
States of America there are many neighborhood in which the majority of the 
residents has a cultural background which on national level is perceived as a 
culturally minority group (i.e., Black, Hispanic). Investigating how such 
constellation can affect attitudes towards outgroups on the subgroup would be an 
interesting task for future research.

Furthermore, while in our first study we found that minority group members 
perceived their cultural group as equally prototypical as other minority groups, in 
the second study we found that minority group members perceived their ingroup 
as more prototypical than minority groups. Although we did not make any strong 
predictions about this pattern, the results from the second study may actually be in 
line with ingroup projection model.  That is, minority group members in this case 
also show an ingroup projection effect, but within the reality constraints of the 
given situation. As a result,  minority group members may not make the claim that 
their subgroup is more prototypical than the majority group, but that their group is 
more prototypical than other minority groups.
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This difference between majority and minority members in the representation 
of the overarching identity may also result in different consequence of ingroup 
prototypicality for outgroup attitudes. That is, the positive relation between district 
identification and outgroup attitudes was moderated by perceived ingroup 
prototypicality and group status. For majority group members we found a positive 
relation between identification and outgroup attitudes, only for residents that did 
not claim their own cultural group to be highly prototypical for their city district. 
We thus find support for the reasoning that majority members perceiving their 
ingroup as highly prototypical for the common ingroup identity, are more likely to 
compare outgroup to the ingroup standards, and as a result have more negative 
outgroup attitudes. 

For minority members ingroup prototypicality was less important for, or even 
had a reversed effect on the relation between identification with a common 
ingroup identity and outgroup attitudes. Specifically, in Study 1 for minority 
members there was only a direct positive relation between district identification 
and outgroup attitudes.  In Study 2 identification with the common ingroup 
positively predicted outgroup attitudes,  only for members who did strongly claim 
that their cultural group was defining for the urban district.  A possible explanation 
for this difference in results between Study 1 and 2 might be that only a small 
percentage minority members participated in Study 1; possibly there was a 
selection bias such that the participating minority members were those who 
already felt more “Dutch”. As a result, prototypicality of the minority ingroup 
might have been less relevant for the perceptions of these minorities of the 
relations between the different groups in their district.

In Study 2 we did find the predicted reversed impact of ingroup prototypicality 
on the link between common ingroup identification and outgroup attitudes. That 
is, strong identification with the common ingroup was associated with more 
positive outgroup attitudes, only for those who perceived ingroup prototypicality 
as high. These results support our reasoning that minority members who perceive 
their ingroup as high in prototypicality have a more inclusive representation of the 
overarching group, and therefore have more positive attitude about other 
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subgroup members. They are also in line with earlier research showing that 
identity complexity may diminish the negative consequences of ingroup 
prototypicality (Wenzel et al.,  2007). That is, because minority members who are 
high in perceived ingroup prototypicality are more likely to perceive their own, as 
well as the majority group as prototypical for superordinate groups, they are more 
likely to have a more complex representation of the group prototype (cf. Waldzus, 
Mummendey, & Wenzel, 2005). 
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In addition, we investigated whether the representation of the overarching 
identity in terms of ingroup prototypicality or outgroup prototypicality would be 
most relevant for outgroup attitudes. Past research on the ingroup projection 
model usually relied on a relative ingroup prototypicality measure; the extent to 
which one’s ingroup is perceived to be more prototypical for the overarching 
identity compared to an outgroup. However, ingroup prototypicality and outgroup 
prototypicality may actually differ in their relations with outgroup attitudes, and it 
has recently been suggested that mainly outgroup, and not ingroup, 
prototypicality is related to outgroup attitudes (Ulrich, 2009). In the current study, 
there were no significant direct relations between ingroup and outgroup 
prototypicality and outgroup attitudes for minority members. For majority 
members there was a positive relation between outgroup prototypicality and 
outgroup attitudes (although in Study 1 this was not significant), but no relation 
between ingroup prototypicality and outgroup attitudes, which is in line with 
previous research (see Wenzel et al., 2007 for an overview; and Ulrich 2009).

This latter finding fits,  at first glance, with Ulrich’s (2009) claim that outgroup 
prototypicality is a relevant predictor of outgroup attitudes, but ingroup 
prototypicality is not. It is also in line with in a recent meta-analyses over 27 
studies (Wenzel et al.,  2007), which showed that outgroup prototypicality showed 
especially consistent positive relations with outgroup attitudes (r = .23), whereas 
the relation between ingroup prototypicality and outgroup attitudes is less 
consistent, and on average was very small (r = -.05). The results of the current 
study add on to these previous findings by showing that whereas perceived 
outgroup prototypicality may be directly related to outgroup attitudes, for ingroup 
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prototypicality it may be necessary to take level of identification into account. In 
other words, ingroup prototypicality may only be related to outgroup attitudes if 
the overarching identity is highly salient, or relevant, for the self. This would also 
be an explanation the inconsistent relations between ingroup prototypicality and 
outgroup attitudes.
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One of the merits of the current studies is that the data were collected in a field 
setting and involving natural groups. Therefore, we can assume that the ecological 
validity of our results is high. The results therefore support the generalizability of 
the common ingroup identity model and the ingroup projection model to the 
context of multicultural city districts. More importantly, the context of the study 
made it possible to test these models while taking the complexity of real-life 
intergroup relations into account. For instance, we could compare the views of 
majority and minority group members. 

A limitation of the current studies is that they are based on cross-sectional data, 
and that one therefore needs to be careful in drawing conclusions about the causal 
directions of the relations that we described. For instance, residents may identify 
stronger with their city district, just because they have more positive attitudes 
about the other cultural groups that are also living in their district as well.  In a 
similar vein, an interesting question would be whether the extent to which 
subgroup members would claim the prototype of the overarching group depends 
on the relations between subgroups within the overarching identity. However, the 
fact that salience of a common ingroup identity can lead to more positive attitudes 
towards other subgroups that are part of the same identity, has been well 
established in previous (experimental) studies (Dovidio et al., 2007). 

In addition, as is typical for questionnaire studies in the field, in our research 
we blatantly assessed perceived group prototypicality and outgroup attitudes. 
Admittedly, this enhances the chance that our findings were subject to social 
desirability biases. Yet, the fact that we were able to largely replicate findings from 
previous studies on the ingroup projection model, in which indirect measures were 
used (Waldzus et al.,  2002; Waldzus & Mummendey, 2003) speaks to the validity of 
our findings. 
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The set-up of the current studies gave us the chance to show, in the real-life 
context of multicultural districts, that urban district identities actually may 
successfully function as a common ingroup identity for residents with various 
cultural backgrounds. In addition, we found important differences between 
majority group members’ and minority group members’ representations of these 
shared identities, and the consequences for attitudes towards other subgroups 
within a common ingroup. The conditions under which common ingroup 
identities stimulate intergroup tolerance between majority and minority group 
members, may thus differ for the two subgroups. For a common ingroup identity 
to be effective in improving intergroup attitudes, majority members should realize 
that the group prototype is more than only about their own group. Minority group 
members, in turn, need the feeling that they have the opportunity and legitimacy 
to claim that they, too, are prototypical for the common ingroup.
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Chapter 5

The E!ectiveness of a Mediation Program in 

Symmetrical versus Asymmetrical Neighbor-to-

Neighbor Conflicts

This chapter is based on Ufkes, Giebels, Otten, & Van der Zee (2010). The 
Effectiveness of a Mediation Program in Symmetrical versus Asymmetrical Conflicts. 
Manuscript submitted for publication.



Neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts may seriously impact the quality of life in one’s 
neighborhood. Although these disputes oftentimes concern “small” nuisances, 
such as conflicts about noise, unmaintained gardens or pets,  the psychological 
impact for the parties involved may be quite severe. Over time such conflicts may 
escalate into physical assault and even death (Paquin & Gambrill, 1994). Recent 
examples of such dramatic incidents include a 55-year-old male in Raincy in 
France,  shooting his upstairs neighbors because of a conflict over noise (Le Post, 
2009), and a man in the San Diego area shooting his next door neighbors because of 
an ongoing dispute about parking the car in the wrong place (Krueger, 2010). 

The last decades,  neighborhood mediation programs have become an 
increasingly popular method to deal with conflicts between neighbors, and to 
prevent such dramatic outcomes. The first neighborhood programs that used 
trained volunteers to mediate in neighbor conflicts were organized in the United 
States of America (USA) in the 1970s. It is estimated that nowadays over 550 
mediation programs have started in the USA alone (National Association for 
Conflict Management, NACM, 2010). Since the 1990s there have been similar 
developments in Europe (e.g., the United Kingdom, ADRNOW, 2010; the 
Netherlands, Fiers & Jansen, 2004). 

While the practical success of neighborhood mediation programs is evident 
(e.g., Charkoudian, 2005; Ray, 1997; Fiers & Jansen, 2004), there is remarkably little 
research that focuses on the psychological and behavioral processes that may 
determine the course and outcomes of such programs. The current research aims to 
fill this void, and starts from the notion that a critical feature of many neighbor 
conflicts is that they are oftentimes asymmetrical in nature (cf. Pruitt, 1995; 
McGillicuddy, Pruitt, Welton,  Zubek, & Peirce, 1991).  That is, conflict is often 
defined as a situation in which an individual feels obstructed or irritated by 
another individual (Van de Vliert, 1997). Conflicts therefore are subjective, and 
conflict parties do not necessarily perceive an equal level or amount of conflict. Van 
de Vliert already noted that: “a conflict can be one-sided, when only one party 
experiences discord but avoids any communication about the problem” (1997, p. 
5). For instance,  this is the case when one neighbor gets irritated because he 
believes the music coming from his neighbor is too loud, but the other neighbor 
believes that he should be allowed to enjoy his music and does not see the 
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problem. In line with this notion, conflict asymmetry is recently introduced as a 
concept referring to the degree that one conflict party perceives more conflict than 
the other (Jehn & Chatman, 2000).  Recent studies clearly show that whether a 
conflict is symmetrical or not substantially impacts the course, as well as the 
outcomes,  of such interactions (e.g., De Dreu, Kluwer, & Nauta, 2008; Jehn & 
Chatman, 2000; Jehn & Rispens, 2008; Jehn, Rispens, & Thatcher, 2010; Jehn, 
Rupert, & Nauta, 2006; Kluwer & Mikula, 2002). In the current chapter,  we will 
transfer the concept of conflict asymmetry to the context of neighborhood 
mediation programs, and propose that whether or not a conflict is asymmetrical to 
start with, substantially influences the course of events.  

Moreover,  neighborhood mediation programs typically start with a session in 
which the mediator has an intake session with both parties separately. This is 
followed by a mediation session in which parties work towards a solution under 
the guidance of a third party, only if both parties consent to it. Hence, the 
mediation session merely forms part of the total intervention. When investigating 
the effectiveness of such programs, it is thus important to focus on the entire 
neighborhood mediation program, including the intake as well as a mediation 
session. However, previous research primary concentrated on cases where 
mediation sessions actually took place (e.g., Alberts,  Heisterkamp, & McPhee, 2005; 
Jehn, et al., 2006; McGillicuddy et al., 1991; Poitras, 2005, 2007; Pruitt, 1995; Welton, 
Pruitt, McGillicuddy, 1988; Zubek, Pruitt,  Peirce,  McGillicuddy, & Syna, 1992). In 
the current chapter we focus on all cases that are signed-up for a Dutch 
neighborhood mediation program over the period of three years. Accordingly, we 
are able to examine the outcomes of the entire mediation process—from intake to 
follow-up. The results of this study are both practically as well as theoretically 
relevant because they give us a more refined and complete insight into the process 
and outcomes of neighborhood mediation programs and conflict asymmetry. More 
specifically, this research contributes to the literature by demonstrating (1) that 
conflict cases at neighborhood mediation programs more often are asymmetrical 
than symmetrical, (2) that asymmetry in perceptions is related to the likelihood 
that a mediation session will take place as well as the degree of conflict escalation, 
and (3) that particularly for asymmetrical conflict cases, a mere intake session may 
already prove to be beneficial for mediation outcomes. 
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Mediation can be defined as an intervention in which conflict parties try to 
reach a solution voluntarily and autonomously with the support of a third party 
(Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). As such, in mediation (as opposed to arbitrary types of 
third party intervention) third parties cannot issue binding settlements, but merely 
try to guide conflict parties in their attempt to resolve a conflict. Such non-
substantive interventions focus, for instance, on setting out procedures, ensuring 
that parties treat each other respectfully, and providing emotional help (Giebels & 
Yang, 2009). 

Typically, mediation programs use caucusing (Ray, 1997).  That is, an 
intervention starts with an intake session with both parties separately and then, if 
both parties consent to it, a mediation session with both parties together is 
organized. The actual mediation session in mediation programs thus only forms 
one part of the whole intervention;  the intervention starts when third parties enter 
an intake session with the conflict parties separately. Caucus sessions are ideal to 
create trust between the conflict parties and the mediator, and to obtain more 
detailed information about underlying motives and the perception of issues from 
each party individually (Welton, et al.,  1988). In addition, caucus sessions give a 
mediator the opportunity to show sympathy and emotional support to a conflict 
party without appearing to be taking sides in the eyes of the other party (Welton, et 
al., 1988; Pruitt,  1995). Because conflict is inherently stressful (Giebels & Janssen, 
2005), and parties in these situations value emotional support and the opportunity 
to vent emotions (Giebels & Yang, 2009),  a caucus session alone may already 
contribute to positive outcomes. Although many cases that are signed up for 
neighborhood mediation will not result in an actual mediation session, an intake 
only intervention thus may already be beneficial for the outcomes of neighborhood 
mediation. More specifically, we propose that whether or not an intake session 
alone leads to positive outcomes, depends on the level of conflict asymmetry. 
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Past research on social cognition and social information processing 
demonstrated that people often differ in their perceptions of the same reality 
(Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978; Searle,  1997). Social conflicts form no exception to this 
rule;  it may well be that one person perceives that a conflict exists, yet another 
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person perceives that there is no, or less, conflict present. However, until recently, 
there have been only a few studies systematically investigating the psychological 
and behavioral consequences of asymmetrical versus symmetrical conflict 
perceptions of conflict parties (De Dreu, et al., 2008; Jehn & Rispens, 2008). 

Although previous research on conflict asymmetry mainly focused on 
organizational team conflicts, interestingly, Pruitt (1995) already touched upon the 
importance of asymmetry for the process and outcomes of neighborhood 
mediation. He found that neighborhood conflicts are usually about one party, the 
complainant, wanting the other party, the respondent,  to change in some way. 
Conflicts with such a structure, in which one party wants to change but the other 
wants to maintain the status quo, are likely to reflect asymmetrical conflict 
perceptions (cf. De Dreu et al., 2008). In line with this, research on neighbor 
conflicts found that complainants typically were more annoyed than respondents 
(McGillicuddy, et al.,  1991). Such annoyance is likely to be fostered by the fact that 
a complainant perceives the other side ignoring that there is a problem altogether 
(e.g., Kluwer & Mikula, 2002). In the current study we therefore predict that 
neighbor conflicts that are reported to a mediation program are more often 
asymmetrical than symmetrical (Hypothesis 1).

Conflict asymmetry can have important consequences. For instance, in teams 
conflict asymmetry may have negative implications for group outcomes such as 
performance and creativity, because it leads to communication problems and 
ineffective discussions (De Dreu, et al., 2008; Jehn, et al., 2010; Jehn & Chatman, 
2000). Furthermore, a distinction can be made between parties that perceive more 
conflict and parties that perceive less conflict (Jehn & Rispens, 2008; Jehn et al., 
2010; Kluwer & Mikula, 2002). Parties that perceive less conflict are usually more 
satisfied and perform better, whereas parties who perceive more conflict often feel 
disrespected and insecure, because their concerns are not heard (Tyler,  1999). As 
such,  the conflict party perceiving more conflict than the other may start to 
question his or her view of the situation. In support of this reasoning, research on 
asymmetrical conflict structures in family settings showed that spouses who are 
challenging the status quo often are more dissatisfied with the relationship, and 
more depressed than those defending the status quo (Kluwer & Mikula,  2002). 
Generally, these processes may be explained by self-verification theory, which 
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states that a believe that one’s view of a situation is not shared and validated by 
others may cause discomfort and dissatisfaction (Swann, 1999). 

In addition, we argue that conflict escalation may be more likely in symmetrical 
conflicts, than in asymmetrical conflicts. Whereas in symmetrical conflicts parties 
have the tendency to reciprocate conflict behavior (Giebels & Taylor, 2009), in 
asymmetrical conflicts parties often show demand-withdraw type of interactions 
(De Dreu, et al., 2008; Kluwer & Mikula, 2002).  Because parties tend to reciprocate 
each other’s behavior in symmetrical conflicts, it is more likely that parties come to 
a solution without the help of third party in symmetrical conflicts than 
asymmetrical conflicts, when acting constructively (De Dreu, et al.,  2008). 
However,  it also means that parties are more likely to end up in a spiral of reacting 
destructively to each other in symmetrical than in asymmetrical conflicts, when 
they are not able to find a solution themselves.  In escalated conflicts parties believe 
that their destructive behavior is merely a defensive reaction in response to the 
destructive behavior of the other—resulting in a vicious circle of destructive 
reactions and leading to openly escalated situations (Mummendey & Otten, 1989; 
Rubin, Pruitt,  & Kim, 1994).  The likelihood that conflicting parties end up in such a 
reactive process may thus be directly related to conflict asymmetry. We therefore 
expect that symmetrical conflicts in which parties call for help of a third party will 
be more escalated than asymmetrical conflicts (Hypothesis 2). As we will argue 
below, this difference in level of conflict escalation in symmetrical versus 
asymmetrical conflicts, may, in turn, have implications for the long-term outcomes 
of mediation interventions.
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Until now, we only found one study investigating the relationship between 
conflict asymmetry and the effectiveness of third party mediation interventions 
(Jehn, et al.,  2006). In this pioneering study on conflict asymmetry and mediation, 
Jehn and her colleagues found that when in conflict with a colleague at work, 
perceptions of conflict asymmetry inhibit the possibility for integrative conflict 
resolutions, and therefore reduce the success of mediation interventions. However, 
this study only included cases in which a mediation session effectively took place. 
This may be an important limitation, because conflict asymmetry may directly be 
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related to the likelihood that both parties voluntarily agree to participate in a 
mediation session. Past research demonstrated that, once participating in a 
mediation session, conflict parties are more likely to cooperate when they have the 
wish to reconcile and accept their share of responsibility (Poitras, 2005, 2007). 
However,  in order to do this conflict parties first have to acknowledge that a 
problematic situation exists which needs to be solved. One therefore could argue 
that in conflict cases in which one party is experiencing less conflict—as is the case 
in asymmetrical conflicts—it will be less likely that both parties accept a share of 
responsibility for finding a conflict resolution. Additionally, if accepting one’s 
responsibility is a necessary condition for parties to cooperate once in a mediation 
session, it will also be an important condition for a party’s willingness to 
participate in a mediation session in the first place. Our third prediction therefore 
is that mediation sessions are less likely to take place in asymmetrical than in 
symmetrical conflicts (Hypothesis 3). 

At first sight,  Hypothesis 3 might suggest that mediation programs are less 
effective in asymmetrical than in symmetrical conflicts. However, we do not think 
this is necessarily the case. That is, and as we postulated before, an important 
characteristic of asymmetrical conflicts is that the conflict party that is experiencing 
more conflict than the other party, often feels diminished and disrespected because 
they feel they are ignored by the other side and not listened to (Jehn & Rispens, 
2008; Jehn et al., 2010). We also pointed out research that showed that an important 
aspect of a third party intervention is that mediators acknowledge the problems 
and provides conflict parties with emotional support (Giebels & Yang, 2009). 
Furthermore, caucusing sessions with each party individually provide the ideal 
occasion for this (Welton, et al.,  1988).  Therefore, an intake session in which the 
complainant encounters understanding and emotional support from an outside 
party, may already prove beneficial because it verifies and validates one’s 
viewpoint that there is a problem at hand (cf. Swan, 1999). Such an 
acknowledgement may be less important in symmetrical conflicts where parties 
both agree that a problem exists. In addition, because symmetrical conflicts often 
are more escalated, we expect that in these cases an intake only intervention, in 
which parties are provided with emotional support and understanding, would not 
be sufficient to produce positive outcomes. We thus predict that asymmetrical 
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conflicts differ from symmetrical conflicts in terms of the phase in which a 
neighborhood mediation program already contributes to solving neighbor 
disputes.  More specifically, while a mediation session will generally promote 
positive outcomes—independent of conflict (a)symmetry—we predict that in 
asymmetrical conflicts an intake only intervention will already prove to be 
beneficial (Hypothesis 4).
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We based our analyses on content codings produced from files of 278 
neighborhood conflict cases handled by a neighborhood mediation project in a 
medium sized city in the Netherlands. As many other programs, this program is 
aimed at horizontal conflicts between residents living in the same neighborhood, 
and not at conflicts between residents and for instance landlords, tenants, and the 
local government.   We gained access to the files of all cases reported to this project 
in the period from 2006 through 2008. For each case that was signed up for 
neighborhood mediation in this period, a detailed and standardized file was kept 
and simultaneously updated during the complete course of the intervention. 

The approximately 30 mediators involved in the program are all volunteers; 
residents who want to make a contribution to the quality of life in their city by 
helping others to solve their conflicts. Before starting as a mediator, volunteers 
follow an extensive training program consisting of various theoretical and role 
playing sessions, which is repeated annually. Like most neighborhood mediation 
projects, mediators are trained in interviewing skills to accurately capture the 
viewpoints of each party, and to intervene in conflicts in a non-substantive way 
(e.g., Ray, 1997). As a consequence, all mediators have the same standardized 
approach in which they aim to guide conflict parties to work towards a solution 
themselves, without issuing potential solutions themselves (Giebels & Yang, 2009).

A complete case of neighborhood mediation in the program consists of four 
phases: (1) a complaint, (2) the intake sessions with both parties separately, (3) the 
mediation session with both parties together, and (4) a follow-up, four weeks later. 
A case starts with the coordinator getting in contact with the complainant, the 
resident that reported having a conflict with another resident. In this conversation 
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the coordinator gets a brief description of the complaint,  and—if the case qualifies 
for neighborhood mediation (i.e.,  the case is about a horizontal conflict, has no 
other third parties involved, and has not escalated into physical violence)—
explains the procedure and makes an appointment for an intake session. Two 
mediators who are then assigned to a case, visit the complainant for an intake 
session in which they listen to the parties’ concerns and identify the issues at stake. 
Subsequently, the mediators visit the second party—the respondent—for an intake 
session. Next, if both parties consent to it, a mediation session with both parties at 
a neutral location is organized, with the guidance of the mediators. Finally, four 
weeks after either the intakes took place in cases with no mediation session, or else 
four weeks after the mediation session took place, both parties are contacted again 
to assess the current situation. 

For each of the phases of a case a file was kept, describing in detail the history 
and process of each separate case using formatted sheets. The files were updated 
directly after each subsequent phase. That is, after the coordinator noted the 
complaint she started a new file for a case in which she gave a description of the 
parties that were involved, and the issues that were at stake as well as any other 
relevant information. Then, after the intake conversations, the mediators added a 
report of the intake sessions to the file.  These reports contain specifics about the 
current situation as well as possibly new information about the history of a case. 
The same procedure was followed right after a mediation session. Finally, 
approximately four weeks after the last contact with the conflict parties, the parties 
were contacted by telephone, asking them a set of standardized questions about 
their evaluation of the current situation, and whether they signaled improvements 
due to the intervention. 

Data for testing our hypotheses were retrieved from an extensive coding form 
that we developed to code all 278 files. This form included a total of 44 coding 
categories capturing a variety of aspects ranging from party demographics to 
conflict intervention outcomes. For testing our hypotheses, we focused our 
analyses on categorical and Likert-type scale codings of the number and type of 
conflict issues, the degree of conflict escalation, the degree of conflict asymmetry, 
and two types of outcomes: the extent to which the underlying issues were 
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resolved, and the quality of the relationship between the parties. The exact number 
of cases per phase that were available for coding are depicted in Figure 5.1. 
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Two raters—unaware of the hypotheses—were trained to code the files.  The 
outcome variables were coded separately from the other case information to limit 
problems of cross-fertilization. That is, the raters first read the information about 
the complaint and if available, both intake sessions and the mediation session. 
Based on this information the raters scored the type of issues and assessed the level 
of perceived conflict by both parties, as well as the degree of escalation. Then, the 
files were shuffled and raters received a second pile with information from all 
follow-ups and rated the outcomes of each case.

The development of the coding scheme and training of the raters took place in 
three subsequent steps. After we developed a first version of the coding scheme, 
both raters coded 8 files which were selected on the condition that they were about 
intake plus mediation cases. These codings were compared and all items on which 
the raters disagreed were discussed and/or adapted. The files that we used for this 
training then were placed back, and we randomly selected 25 files which were 
rated by both raters using the second version of the coding scheme. We again 
compared the codings for these 25 cases, and codings on which the raters 
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disagreed were discussed, but the items or answers were not adapted. After this 
procedure, inter-rater reliability was sufficiently high to have one rater,  code all 278 
files. The second rater independently coded a random subsample of 75 cases (28%), 
(Cohen’s %s .71 - .87;  Pearson’s rs .61 - .97, all p-values < .001). We used the scores of 
the primary rater for the analyses.

A+5.:,+.)

Conflict asymmetry was coded in two separate ways, as a continuous score and a 
categorical score. We used the continuous score for analyses in which conflict 
asymmetry is a dependent variable, and the categorical score for analyses in which 
we compare symmetrical with asymmetrical cases. The continuous score for 
conflict asymmetry was based on the amount of conflict perceived by each 
individual party. This was assessed on the basis of the information about the intake 
session with each individual party. The questions were: “to what extent does the 
complainant (respondent) experiences the situation as a conflict situation?”. The 
raters answered these two questions on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 
5 (to a great extent).  We computed a continues asymmetry score by subtracting the 
ratings for the respondents from the ratings for the complainants, resulting in a 
score ranging from 4 (complainant experiences more conflict than respondent) 
through 0 (parties experience an equal amount of conflict) to -4 (respondent 
experiences more conflict than the complainant). Additionally, and based on all 
available information in the complete file—the raters categorized a case in one of 
three categories: (1) the complainant experiences more conflict than the 
respondent, (2) both parties experience an equal amount of conflict, and (3) the 
respondent experiences more conflict than the complainant.4  An example of a 
typical case that was scored as asymmetrical is: 

Party A is experiencing nuisance caused by the dog of Party B, which is 
barking and howling the entire day. (…) When speaking to Party B he reacts 
in a reserved way. (…) According to him there is no problem, his neighbor is 
exaggerating and there is nothing he can do about the problem.

S&14#%40-(4-(RDI>>&%'43#.(!0-Q.43%D
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4 Three cases were classified as cases in which the respondent experiences more conflict than 
the complainant. We omitted these 3 atypical cases from further analyses. 



To test the extent to which the categorical asymmetry score was related to the 
continuous asymmetry score we performed an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with 
the asymmetry categorization as factor and the continuous score as dependent 
variable. The results showed that in the cases that were categorized as 
asymmetrical the complainant indeed experienced significantly more conflict than 
the respondent (M = 1.85, SD = .91) than in cases categorized as symmetrical (M = 
0.04, SD = .29), F(1,146) = 170.85, p < .001, partial "2 = .54.  

Degree of escalation was coded by assessing an increase in the number of issues, 
an increase in destructive behaviors between conflict parties, and the duration of a 
conflict (cf. Rubin, et al.,  1994), based on the information about the intake session 
with both parties.  The first two questions were: “to what extent has the number of 
issues in this case increased?”, and “to what extent did the use of harsh tactics 
increased?”. The raters answered these items on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (not 
at all) to 5 (to a great extent).  The third question was “how long is this conflict 
already going on?”, which was rated on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (short, 
weeks) to 5 (long, years). We constructed a conflict escalation scale using these 3 
items (! = .71). A typical example of a case description that was scored as highly 
escalated is: 

Ever since Party B came living here 10 years ago, there were irritations back 
and forth. Things like leaving a car door opened in such a way that it 
blocked the other’s entrance, or blocking the other’s way by standing in the 
middle of the alley. Over the past years the situation has worsened. About 2 
weeks ago things went out of control: Party B was blocking Party A, and the 
parties made verbal threats to each-other.

For outcomes the final phase of a case was determined (i.e., did a mediation 
session take place and did the parties participate in the follow-up).  Based on the 
information from the follow-ups, the raters then coded two types of outcomes: the 
extent to which the underlying issues were resolved, and the quality of the relation 
(cf. Pruitt, 1995). The extent to which issues were resolved was coded on a 5-point 
scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (to a great extent). Relational quality was 
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coded on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (extremely bad) to 5 (extremely good). An 
example of a case description with clearly positive outcomes in terms of both 
issues solved and quality of the relationship is: 

Things are much better now, Party A and B say hi to each other on the street, 
and B is watching the dogs much more closely when they play in the garden. 

An example of a description in which the relationship between parties improved to 
rather good, but the issues were not solved is: 

They [the conflict parties] do greet each other on the street and they have 
developed a much better understanding. However, the complaints are still 
there. That is, Party B does stop for a while [with hammering late at night] if 
Party A complains about the nuisance, but later he continues. 

See Table 5.1 for an overview of the scale means, standard deviations, and the 
inter-scale correlations.
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To check whether all cases indeed were about the typical neighbor-to-neighbor 
conflicts that we described before we first coded each case for type of issue. This 
was done by scoring the issues that were named by at least one conflict party as a 
cause for the conflict into separate categories. Conflict parties named between 1 
and 6 issues per case (M = 1.67). All cases concerned scarce recourse types of 
conflict issues, most often nuisances about noise, unmaintained gardens and 
galleries, or nuisances caused by pets. In some cases, this was at some point 
accompanied by more personal or relational types of conflict (i.e., bullying and 
provocations), which can be considered a sign of escalation (cf.  Simons & Peterson, 
2000).

;.>88+(,&'5%)/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

To test our first prediction that conflicts that are reported to neighborhood 
mediation are more often asymmetrical than symmetrical,  we first tested whether 
indeed significantly more cases were classified as asymmetrical than symmetrical. 
In fact, a total of 101 cases (67%) were classified as a conflict in which the 
complainant experienced more conflict than the respondent,  and 47 cases (31%) as 
a conflict in which both parties experienced an equal amount of conflict.  A 
binomial test indicated that this distribution differed significantly from chance,  p(x 
= 101) < .001.  Furthermore, the mean for the continuous asymmetry score was 1.28 
(SD = 1.14) and differed significantly from 0, t(145) = 13.54, p < .001. The results 
thus supported our first prediction that the conflicts that were handled by 
neighborhood mediation were more often about asymmetrical than symmetrical 
conflicts.

!"#.+@:+#'+.)"9)!"#$%&'();.>88+(,>)&#)/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

Next,  we tested our second prediction that asymmetrical neighbor conflicts are 
less escalated than symmetrical conflicts. To this end, we performed an ANOVA 
analysis with the conflict asymmetry categorization as factor (asymmetrical versus 
symmetrical) and conflict escalation as dependent variable. In line with our 
prediction, this analysis showed that asymmetrical conflicts were less escalated (M 
= 2.63, SD = 0.78) than symmetrical conflicts (M = 3.31, SD = 0.95), F(1,148) = 20.67, 
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p < .001, partial "2 = .12. In addition, the correlation between the continuous 
asymmetry score and conflict escalation was significantly negative, r(146) = -.28, p 
= .001. These results provided support for our second hypothesis that 
asymmetrical conflicts are less escalated than symmetrical conflicts.

Our third prediction was that meditation sessions less often take place in 
asymmetric conflicts than in symmetric conflicts. In fact, the data showed that a 
mediation session took place in 43% of the cases that were classified as asymmetric, 
versus 60% of the cases that were classified as symmetric. This difference was 
significant, &2(1,  N = 148) = 3.29, p(one-sided) = .035. In addition, we performed a 
logistic regression with the continuous asymmetry score as predictor, and final 
phase (intake versus mediation) as dependent variable. The results showed that 
conflict asymmetry was significantly related to the likelihood that a mediation took 
place, b = -.45, SE = .16, &2(1, N = 147) = 8.23, p = .004. These results therefore 
support our third prediction that mediation sessions are less likely to take place in 
asymmetric than in symmetric conflicts.

61+)E99+'(.)"9)7#(5H+)5#<)A+<&5(&"#)"#)B:('"8+.)

Finally,  we investigated the effect of an intake only versus an intake plus 
mediation session intervention on outcomes. We expected a positive effect of 
mediation on outcomes in general, independent of conflict (a)symmetry. In 
addition, we expected that the outcomes after an intake only intervention would be 
more positive in asymmetrical conflicts than in symmetrical conflicts.  To test these 
predictions, we performed two-way ANOVAs with conflict asymmetry 
(symmetrical versus asymmetrical) and final phase (intake versus mediation) as 
factors and issues solved and relational quality, respectively, as dependent 
variables. 

When we look at issues solved as dependent variable, only the first part of our 
hypothesis was confirmed. That is, we found a significant main effect of mediation, 
F(1,112) = 11.11,  p < .001, partial "2 = .09, showing that the extent to which issues 
were solved was higher in cases with a mediation session (M = 3.93, SD = 1.35) 
than in cases in which no mediation took place (M = 2.85, SD = 1.63).  There was no 
significant difference between asymmetrical and symmetrical conflicts, F(1,112) < 
0.01,  p = .990, partial "2 = .00, and no significant interaction effect, F(1,106) = 0.01, p 
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= .94, partial "2 = .00 (See Table 5.2 for an overview of the means and confidence 
intervals). These results suggest that while an intake session alone is not conducive 
to solving the underlying issues in a conflict, having a mediation session indeed 
positively contributes to resolving the conflict.  

For relational quality we found an dual main effect of mediation, F(1,107) = 
18.58,  p < .001, partial "2 = .15, and asymmetry, F(1,107) = 7.97, p = .006, partial "2 

= .07. The interaction effect was not significant, F(1,107) = 1.27, p = .261, partial "2 
= .01. We thus found a positive effect of mediation on the relational quality as an 
outcome as well. Moreover, the mean values supported our prediction that an 
intake only may have beneficial effects in asymmetrical conflicts but not in 
symmetrical conflicts (see Table 5.2). 
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In order to test whether these differences indeed were significant we performed 
two additional analyses. First of all, we tested this hypothesis with a planned 
contrast, testing whether the relational outcomes in symmetrical conflicts with an 
intake only differed significantly from symmetrical cases with mediation, 
asymmetrical cases with an intake only, and asymmetrical cases with mediation 
intervention (3, -1, -1, -1).  This contrast indeed was significant, t(103) = - 3.90, p < .
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001, supporting our prediction that an intake already may contribute to more 
positive outcomes in terms of the quality of the relationship, in asymmetrical but 
not in symmetrical conflicts. In addition, as a more conservative test for our 
hypothesis, we conducted simple effect analyses. These results showed that there 
was no significant difference in relational quality between asymmetrical and 
symmetrical conflicts after a mediation session, F(1,103) = 1.63,  p = .201, partial "2 
= .02.  However,  the predicted difference between asymmetrical and symmetrical 
cases after an in take only intervention was significant, F(1,103) = 6.89, p = .010, 
partial "2 = .06. In asymmetric conflicts the outcomes, in terms of relational quality, 
were higher after an intake-only intervention than in symmetric conflicts. Our 
prediction that an intake session alone already can be beneficial for conflict 
outcomes in asymmetrical but not in symmetrical conflicts, was therefore 
supported. Taken together, our results suggest that although an intake only 
intervention may improve the relation between conflict parties in asymmetrical 
conflicts, it does not necessarily contribute to solving the underlying issues. We 
will return to this point in the discussion.

Next,  we tested whether this dual main effect of conflict phase and asymmetry 
could be explained by the fact that asymmetrical conflicts are less escalated than 
symmetrical conflicts. To do this, we performed an Analysis of Covariance with 
conflict asymmetry (symmetrical versus asymmetrical) and final phase (intake 
versus mediation) as factors, conflict escalation as covariant, and relational quality 
as dependent variable. When controlling for the relation between escalation and 
relational quality, F(1, 103) = 7.44, p = .007, partial "2 = .07, the main effect of 
mediation remained significant, F(1, 103) = 12.83, p < .001, partial "2 = .11. 
However,  the main effect of asymmetry decreased to non-significant F(1 ,103) = 
0.73,  p = .146, partial "2 = .01. These results are in support of our argument that an 
intake only intervention is not beneficial for symmetrical conflicts, because 
symmetrical conflicts often are more escalated.

4:%&#0)E.'5%5(&"#)B:()5.)5#);%(+,#5(&=+)EK-%5#5(&"#

Finally,  we tested whether the level of conflict escalation can explain why 
asymmetrical conflicts are less likely than symmetrical conflicts to make it to a 
mediation session. One could argue that because asymmetrical conflicts are less 
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escalated,  they are less likely to lead to a mediation session. This would mean that 
it is not so much conflict asymmetry affecting the likelihood of getting parties to 
take part into a mediation session, but conflict escalation. Second, the difference in 
degree of escalation between cases that make it to mediation and cases with only 
an intake, could be an alternative explanation for our results that the relational 
quality after four weeks is higher in cases with a mediation session compared to 
cases without a mediation session. We therefore performed an additional ANOVA 
analysis with final phase (intake versus mediation) as factor and conflict escalation 
as dependent variable. We did not find a significant difference here: cases with an 
intake only did not differ in their level of escalation (M = 2.69, SD = 0.96) from 
cases with a mediation session (M = 2.69, SD = 0.81), F(1,229) < 0.01, p = .994, 
partial "2 < .01. Conflict escalation thus was unrelated to the likelihood that a case 
would make it a mediation session, and to our finding that the relational quality 
was higher after mediation.

?&.':..&"#

In the past decades the practice of neighborhood mediation has widely spread 
in many industrialized countries (e.g.,  ADRNOW, 2010; Fiers & Jansen, 2004; 
NACM, 2010). Neighborhood mediation thus appears to be a successful 
intervention for neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts, and the data of the present research 
support this claim. In this study we examined the outcomes of 278 conflict cases 
that were handled by a neighborhood mediation office over the period of three 
years.  In general, we found that the outcomes of cases with a mediation session 
were more positively in terms of the extent to which issues were solved, as well as 
the quality of the relation between conflict parties, than cases with only an intake. 
Furthermore, in the majority of the conflicts reported to such a program parties 
had asymmetrical conflict perceptions, that is, parties had divergent perceptions of 
the level of conflict. In line with previous research (e.g.,  Jehn et al., 2006), our 
results demonstrated that conflict asymmetry may be an important determinant for 
the course as well as the outcomes of neighborhood mediation. That is, 
asymmetrical conflicts were less likely to lead to a mediation session than 
symmetrical conflicts.  In addition, our results demonstrated that asymmetrical 
conflicts were less escalated than symmetrical conflicts. Finally, we found support 
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for our prediction that an intake only intervention already proves beneficial for 
asymmetrical conflicts but not for symmetrical conflicts.
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Most mediation interventions start with a session with both parties separately, 
and this is only followed by a mediation session if both parties consent to it. For 
mediators the first challenge therefore is to convince both parties to participate in a 
mediation session. The results of the current study showed that mediators are more 
often successful in this challenge when both the complainant and the respondent 
perceive (high levels of) conflict. These results are in line with previous studies that 
demonstrated that mediation is less effective when parties do not accept their share 
of responsibility (Poitras, 2005; 2007). Our results suggest that making both parties 
aware of the conflict and take responsibility,  is not only important for parties’ 
cooperation once in a mediation session, but is already important to get both 
parties at the mediation table. 

Moreover,  the results demonstrated that, in order to evaluate the effects of a 
mediation intervention on conflict outcomes, it is important to not only focus on 
cases in which an actual mediation session takes place.  That is, in addition to the 
positive effects of mediation on outcomes four weeks after the intervention,  we 
found that for asymmetrical conflicts that an intake only intervention already 
contributed to improving the relationships between conflict parties. Providing 
emotional support may be especially important for parties who experience more 
conflict in asymmetrical conflicts (Jehn & Rispens, 2008; Jehn et al., 2010). Sessions 
with conflict parties separately, are the ideal situation for a third party to provide 
this type of support, without being afraid of appearing biased (Welton et al., 1988). 
Mediators in neighborhood mediation projects can thus be an important source of 
support for conflict parties, also when just having an intake session. 

In addition, one could argue that an intake session already may have beneficial 
effects on conflict outcomes because having an intake session with the respondent 
may make the respondent aware of the issues the complainant has. However, our 
results were not in support of this reasoning. Namely, for the extent to which issues 
are solved we only found that there were more issues solved in cases in which a 
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mediation session took place than in cases in which only an intake took place, 
irrespective of conflict asymmetry. 

Taking the results of both outcome measures together shows that, whereas in 
asymmetrical conflicts an intake only intervention can lead to better relationships 
between conflict parties, it may not contribute to resolving the underlying issues 
that are at stake. This implies that conflict parties can become more tolerant 
towards each other because a third party gives them emotional support and 
acknowledgement, and they may therefore find it easier to accept the nuisances 
coming from their neighbors. Importantly, for the long-term success of 
neighborhood mediation, improving the relationship between conflict parties may 
actually be more important than solving the underlying issues (Pruitt, 1995). 
Conflict issues change over time, and as a result, agreements on how to solve the 
current issues may become irrelevant.  Instead it is important that conflict parties 
feel that they can solve the issues that in the future may come up themselves—
something which becomes more likely when the relation between conflict parties 
has been improved. An interesting question for future research in relation to this 
therefore would be, whether mediation interventions can empower conflict parties 
in such a way that they feel confident to handle future conflicts autonomously.

Moreover,  we found that symmetrical conflicts were more escalated than 
asymmetrical conflicts. This is line with research showing that conflict parties often 
show demand-withdraw type of interactions in asymmetrical conflicts, whereas in 
symmetrical conflicts parties tend to reciprocate each others’ behavior (Kluwer & 
Mikula, 2002; De Dreu, et al., 2008).  Cases in which the complainant approaches 
the other party, but the other party does not recognize the conflict are less likely to 
end up in a spiral of reacting destructively to each other (Rubin, Pruitt & Kim, 
1994). Cases in which both parties do experience conflict but in which the parties 
do not come to a solution themselves,  on the other hand, do run the risk of 
escalation. An important question for future research in this vein would be what 
would happen with the degree of escalation in asymmetrical conflicts over time if a 
third party does not get involved. That is, previous research demonstrated that 
chances for conflict escalation increase when a conflict issue continues to cause 
annoyance (Pruitt, Parker, Mikolic,  1997). One could therefore argue that also 
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asymmetrical conflicts if not handled effectively and continue to cause discomfort 
for the complainant, may run the risk of conflict escalation.

A+,&(.)5#<)J&8&(5(&"#.)"9)(1+)!:,,+#()G(:<>

For this study we analyzed the content of 278 files of all cases that started 
within a mediation program in the time span of three years. These files contained 
very rich information about the conflict issues, experiences and behaviors of both 
conflict parties, and importantly about the situation,  as estimated by the conflict 
parties, 4 weeks after the intervention. By analyzing these files we were able to 
examine the entire process of all types of conflicts that are typically reported to 
such a program. In contrast with previous research on neighborhood or 
community mediation we therefore did not have the problem of selection biases, 
and did not have to focus on only those cases in which the mediation effectively 
took place. 

The original files were completed over time, as a case advanced through the 
different phases of the program, and we coded the phases separately in 
chronological order. We therefore feel save to conclude that conflict asymmetry 
indeed is affecting the course and outcomes of neighborhood mediation and not 
vice versa. Moreover, we could show that the positive outcomes of mediation 
session could not be explained by a-priori differences in conflict escalation between 
cases that involved no mediation session and cases that did. The fact that conflict 
escalation was related to relational quality, therefore could not explain that 
outcomes were more positive outcomes after mediation sessions than after intake 
only interventions. 

Furthermore, we did not have to rely on short-term outcomes, such as 
perceived satisfaction and fairness of the mediator immediately after the 
intervention took place, because the outcomes were assessed four weeks after the 
intervention. By focusing on the quality of the relation between conflict parties and 
the extent to which issues were solved four weeks after the intervention,  we gained 
a reliable idea of the long-term outcomes of the mediation program. However, it 
would be interesting for future research, to gather data over even a longer period, 
and as we indicated before, also to investigate how (former) conflict parties handle 
future conflicts.
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Next to these advantages of the current study, our approach also comes with 
some limitations. A limitation of the current approach is that our results are based 
on the observations made by third parties (the mediators and the coordinator). 
Because each case was handled by varying combinations of different mediators, 
problems due to systematic biases are not likely. Additionally, we can assume that 
the observations are reliable because three parties were involved in making these 
observations. However, we coded reports describing the conflict parties and did 
not assess perceptions of the conflict parties themselves,  as was done previously by 
Jehn and colleagues (Jehn, et al., 2000; 2006; 2010).  Although the mediators and 
coordinator are trained in interviewing skills,  and to accurately capture the actual 
view and experiences of both conflict parties, this aspect should be included in 
future research. 

*,5'(&'5%)78-%&'5(&"#.)5#<)!"#'%:.&"#

While over the last decades mediation programs have become increasingly 
popular, little research has investigated how parties’ behavior and perceptions may 
affect the outcomes of such programs. The results of this study indicate that 
mediators should be aware of the divergence of conflict perception between 
conflict parties because it is affecting the willingness of parties to participate in a 
mediation session. In the intake session with the respondent it therefore may be 
especially important to signal that there is a problematic situation,  even if the party 
him- or herself does not initially see it like this. 

This first implication is possibly already very much in line with what most 
mediators that are working for neighborhood mediation intuitively know and do 
in their daily practice. Our second implication may actually be less so. Namely, our 
results indicate that mediators,  and also policy makers, should realize that the 
actual mediation session is only one part of the total intervention. That is, our 
results demonstrate that often a mere intake session may already prove beneficial 
for conflict outcomes. Mediators therefore should realize that even an intake 
session provides opportunities to promote positive conflict outcomes. In addition, 
for policy makers these results imply that the evaluation of mediation programs, 
and for instance a decision on the continuation of funding for such projects, should 
not merely be based on the number of mediation sessions that took place.
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In sum, in this study we systematically demonstrated the value of mediation in 
solving neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts, and we underlined the importance of 
conflict asymmetry when investigating these types of conflicts. The current study 
provides support for the idea that conflict cases reported to neighborhood 
mediation programs are more often asymmetrical than symmetrical. In addition, 
by taking the whole process of a mediation program–from intake to follow-up–into 
account, we found that asymmetrical conflict less often led to a mediation session 
than symmetrical conflicts.  However, we also found that in asymmetrical conflicts 
an intake only intervention may already have positive effects.  In many conflict 
cases the intake sessions therefore may already contribute to a better relationship 
between former conflict parties.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion



 Most people experience occasions in which they are hindered or annoyed by 
the actions or ordeals of one of their direct neighbors. These irritations include 
someone playing loud music late at night, a dog defecating on your lawn, or 
someone having a mess in his or her garden. Depending on how residents 
perceive, and subsequently react to social irritations,  they can form the basis for 
highly escalated and enduring neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts. Especially in 
culturally diverse neighborhoods—where individuals from different cultural 
backgrounds live in close proximity yet relatively anonymously, to each other—
residents generally may find it harder to handle such irritations. In the current 
doctoral dissertation, research was presented on the emergence of, prevention of, 
and intervention in neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts in culturally diverse 
neighborhoods. More specifically, in the first part I presented research showing that 
negative stereotypes affect residents’ perceptions, negative emotions, and 
subsequent reactions in such a way that they are likely to deteriorate a conflict 
situation. Then, in the second part I investigated possible ways to either prevent or 
intervene in neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts. Specifically, the results show that 
overarching urban district identities, under certain conditions,  can function as a 
shared identity for majority and minority members, and as such may decrease 
negative stereotypes in culturally diverse neighborhoods. Finally,  results presented 
in the third part of this dissertation demonstrate that a well-known and popular 
intervention in neighborhood conflicts—that is,  neighborhood mediation—can be 
effective in solving neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts, even when it does not result in 
an actual mediation session. 

G:885,>)"9)(1+)A5&#)R&#<&#0.
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In the second chapter, a field study was presented in which we investigated the 
impact of social categorization and stereotype valence on negative emotions and 
behavioral intentions of residents in conflict situations. First, we assessed whether 
the “black sheep effect” would apply to neighborhood conflicts. That is, we 
hypothesized that residents would react more negatively to a person causing 
irritations in their neighborhood when that person shares one’s own cultural 
background as opposed to when the person has a different cultural background. 
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Indeed, the results were in support of the black sheep effect. Both native-Dutch and 
Turkish residents (N = 529) experienced more negative emotions in a conflict 
situation towards an ingroup rather than an outgroup antagonist.  In addition, we 
found that, when confronted with an outgroup antagonist, stereotype negativity 
was positively associated with negative emotions and dysfunctional behavioral 
intentions. The results described in chapter 2 thus showed that, although being in 
conflict with a member of another group does not necessarily enhance the 
probability of conflict escalation, negative stereotypes about outgroup members 
do. 

!15-(+,)TS)G(+,+"(>-+)!"#(+#()5#<)7#(+,0,":-)E8"(&"#.)&#)!"#$%&'(.

In the third chapter we specifically focused on the distinction between avoiding 
and forcing reactions in conflicts with an outgroup member. Based on the 
stereotype content model (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002) and intergroup 
emotions theory (Smith, 1993), we hypothesized that stereotype content influences 
people's appraisals of intergroup conflict situations, and subsequently one’s 
emotional and behavioral reactions. In two experiments (N = 79 and N = 121),  we 
demonstrated that stereotyping the group to which an outgroup conflict party 
belongs as low in warmth, leads to increased appraisals of the negative intentions 
of that particular conflict party, and therefore to more anger and tendencies to 
confront. Yet, stereotyping the same outgroup as low in competence more likely 
results in decreased appraisals of the extent to which an outgroup conflict party 
can be controlled, and therefore to more contempt and tendencies to avoid. The 
results of chapter 3 further corroborate and enrich the results of chapter 2, by 
showing that negative intergroup attitudes (specifically, cold or incompetent) lead 
to more negative conflict perceptions and reactions.
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Chapter 4 subsequently presented research investigating how negative 
intergroup attitudes in culturally diverse neighborhoods can be buffered. In two 
field studies (N = 260 and N = 121) we examined how identification with urban 
districts as an overarching identity (Gaertner & Dovido, 2000), and perceived 
ingroup prototypicality (Mummendey & Wenzel, 1999) influence residents’ 
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attitudes towards other ethnic groups in their neighborhood. We predicted that the 
positive relation between identification with an overarching category and valence 
of outgroup attitudes would be moderated by perceived ingroup prototypicality 
and group status (majority versus minority). In line with these predictions,  the 
results showed that for majority members there was a positive relation between 
identification with an overarching identity and outgroup attitudes, but only when 
they perceived their ingroup as low in prototypicality for the overarching group. 
Conversely, for minority members there was a positive relation between 
identification and outgroup attitudes,  but only when they perceived their ingroup 
as high in prototypicality for the overarching group. Urban districts thus 
potentially can function as a common ingroup identity for residents with different 
cultural backgrounds, and, as such, increase intergroup tolerance in culturally 
diverse neighborhoods.

!15-(+,)VS)7#(+,=+#&#0)&#)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

While chapter 4 has relevant implications for the prevention of neighbor 
conflicts, the research presented in chapter 5 focused on a well-known and 
increasingly employed intervention in ongoing neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts: 
neighborhood mediation. More specifically, we investigated whether and how 
neighborhood mediation can be an effective intervention for such conflicts. We 
started from the observation that past research on the effectiveness of 
neighborhood mediation programs mainly focused on cases in which a mediation 
session effectively took place. However, persuading parties to participate in a 
mediation session usually forms a major challenge for mediators. In fact, many 
cases that are signed-up for mediation programs do not result in an actual 
mediation. We expected that conflict asymmetry, the degree to which parties differ 
in perceptions of the level of conflict, is crucial not only for whether conflicts make 
it to a mediation session, but also for the further outcomes of the intervention. 
Therefore, we examined the course and outcomes of 278 cases of neighbor conflicts 
that entered a Dutch neighborhood mediation program within a period of three 
years.  Overall, the results showed that approximately four weeks after the 
intervention conflicts situations were significantly more positive in cases that had 
come to a mediation session compared to cases in which no mediation session was 
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organized. In addition, as expected cases more often involved asymmetrical than 
symmetrical conflicts.  Moreover, compared to symmetrical conflicts, asymmetrical 
conflicts less often led to a mediation session, had a lower degree of escalation. 
Interestingly, in asymmetric conflicts a mere intake session already contributed to 
positive conflict outcomes. In sum, the research in this chapter showed that 
neighborhood mediation can be an effective intervention for resolving neighbor-to-
neighbor conflicts, and suggests that in case of asymmetrical conflicts an 
intervention consisting of only an intake already may help to improve the 
situation.

/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.)&#)A:%(&':%(:,5%)/+&012",1""<.

Although neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts typically are about “small” issues, they 
can have far-reaching consequences for the quality of life in one’s neighborhood. 
Enduring conflicts can lead to health and stress problems (e.g., De Dreu, Van 
Dierendonck, & De Best-Waldhober, 2002; Ross & Mirosky, 2001),  and even can 
escalate in physical violence (Paquin & Gambrill, 1994). Residents of culturally 
diverse neighborhoods experience more of such social irritations than residents of 
culturally homogenous neighborhoods (Statistics Netherlands,  2008). Interestingly, 
interviews with police officers, social workers, and residents at the start of this 
dissertation project revealed that most neighbor conflicts in culturally diverse 
neighborhoods are not so much—as one might expect—about cultural differences 
and values, but about the day-to-day issues typical for neighbor conflicts in 
general. This suggests that the way people interpret and deal with such day-to-day 
issues is an important reason for the high number of social irritations in culturally 
diverse neighborhoods.

In the first part of this dissertation I combined the insights from theories on 
intergroup emotions (e.g., Smith,  1993; Cotrell, & Neuberg 2005; Mackie, Devos, & 
Smith, 2000) and theories on stereotype content (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007; Fiske, 
et al., 2002), and demonstrated that stereotypes, both in terms of their valence and 
their specific content, may affect people’s appraisals, emotions and behavioral 
intentions when experiencing social irritations. On the one hand, theories on 
intergroup emotions (Smith, 1993) emphasize how socio-structural characteristics 
(such as relative group power or size) trigger intergroup emotions and behavior in 
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a specific context (e.g., Cotrell & Neuberg, 2005). On the other hand, theories on the 
stereotype content model focus on how stereotype content dimensions affect 
emotions and behavioral intentions towards outgroups, independently of a specific 
context (Cuddy, et al., 2007; Fiske, et al., 2002). However,  none of the empirical 
studies done within these domains demonstrated that stereotypes can affect 
appraisals of, and therefore emotions and reactions to specific events. In the first 
two chapters, I demonstrated that when in conflict with an outgroup member, 
appraisals of a specific context, and therefore one’s emotions and behavioral 
reactions, can be affected by stereotypes about an outgroup. By showing that 
stereotypes may be an important source of information for one’s appraisals of 
specific intergroup situations as well, these results thus make an important 
contribution to the existing literature on stereotypes and intergroup emotions.

61+)4"%+)"9)G(+,+"(>-+.)=+,.:.)!:%(:,5%)?&99+,+#'+.

In this dissertation I departed from the notion that categorization processes and 
stereotypes are responsible for problematic interactions between conflict parties of 
different cultural groups. Alternatively, one could argue that cultural differences 
can exacerbate conflicts between group members (see Triandis, 2000 for a review). 
For instance, individuals from low-context cultures (such as the Netherlands and 
the United States of America) generally have a higher preference for direct 
communication than individuals from high-context cultures (such as Morocco and 
Turkey; cf. Onkvisit & Shaw, 1993; Hofstede, 2001). In a similar vein, whereas 
individuals from western individualistic cultures generally see problem solving as 
the most preferable reaction in conflicts, individuals from non-western 
collectivistic cultures often have a higher preference for avoiding (Trubisky, Ting-
Toomey, & Lin, 1991; Ohbuchi & Atsumi, 2010; Ohbuchi, Fukushima, & Tedeschi, 
1999). Norms about how to handle conflicts thus differ across cultures. Because the 
actions of conflict parties with different cultural backgrounds may not fit each 
other’s cultural frame of reference, similar conflict issues may cause more 
irritations when the other party has a different rather than a similar cultural 
background. It is not likely that the present findings could be fully explained away 
by cultural differences because in the experiments no actual interactions took place. 
However,  next to the categorization processes described in this dissertation, 
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cultural differences may provide an additional explanation for why residents in 
multicultural neighborhoods perceive more social irritations than residents of 
culturally homogenous neighborhoods. 

From a theoretical viewpoint it would be interesting to study the impact of 
cultural differences and stereotypes between cultural groups on conflict 
perceptions and reactions in mutual interaction. For instance, possibly negative 
intergroup attitudes may make it harder to overcome differences in communication 
styles, thereby strengthen the negative effects of cultural differences (cf. Van der 
Zee, Paulus, Vos, & Parthasarathy, 2009). Moreover, studies have suggested that 
cross-cultural differences and negative stereotypes are related. That is, cultural 
distance is positively related to perceived dissimilarity, which is positively related 
with amount of negative stereotypes (Triandis & Trafimow, 2001). Intergroup 
interactions in conflict situations may thus be more difficult to handle because 
there are more cultural differences and because there are more negative stereotypes 
between the two groups. Future research should focus on both cultural differences 
and stereotypes in conflict situations, to further determine how they in 
combination may affect conflict processes. 

In addition, it would be interesting to link cultural differences to the black 
sheep effect described in chapter 2. The data presented in this chapter suggest that 
residents experience more negative emotions in response to a conflict with an 
ingroup rather than an outgroup member. To my best knowledge, this is the first 
study demonstrating this effect both for majority (native-Dutch residents) and 
minority members (Turkish-Dutch residents in a real-life setting). Cross-cultural 
research demonstrated that (when in conflict) especially members of collectivistic 
cultures are highly motivated to protect the positive image of their group (Ohbuchi 
& Atsumi, 2010). In addition, in many collectivistic cultures there is less tolerance 
for norm defiant behavior than individualistic cultures (Triandis, 2000). It therefore 
might be that collectivists more than individualists disapprove of norm defiant 
behavior when performed by an ingroup member than when performed by an 
outgroup member.
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Residents can react in a numerous of ways when experiencing a conflict with 
their neighbors. In the present dissertation I departed from a commonly used 
three-part taxonomy of conflict behavior (Horney, 1945; de Reuver, 2006; Taylor, 
2002) in which a distinction is made between forcing (acting destructively), 
avoiding (moving away from the conflict issue), and problem solving (reconciling 
the interests of both parties). In general, the results of the present dissertation show 
that negative stereotypes often result in higher likelihood of occurrence of 
destructive behaviors like forcing. Interestingly, the role of stereotype valence in 
guiding avoidance behaviors was less straightforward. Whereas in chapter 2 
avoiding was more likely to occur in case of positive outgroup stereotypes, in 
chapter 3 avoiding was less likely to occur when the outgroup was stereotyped as 
competent—which also can be regarded as a positive stereotype. 

A plausible explanation for these opposite outcomes is the difference in 
operationalization of avoidance in the two studies. As operationalized in chapter 2, 
avoiding implies that someone is accepting the status quo or conflict issues, and 
tries to ignore it, (e.g.,  “I would go to bed and try to sleep despite of the music”), 
whereas in chapter 3 avoiding means actively moving away from the person and 
situation (e.g., “I would never want to see the Morfs again”).  Although accepting 
the status quo may be more common in neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts (cf. 
Baumgartner,  1988; Chaurand, & Brauer, 2008), residents can also think of moving, 
or refrain from any contact with their neighbors, when the conflict continues to 
exist. Both type of reactions thus are relevant when studying neighbor-to-neighbor 
conflicts.

In another popular model of conflict reactions, the dual concern model, a 
distinction is made between yielding (giving in to the other party), and 
withdrawing (moving away from the conflict issue; e.g.,  Blake & Mouton, 1964; 
Rubin, Pruitt, & Kim, 1994; Van de Vliert,  1997).  Interestingly, accepting the status 
quo in neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts may be considered as yielding, whereas 
trying to refrain from the situation may be considered as more typically 
withdrawing. Yielding is traditionally regarded as following from a high concern 
for the relationship/other party,  whereas withdrawing usually is not (e.g.,van de 
Vliert, 1997). This matches with our findings that accepting the status quo is more 
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likely when stereotypes are positive, that is, likely to result from wanting to protect 
the relationship, while withdrawing is more prone when stereotypes are negative. 

This being said, it must be noted that dual concern models typically define 
yielding as actively giving in to the wishes of the other party (Blake & Mouton, 
1964; Van de Vliert, 1997). Accepting the status quo however, does not mean that 
one actively supports the interests of the other party. Alternatively, in research on 
how employees react to an unfavorable event within organizations a comparable 
distinction has been made between loyalty and exit strategies. Loyalty refers to 
patiently waiting until the situation improves, whereas exit refers to thinking of, 
and trying to leave the organization (Farrell, 1983; Hirschman, 1970; see 
Hagedoorn, Van Yperen, Van de Vliert, & Buunk, 1999 for an overview). This 
distinction may be even more compatible to describe the types of avoidance 
behaviors of neighbors that are in conflict.  That is, accepting the status quo is 
comparable with loyalty strategies, whereas withdrawing is comparable with exit 
strategies. For future research it would be worthwhile to further investigate the 
distinction between these two types of reactions, and whether they also can be 
applied in the context of interpersonal conflicts such as neighbor-to-neighbor 
conflicts.

*,+=+#(&"#)"9)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

Preventing negative attitudes between cultural groups in culturally diverse 
neighborhoods may be a valuable approach to increase tolerance between 
residents. In chapter 4 we tested the idea that urban districts can form the basis for 
a common ingroup identity for residents from different cultural backgrounds. The 
results presented in chapter 4 suggest that the perceived prototypicality of the 
ingroup for an overarching category is more relevant for outgroup attitudes than 
the perceived prototypicality of the outgroup. This is in contrast with a recent 
study by Ulrich (2009), suggesting that perceived outgroup prototypicality is the 
main predictor of outgroup attitudes. Moreover, a recent meta-analysis (Wenzel, 
Mummendey, & Waldzus, 2007) also demonstrates that outgroup prototypicality is 
consistently related to outgroup attitudes,  whereas the relation between ingroup 
prototypicality and outgroup attitudes is less reliable. An important difference 
between these previous studies and the two studies presented in chapter 4, 
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however, is that previous studies investigated the direct relation between 
perceived group prototypicality and outgroup attitudes, whereas the current 
studies took the level of identification with the overarching group into account. 
That is, our results suggest that a common ingroup identity only has meaningful 
effects on outgroup attitudes if (1) an overarching category is perceived as 
meaningful for the individual subgroup members, and (2) if the representation, in 
terms of perceived ingroup prototypicality, of an overarching identity allows 
members of both subgroups to be subjectively included. For instance,  although 
both German and Dutch individuals objectively are included in the overarching 
category “Europe”, members of these two subgroups may not necessarily feel 
European—that is, identify with Europe. As a result the category Europe may not 
be that meaningful for many subgroup members. The fact that another subgroup is 
included within a meaningless overarching category, in turn, may have little 
implications for one’s outgroup attitudes. Therefore, in future research it may be 
worthwhile to take level of identification with an overarching identity into account 
as well, when investigating the impact of common ingroup identities.

Additionally, it has been suggested that outgroup derogation processes, such as 
discrimination and negative outgroup attitudes, are not so much motivated by a 
direct hostility towards outgroup members, but primarily by a preferential 
treatment of the ingroup (Brewer, 1999). “Discrimination between ingroups and 
outgroups is a matter of relative favoritism toward the ingroup and the absence of 
equivalent favoritism towards outgroups” (Brewer, 1999, p. 434). The fact that 
perceived ingroup prototypicality, and not outgroup prototypicality, is the main 
predictor of outgroup attitudes actually fits this suggestion. That is,  attitudes 
towards other subgroups that are included together with one’s own group within 
an overarching category, may not depend so much on how representative an 
overarching category is for the outgroup, but rather how representative it is for the 
ingroup. 

In addition, the results presented in chapter 4 suggest that group status may 
moderate under with conditions an overarching identity is perceived to be 
representative for one’s own subgroup and for other subgroups. Specifically, we 
found that perceived ingroup prototypicality has different consequences for 
majority than for minority members. In most culturally diverse neighborhoods in 
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the Netherlands (with more than 25% residents with a non-western background), 
the majority of the residents is still from native-Dutch descent. As a consequence, 
in culturally diverse neighborhoods there is a majority group of residents with a 
native-Dutch background, and a minority group of residents with a non-western 
cultural background (the biggest cultural minority groups in the Netherlands are: 
Turks, Moroccans, Surinamese, & Antilleans; Statistics Netherlands, 2010). 
However,  past research on common ingroup identities and ingroup projections 
mainly focused on situations with same sized groups and not on minority versus 
majority groups. The results from chapter 4 show that in such a context, the 
consequences of identification with an overarching identity for outgroup attitudes 
are moderated by ingroup prototypicality and group status. For majority members 
we replicate earlier assumptions of the ingroup projection model,  showing that 
there is only a positive relation between identification with an overarching identity 
and outgroup attitudes when perceived ingroup prototypicality is low. 
Additionally, members of minority groups may find it difficult to claim the 
prototype of a social category that is shared with a majority group. As a 
consequence, we found that, for minority members, experiencing a higher level of 
perceived ingroup prototypicality may actually be beneficial for outgroup 
attitudes, as it implies that majority and minority groups are a relevant part of the 
common ingroup. 

Future research should investigate under which conditions minority members 
actually can perceive their ingroup as relatively prototypical for the social 
identities they share with a majority subgroup. Relevant in this regard is the 
finding that a complex representation of an overarching identity decreases ingroup 
projection (Waldzus, Mummendey, Wenzel, & Weber, 2003). This study 
demonstrated that Germans with a more complex representation of Europe, 
showed less ingroup projection, and subsequently had more favorable attitudes 
towards Poles. These findings thus are in line with the idea that for majority 
members perceived ingroup prototypicality should be reduced in order to improve 
outgroup attitudes. However, for future research it would be interesting to test 
whether a complex overarching identity also would lead to more positive outgroup 
attitudes for minority group members. That is, the results presented in this 
dissertation suggest that to improve the outgroup attitudes of minority members it 
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is important to increase their perceived ingroup prototypicality. In that sense,  for 
minority group members a complex representation of the overarching group 
actually may imply that there is more room to see their ingroup as relatively 
prototypical for the overarching category. Therefore, whereas a complex 
representation of the superordinate group for majority members may lead to more 
positive outgroup attitudes because of decreased ingroup prototypicality 
perceptions,  such a complex representation may actually also be beneficial for 
minority members’ outgroup attitudes,  because it increases their perceptions of 
ingroup prototypicality.

7#(+,=+#&#0)&#)/+&012",3("3/+&012",)!"#$%&'(.

The results presented in chapter 5 systematically demonstrate the value of 
mediation in solving neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts. In addition, they suggest that 
conflict asymmetry is an important determinant of the course and outcomes of 
neighborhood mediation, and as such, underline the importance of focusing on 
conflict asymmetry when investigating these types of conflicts.  Importantly, this is 
the first study demonstrating the impact of conflict asymmetry on conflict 
outcomes outside an organization context. 

The results show that mediation has positive effects on resolving the conflict 
issues in neighbor conflicts as well as on restoring the interpersonal relation 
between conflicting neighbors.  Furthermore, the results suggest that it is important 
for mediators to realize that, possibly, asymmetrical perceptions of the conflict 
issue by the conflict parties are important for the course and outcomes of the 
intervention. Especially during the intake session with the party that is causing the 
irritations, it may be important to signal the gravity of the situation in order to 
motivate this party to cooperate in finding a solution. A second implication is that 
even though many cases that are signed-up for a mediation program may not lead 
to an actual mediation session, an intake session on its own may have positive 
effects on conflict outcomes because it provides valuable emotional support for the 
party that is experiencing a problem. For conflict mediators it therefore is 
important to realize that already during the intake session they can help conflict 
parties, by acknowledging the situation, and providing them with emotional 
support. For policy makers it implies that the evaluation of such neighborhood 
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mediation projects should not merely be based on a ‘success-rate’ in terms of the 
proportion of cases that lead to an actual mediation session.
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In chapter 5 the focus was on a direct intervention in concrete interpersonal 
neighborhood conflict situations, in which we did not address intergroup effects. 
Unlike settings wherein there is little contact between conflict parties—as is the 
case during the emergence of neighborhood conflicts investigated in the first part 
of this dissertation—such personalized contact settings are likely to foster parties’ 
mutual perceptions as individuals rather than group members (Brewer & Miller, 
1984).  Additionally, an important component of third party help is structuring 
conversations and setting procedures during a mediation-session. As such, during 
a mediation session mediators may prevent miscommunication and 
misunderstandings between conflict parties with different cultural backgrounds. It 
is therefore likely that during mediation the salience of intergroup distinctions are 
reduced, and that cultural differences have less impact on the mediation process 
and outcomes. In line with his notion, additional analyses of the data used for 
chapter 5 revealed no significant differences between cases with native-Dutch 
conflict parties only,  and cases with at least one non-western conflict party in terms 
of meditational outcomes. These results thus support the suggestion that 
intergroup processes may be less relevant during an intervention between conflict 
parties.

Instead, intergroup differences may have an impact on the choice for involving 
a third party. That is, previous research suggested that conflict parties with a non-
western cultural background have a higher preference for third party help than 
parties with a western cultural background (Ting-Toomey & Oetzel, 2001).  In this 
vein, exploration of the data used for chapter 5 revealed that in 7% of the cases the 
complainant, and in 14% of the cases the respondent was registered as a resident 
with a non-western cultural background. The fact that in only a small proportion of 
all cases reported to neighborhood mediation the compliant has a non-western 
cultural background may thus actually be regarded as remarkable. A possible 
explanation may lay in the fact that non-western and western cultures not only 
differ in their preference for involving third parties, but also in their preference for 
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the kind of third party. Residents with a non-western cultural background may 
rather ask someone else from their neighborhood to mediate than to turn to an 
official agency such as neighborhood mediation. A second—related—explanation 
may be that residents with a non-western cultural background perceive 
neighborhood mediation programs as typically Dutch, and as such are more 
reluctant to approach such offices for help in resolving their conflicts.  In sum, 
further examination of how (cultural) group membership, and accompanying 
stereotypes affect conflict parties’ preferences for (types of) third parties would be a 
fruitful endeavor fur future research. 

!"#'%:.&"#

The findings of the present dissertation show that when studying neighbor-to-
neighbor conflicts in culturally diverse neighborhoods various social psychological 
theories may be important to understand the underlying processes, and to think 
about possible interventions. In short, based on such theories I predicted and find 
support for the predictions that negative intergroup attitudes may lead to more 
negative emotional and behavioral reactions of residents who are in conflict with 
each other and who differ in their cultural background. As such, preventing 
negative intergroup relations in culturally diverse neighborhoods may be 
important to decrease the amount of perceived social irritations, and increase the 
quality of life. Additionally, the presented results further show that social 
interventions in such neighborhoods may be important for the prevention as well 
as resolution of neighbor-to-neighbor conflicts.
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Dutch Summary | Nederlandse Samenvatting

Burenconflicten in Cultureel Diverse Wijken



Burenconflicten beginnen vaak naar aanleiding van dagelijkse overlast, zoals 
geluidsoverlast, slecht onderhouden tuintjes, of overlast van huisdieren. De meeste 
mensen ervaren wel eens dergelijke overlast (Paquin & Gambrill, 1994). Echter, 
afhankelijk van hoe bewoners zulke overlast interpreteren en er vervolgens op 
reageren, kunnen de consequenties van conflicten desastreus zijn.  Langdurige 
conflict kan bijvoorbeeld tot stress en gezondheidsproblemen leiden (e.g., De Dreu, 
Van Dierendonck & De Best-Waldhober,  2002; Ross & Mirosky, 2001). Ook kunnen 
burenconflicten uitmonden in fysiek geweld en zelfs leiden tot doodslag (Paquin & 
Gambrill, 1994). 

Daar komt bij dat in de afgelopen decennia de culturele diversiteit in de 
Nederlandse samenlevingen aanzienlijk toegenomen. In 2008 woonde meer dan 
10% van alle Nederlanders in een cultureel diverse wijk (wijken met 25% of meer 
bewoners van niet-westers allochtone afkomst; CBS, 2008b).  Hoewel diversiteit in 
culturele afkomst kan leiden tot een meer dynamische en interessante wereld, kan 
het ook de basis vormen voor vooroordelen en spanningen tussen groepen 
bewoners. Verschillen tussen groepen mensen kunnen namelijk leiden tot het 
categoriseren van anderen in “wij” versus “zij” (Allport,  1954; Tajfel, 1969). 
Dergelijke sociale categorisatieprocessen en de gevolgen daarvan, vormen de 
psychologische basis voor veel intergroepsconflicten. Dat bewoners van cultureel 
diverse wijken meer moeit hebben met sociale overlast blijkt bijvoorbeeld uit het 
feit dat bewoners van cultureel diverse wijken drie keer zo veel sociale overlast 
ervaren dan bewoners van cultureel homogene wijken. (11% van de bewoners van 
cultureel diverse wijken versus 2,5% in cultureel homogene wijken geeft aan 
regelmatig overlast van omwonenden te ervaren; CBS, 2008a). 

In dit proefschrift wordt onderzoek gepresenteerd dat ingaat op het ontstaan 
van, het voorkomen van, en het interveniëren in burenconflicten in cultureel 
diverse wijken. Meer specifiek beschrijft het eerste deel van dit proefschrift 
(hoofdstuk 2 en 3) onderzoek naar de vraag hoe stereotypen tussen culturele 
groepen invloed hebben op de manier waarop bewoners burenconflicten 
interpreteren, en er vervolgens op reageren. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt vervolgens 
onderzocht hoe negatieve stereotypen in cultureel diverse wijken voorkomen 
kunnen worden. Tot slot wordt er in hoofdstuk 5 onderzocht hoe en wanneer 
buurtbemiddeling kan bijdragen aan een oplossing voor lopende burenconflicten.
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Conflict kan gedefinieerd worden als een proces dat begint wanneer een 
individu (of groep) een verschil of tegenstelling tussen zichzelf en een ander (of 
een andere groep) ervaart over belangen,  bronnen, waarden, normen of gebruiken 
die belangrijk zijn (De Dreu & Gelfland, 2008). Een conflict is een subjectieve 
gebeurtenis, waarin waarnemingen en reacties per individu en situatie kunnen 
verschillen (Van de Vliert, 1997).  Bewoners kunnen op vele verschillende manieren 
reageren wanneer ze een conflict met hun buren ervaren. In hoofdstuk 2 zijn we 
van een veelgebruikte driedeling uitgegaan om de verschillende mogelijke 
conflictreacties te beschrijven (Horney, 1945; De Reuver, 2006; Taylor, 2002). De 
eerste manier van reageren is forceren (destructieve reacties door direct of indirect 
agressief te reageren).  De tweede manier van reageren is om een conflictsituatie te 
vermijden. De derde manier van reageren is oplossen (constructief reageren en 
rekening houden met belangen van beide partijen). 

Hoe mensen op een conflictsituatie reageren kan door verschillende factoren 
beïnvloedt worden. In hoofdstuk 2 en 3 van dit proefschrift is onderzocht hoe de 
interpretaties (appraisals), emoties en gedragsintenties van bewoners in een 
conflictsituatie beïnvloed worden door stereotypen. Theorieën over 
intergroepsemoties stellen dat in een intergroepssituatie emoties en 
daaropvolgende gedragsintenties beïnvloed kunnen worden door de 
karakteristieken van de andere groep (Smith, 1993;  Scherer, Schorr & Johnstone, 
2001). Bijvoorbeeld, de confrontatie met iemand uit een machtige groep leidt eerder 
tot angst en de intentie om de leden van de andere groep te vermijden dan 
confrontatie met iemand uit een minder machtige groep. Eerder onderzoek naar de 
rol van intergroepsemoties heeft vooral gekeken naar hoe de structurele relaties 
tussen groepen in een specifieke situatie (zoals macht, status of groepsgrootte) van 
invloed zijn op de emoties en reacties. In het huidige onderzoek hebben we het 
effect van stereotypen op intergroepsemoties in conflictsituaties onderzocht. 
Hoewel eerder onderzoek heeft laten zien dat mensen over het algemeen bepaalde 
emoties en gedragsintenties met specifieke groepen kunnen associëren (Fiske, 
Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002; Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007), is nog niet eerder 
onderzocht of stereotypen invloed hebben op hoe conflictpartijen een 
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conflictkwestie interpreteren en er vervolgens emotioneel en gedragsmatig op 
reageren. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een veldstudie beschreven waarin is onderzocht hoe 
bewoners van cultureel diverse wijken reageren in een burenconflict afhankelijk 
van de culturele achtergrond van de veroorzaker en de valentie van de stereotypen 
die met een bepaalde culturele groep geassocieerd worden. De resultaten van dit 
onderzoek laten zien dat bewoners in vergelijking met een veroorzaker van 
iemands eigen culturele afkomst, minder negatief reageren op een veroorzaker van 
een andere culturele afkomst. Tegelijk blijkt dat in conflicten met een 
conflictveroorzaker met een andere culturele afkomst, negatieve stereotypen ertoe 
leiden dat bewoners meer negatieve emoties ervaren. Dit leidt er vervolgens toe 
dat buurtbewoners minder geneigd zijn om het conflict constructief aan te pakken 
of te vermijden, en meer geneigd zijn om het conflict te forceren. Hoewel bewoners 
dus niet noodzakelijk negatiever reageren in een conflict met een 
conflictveroorzaker van een andere culturele afkomst, leiden negatieve stereotypen 
dus wel tot meer ergernis en een grotere neiging tot destructief conflictgedrag.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden vervolgens twee experimenten beschreven waarin meer 
precies onderzocht wordt hoe in conflictsituaties de inhoud van specifieke 
stereotypen tot verschillende interpretaties, emoties en gedragsintenties in 
conflicten kunnen leiden. Hoewel er bijvoorbeeld over zowel ouderen als 
immigranten negatieve stereotypen bestaan, verschillen deze in grote mate qua 
inhoud. Het stereotype content model (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick & Xu, 2002) stelt dat de 
inhoud van stereotypen op twee onafhankelijke dimensies beschreven kan worden: 
warmte en competentie. Stereotypewarmte gaat over hoe moreel, betrouwbaar en 
vriendelijk leden van de andere groep worden gezien. Stereotypecompetentie 
betreft eigenschappen als intelligent en zelfverzekerd en beïnvloedt de beoordeling 
van de bekwaamheid van leden van een andere groep. Stereotypen over ouderen 
zijn bijvoorbeeld hoog in warmte maar laag in competentie, en stereotypen over de 
meeste immigranten groepen zijn zowel laag in warmte en laag in competentie 
(Cuddy, Fiske & Glick, 2008).

De resultaten van hoofdstuk 3 laten zien dat vooral als een groep als niet warm 
wordt gestereotypeerd, conflictpartijen eerder denken dat de ander negatievere 
intenties heeft. Als gevolg daarvan ervaren conflictpartijen meer boosheid en zijn 
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zij eerder geneigd om op een agressieve manier te reageren. Wanneer de groep van 
de ander als incompetent wordt gestereotypeerd, interpreteren conflictpartijen de 
situatie als minder controleerbaar. Dit maakt dat ze meer minachting ervaren en 
meer geneigd zijn om het conflict te vermijden. De resultaten van hoofdstuk 3 
bevestigen de resultaten van hoofdstuk 2 door te laten zien dat negatieve 
stereotypen leiden tot negatievere interpretaties van conflictkwesties, en daardoor 
tot meer negatieve emoties en grotere neiging tot destructief conflict gedrag. 
Verder laten ze zien dat naast het effect van stereotypevalentie, de specifieke 
inhoud van stereotypen kunnen leiden tot andere interpretaties van een 
conflictkwestie, en vervolgens via verschillende negatieve emoties tot 
verschillende gedragsintenties kunnen leiden.
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Negatieve stereotypen in cultureel diverse wijken kunnen er dus toe leiden dat 
bewoners zich eerder ergeren aan sociale overlast om hun heen, en geneigd zijn om 
hier minder constructief op te reageren. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt ingegaan op de 
vraag hoe negatieve stereotypen in cultureel diverse wijken voorkomen kunnen 
worden. Uit eerder onderzoek blijkt dat recategorisatie een veelbelovende aanpak 
om negatieve intergroepsrelaties tegen te gaan is (Gaertner,  Dovidio, Anastasio, 
Bachman & Rust, 1993; Gaertner & Dovidio, 2000). Mensen bezitten meerdere 
sociale identiteiten. Deze sociale identiteiten kunnen meer of minder inclusief zijn. 
Bijvoorbeeld maar weinig mensen vallen een inclusieve sociale categorie als 
“mannelijke onderzoeker uit Groningen”, terwijl iedereen het idee kan hebben dat 
ze bij een meer inclusieve sociale categorie als “de mensheid” kunnen horen. Bij 
recatagorisatie wordt geprobeerd om een meer overkoepelende sociale identiteit te 
creëren of naar de voorgrond te halen, die leden van verschillende subgroepen met 
elkaar delen, zoals Europa een gedeelde identiteit kan zijn voor inwoners van 
Duitsland en Nederland. Door in een interactie tussen Duitsers en Nederlanders de 
nadruk te leggen op het feit dat ze beide Europeaan zijn, kan worden bereikt dat 
deze mensen elkaar zien als lid van een dezelfde groep in plaats van twee 
verschillende groepen.  Op deze manier worden groepsgrenzen geherdefinieerd, 
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en verandert iemands perceptie van wie er bij de eigen groep horen (Dovidio, 
Gaertner, & Saguy, 2008).

Recategorisatie is echter niet zonder problemen. Eerder onderzoek heeft laten 
zien dat gedeelde identiteiten onder bepaalde omstandigheden kunnen leiden tot 
nieuwe intergroepsvergelijkingen, en tot negatievere stereotypen tussen groepen 
(Mummendey & Wenzel, 2009). De representatie van een overkoepelende categorie 
is geen objectief gegeven, maar een sociale constructie vanuit het specifieke 
perspectief van de waarnemer. Leden van subgroepen hebben de neiging om hun 
eigen subgroep als meer prototypisch voor een gedeelde identiteit te zien dan 
andere subgroepen (Ingroup projection model;  Mummendey & Wenzel, 2004). 
Oorsponkelijke bewoners van een wijk die aan het verkleuren is kunnen 
bijvoorbeeld autochtonen nog steeds als de typische wijkbewoner zien. Deze 
processen hebben tot gevolg dat een andere subgroep objectief deel uitmaakt van 
een overkoepelende identiteit, maar subjectief nog steeds met eigenschappen van 
de eigen subgroep vergeleken wordt. Dit kan ertoe leiden dat identificatie met een 
overkoepelende identiteit geen, of zelfs averechtse effecten op stereotypen heeft.

Tot nu toe heeft onderzoek naar groepsprototypicaliteit zich vooral gericht op 
de ervaringen van de meerderheid of leden van groepen van gelijke grootte binnen 
een overkoepelende identiteit. Echter, juist voor minderheden is het lastig om hun 
groep als prototypisch voor een overkoepelende groep te zien (Wenzel, 
Mummendey, & Waldzus, 2008). In hoofdstuk 4 heeft zich daarom zowel op 
meerderheidsleden (autochtone bewoners) als minderheidsleden (allochtone 
bewoners) gericht. De resultaten in dit hoofdstuk laten zien dat,  onder 
voorwaarden, zowel autochtone als allochtone bewoners positievere stereotypen 
over andere culturele groepen hebben als ze zich meer met de wijk als een 
overkoepelende identiteit identificeren. Voor autochtonen geldt dit alleen als ze 
hun eigen groep als minder prototypisch voor de wijk zien. Voor allochtonen 
vinden we juist het omgekeerde patroon. Allochtone bewoners hebben positievere 
stereotypen over andere groepen in hun wijk wanneer ze zich sterker met hun wijk 
identificeren, maar alleen als ze hun groep als prototypisch voor de wijk zien.

 Een sterke gedeelde wijkidentiteit kan dus tot positievere stereotypen tussen 
groepen in cultureel diverse wijken leiden, en zodoende bijdragen aan meer 
tolerantie en het voorkomen van burenconflicten. Een belangrijke voorwaarde is 
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dat autochtonen zich als relatief minder prototypisch, en allochtone bewoners zich 
juist als meer prototypisch voor de wijk gaan zien. Dit kan mogelijk bereikt 
worden door een beeld van de wijk te stimuleren waarin de culturele diversiteit 
van een wijk wordt erkend, waardoor bewoners een meer complex beeld van de 
prototypische bewoner van hun wijk krijgen.
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In hoofdstuk 5 wordt vervolgens ingegaan op de werking van 
buurtbemiddelingsprojecten als interventie om in te grijpen in lopende 
burenconflicten. In de laatste jaren is de populariteit van 
buurtbemiddelingsprojecten enorm gestegen. In 2008 waren er in Nederland meer 
dan 1600 bemiddelaars actief in meer dan 90 buurtbemiddelingsprojecten 
(Centrum voor Criminaliteitspreventie en Veiligheid, 2008). Wereldwijd zijn er 
vergelijkbare ontwikkelingen, bijvoorbeeld in de Verenigde Staten (National 
Association for Conflict Management, 2010) en in Groot Brittannië (ADRNOW, 2010). 

Eerder onderzoek naar (buurt-) bemiddeling heeft vooral gekeken naar zaken 
waarin daadwerkelijk een bemiddelingssessie plaatsvond. Eén van de grootste 
uitdagingen voor bemiddelaars is echter om beide partijen te laten deelnemen aan 
een bemiddeling. Binnen veel zaken die bij buurtbemiddelingsprojecten 
aangemeld worden komt het niet tot een daadwerkelijke bemiddeling. Vaak komt 
het alleen tot een individueel intakegesprek met de conflictpartijen. In het 
onderzoek in hoofdstuk 5 stond allereerst de vraag centraal of zaken waarin een 
bemiddelingsgesprek plaatsvindt positievere uitkomsten kennen dan zaken waarin 
geen bemiddeling plaatsvindt. Daarnaast wordt er onderzocht of een 
intakegesprek alleen al een positieve effect op conflictuitkomsten kan hebben. 
Verder wordt er in dit onderzoek ingegaan op hoe conflictasymmetrie—het 
verschil in de mate waarin conflictpartijen conflict ervaren—effect heeft op het 
verloop en de uitkomsten van buurtbemiddeling. Eerder onderzoek heeft laten 
zien dat conflictasymmetrie belangrijke consequenties voor de ervaringen en 
reacties van conflictpartijen kan hebben. Vooral de conflictpartijen die meer conflict 
ervaren last van de gevolgen en voelen ze zich niet gerespecteerd en onzeker 
omdat ze zich niet erkend voelen (Jehn & Rispens, 2008; Jehn, Rispens, & Thatcher, 
2010). In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de verwachting getest dat juist in asymmetrische 
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conflicten, waarin meer behoefte is aan emotionele ondersteuning en erkenning, 
een intakegesprek alleen al tot positievere conflictuitkomsten kan leiden.

De resultaten onderschrijven deze verwachtingen. Meer specifiek laten ze zien 
dat (1) burenconflicten die bij buurtbemiddeling aangemeld worden vaker 
asymmetrisch dan symmetrisch zijn, (2) dat asymmetrische conflicten minder vaak 
leiden tot een daadwerkelijk bemiddelingsgesprek dan symmetrische conflicten, en 
(3) dat bemiddeling een positief effect heeft op conflictuitkomsten onafhankelijk 
van conflict(a)symmetrie, maar dat een intake gesprek, in asymmetrische, maar 
niet in symmetrische conflicten, al tot positievere uitkomsten kan leiden.

!"#'%:.&+

De resultaten van de studies die in dit proefschrift worden beschreven laten ten 
eerste zien negatieve stereotypen leiden ertoe dat bewoners sociale overlast eerder 
als opzettelijk gaan interpreteren, zich daardoor eerder ergeren en geneigd zijn om 
destructief te reageren. Het voorkomen van negatieve stereotypen kan dus helpen 
bij het tegengaan van de ervaring,  en escalatie,  van sociale overlast in cultureel 
diverse wijken. Ten tweede laten de studies in dit proefschrift zien dat het creëren 
van een sterke gedeelde wijkidentiteit,  waar bewoners met zowel een autochtone 
als een allochtone achtergrond zich bij horen voelen kan leiden tot een 
vermindering van negatieve stereotypen. Ten derde laat onderzoek naar een 
buurtbemiddelingsproject zien dat bij lopende burenconflicten bemiddeling een 
effectieve manier kan zijn om deze tot een goed einde te brengen, en dat in 
conflicten waarin één conflictpartij het meeste conflict ervaart een gesprek met 
deze een partij al kan leiden tot een verbetering van de situatie.
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